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Abstract 

 
Short bowel syndrome (SBS) occurs when a significant length of intestine is 

surgically resected for both congenital and acquired intestinal abnormalities and remains 

a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in neonates.  With an insufficient amount  

of intestine available for nutrient absorption, neonates with SBS are dependent on 

parenteral nutrition (PN) for survival but many continue to develop and succumb to PN- 

associated complications such liver disease and sepsis. In order for these children to 

survive, the remnant intestine must adapt and improve nutrient absorption over time. 

Glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2) is a distal intestinal-derived peptide that is trophic to  

the intestine and stimulates intestinal adaptation after major resection. Diseases that lead 

to SBS in neonates, such as necrotizing enterocolitis, most commonly affect and require 

removal of the distal intestine, including ileum. Thus, GLP-2 may be the limiting factor 

for adaptation in human neonates with SBS. Furthermore, the intestinotrophic effects of 

GLP-2 may be augmented by the simultaneous delivery of either enteral nutrition (EN) or 

epidermal growth factor (EGF). We thus hypothesized that GLP-2 therapy stimulates 

intestinal growth and function in neonatal SBS, and that the intestinotrophic effects of 

GLP-2 are augmented when given in combination with either EN or EGF therapy. 

For these studies, neonatal piglets were block-randomized to either a 75% mid- 

intestinal resection (JI model) with jejunoileal anastomosis (leaving equal lengths of 

jejunum and ileum) or 75% distal-intestinal resection (JC model) (removing all ileum) 

with jejunocolic anastomosis or sham (no resection) control. Piglets also received a 

jugular venous catheter and a gastrostomy tube for the provision of PN and EN, 

respectively.  Piglets were subsequently maintained for 7 days.  In the first study,  piglets 
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received either intravenous GLP-2 (42 g/kg/day) or saline control and either remained 

on total PN (0% EN) or received EN at 40% of nutritional requirement. In the second 

study, piglets received saline control, intravenous GLP-2 (42 g /kg/day), enteral EGF  

(80 µg/kg/day), or combined GLP-2 and EGF and all piglets received EN at 20% of 

nutritional requirement. Structural adaptation was assessed by the change in intestinal 

length, mucosal and intestinal weight, and histopathology. Functional adaptation was 

assessed by measuring several parameters: the relative gene expression of nutrient 

transporters, digestive enzymes and tight junction proteins, measurement of intestinal 

permeability using the Üssing chamber apparatus, fat absorption and weight gain. 

In the first study, we observed that in piglets maintained on total PN in the 

absence of treatment, the JI model demonstrated intrinsic structural adaptation, including 

increased intestinal weight and villus height, while the JC model did not. In this group 

that was not enterally fed, GLP-2 treatment induced histological adaptation in the JC 

model. In contrast, enteral feeding at 40% of nutritional requirement resulted in intestinal 

lengthening and increased intestinal weight in the JI model, while increased diarrhea and 

decreased weight gain were observed in the JC model. GLP-2 treatment in this fed group 

of piglets had no effect in the JI model but increased villus height in the JC model. We  

did not observe differences in the gene expression of nutrient transporters or tight  

junction proteins. 

In the second study, combined EGF and GLP-2 treatment increased intestinal 

length by 15%, regardless of surgical anatomy. Both GLP-2 alone and combination 

therapy increased intestinal weight in the JC model, and jejunal mucosal weight and  

villus  height  in  both  JI  and  JC  models.    Combination  therapy  decreased   intestinal 
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permeability to both mannitol and polyethylene glycol in both surgical models. There  

was no difference in fat absorption or weight gain. 

Our results demonstrate the beneficial effects of exogenous GLP-2 treatment in 

the JC model, which anatomically represents most human infants with SBS. In contrast, 

the JI model demonstrated greater structural adaptation in response to enteral feeding.  

We further demonstrated a beneficial effect of combined GLP-2 and EGF treatment on 

increasing intestinal length and absorptive surface area in both models, which may lead to 

improved nutrient absorption. The benefit of decreased intestinal permeability with 

combination therapy translates to strengthened barrier function and decreased risk for 

bacterial translocation. GLP-2 therapy may thus benefit human infants with SBS, who 

commonly experience small intestinal bacterial overgrowth. Moving forward, our studies 

provide important preclinical data with regards to the translation of trophic peptide 

therapies in neonatal SBS. 
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Preface 

 
This thesis is an original work by David Wai Lim. The research project, of which 

this thesis is a part, obtained ethics approval from the University of Alberta Animal Care 

and Use Committee, study title “Determining the impact of exogenous GLP-2 on 

intestinal adaptation in our short bowel syndrome neonatal piglet models”, study ID 

AUP00000155, May 30, 2013, and study title “A pilot study of systemic glucagon-like 

peptide combined with oral epidermal growth factor and characterization of gut 

microbiome in short bowel piglets with and without ileum”, study ID AUP00000513, 

March 20, 2013. 

Portions of the research conducted for this research form part of an institutional 

and international research collaboration, led by Dr. Justine M. Turner at the University of 

Alberta and Dr. Paul W. Wales at the University of Toronto. The literature review in 

chapters 1 - 4 represents my original work.  Chapter 3 of this thesis has been published as 

D.W. Lim, J.M. Turner, and P.W. Wales, “Emerging Piglet Models of Neonatal Short 

Bowel Syndrome,” Journal of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition, vol. 39, issue 6, pages 

636-643. Chapter 4 of this thesis has been published as D.W. Lim, P.W. Wales, J.M. 

Turner, D.L. Bigam, and P.L. Brubaker, “On the horizon: trophic peptide growth factors 

as therapy for neonatal short bowel syndrome,” Expert Opinion on Therapeutic Targets, 

vol. 20, issue 7, pages 819–830. 

Chapter 5 of this thesis has been published as D.W. Lim, A. Diané, M. Muto, D.F. 

Vine, P.N. Nation, P.R. Wizzard, D.L. Sigalet, D.L. Bigam, P.B. Pencharz, J.M. Turner, 

and P.W. Wales, “Differential effects on intestinal adaptation following exogenous 

glucagon-like  peptide-2  therapy  with  and  without  enteral  nutrition  in  neonatal short 
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bowel syndrome,” Journal of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition, doi: 

10.1177/0148607116665812 [published online ahead of print, September 22
nd

, 2016]. 

This study was designed by myself with the assistance of J.M. Turner, P.W. Wales and 

P.B. Pencharz at the University of Toronto. I was responsible for data  collection  

(assisted by P.R. Wizzard) and analysis and manuscript composition. A. Diané  

performed the gene expression analyses supervised by D.F. Vine. M. Muto performed  

the fat absorption studies supervised by P.R. Wizzard. P.N. Nation performed  the 

analysis of histological specimens.  D.F. Vine, D.L. Sigalet. D.L. Bigam, J.M. Turner and 

P.W. Wales contributed to manuscript editing. 

 

Chapter 6 of this thesis has been submitted to and peer-reviewed by the American 
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by the journal and are currently being drafted for journal submission. This study was 

designed by myself with the assistance of J.M. Turner, P.W. Wales and C.L. Lévesque at 

South Dakota State University. I was responsible for data collection (assisted by P.R. 

Wizzard and M. Muto) and analysis and manuscript composition. The Üssing chamber 

experiments were performed by myself under the supervision of D.F.Vine. J.R. Koepke 

performed some of the gene expression analyses supervised by C.L. Lévesque at South 

Dakota State University. The gene expression analyses on intestinal growth factors and 

their receptors were performed by myself under the supervision of P.L. Brubaker at the 

University of Toronto.       P.N. Nation performed the analysis  of histological specimens. 
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Two roads diverged in a wood, and I – 

I took the one less traveled by, 

And that has made all the difference. 

 

 

 

- Robert Frost (1916) 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

 

Neonatal Short Bowel Syndrome 

 

 

 
Sections adapted from: 

 

(1) Lim DW, Wales PW, Josephson JK, Nation PN, Wizzard P, Sergi CM, Field CJ, 

Sigalet DL, Turner JM. Glucagon-like peptide 2 improves cholestasis in parenteral 

nutrition associated liver disease. JPEN Journal of Parenteral and Enteral Nutrition. 

2016; 40(1): 14-21. doi: 10.1177/0148607114551968. 
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Introduction 

 

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) remains a commonly encountered clinical problem 

in human infants and continues to pose challenges from medical, surgical, nutritional and 

social perspectives. The incidence of neonatal SBS is expected to rise, given that SBS 

occurs more frequently in premature infants, and the global incidence of preterm births in 

increasing. 
1 

Neonatal SBS is the most common indication for intestinal transplantation 

and historically carried a greater than 30% mortality rate from secondary complications. 
2 

The rise of multi-disciplinary intestinal rehabilitation programs and medical and surgical 

advances have improved the survival rate to over 90% within the first 5 years of 

diagnosis. 
3,4 

However, as children with SBS are surviving longer, ongoing healthcare 

costs and quality of life have become important facets in managing this patient 

population. The following is a review of neonatal SBS, focusing on its etiology and 

epidemiology, pathophysiology, clinical presentation, treatment, and a consideration of 

factors associated with improved outcomes in SBS. 

Short Bowel Syndrome and Intestinal Failure 

 

One of the intricacies that beset the scientific literature on SBS is its varying 

nomenclature. In practical terms, SBS refers to the condition that occurs when a 

significant amount of small intestine is surgically resected for congenital and acquired 

intestinal lesions. 
5 
To be more specific, some authors have designated this definition as 

‘surgical or anatomical SBS,’ in contrast to ‘functional SBS’, whereby the intestine 

becomes functionally inadequate due to mucosal enteropathies or intestinal dysmotility 

syndromes. Regardless of whether having an anatomically shortened or functionally 

inadequate small intestine, patients with SBS exhibit inadequate fluid and/or nutrient 
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absorption for growth and/or survival, the state of which has been termed as ‘intestinal 

failure’. Patients with SBS and intestinal failure classically require parenteral nutrition 

(PN) support for some time or in the most severe cases, indefinitely. For this reason, the 

need for PN support (over a specified amount of time) is often included in the definition 

of SBS or intestinal failure. Moreover, SBS is generally viewed as the major cause of 

intestinal failure, with other causes being enteropathies and motility syndromes 

(‘functional SBS’). The definition of ‘short bowel syndrome’ put forth by the Canadian 

Association of Paediatric Surgeons in 2002 considers SBS as a functional condition, with 

patients needing PN support greater than 6 weeks in duration, but also incorporating an 

anatomical aspect, including patients with greater 75% intestinal resection. 
6
 

 

This lack of standardized classification and overlapping nomenclature has 

resulted in the disparate reporting of SBS epidemiology and outcomes. Occasionally, the 

terms ‘short bowel syndrome’ and ‘intestinal failure’ are used synonymously in the 

literature. To address this, the European Society for Clinical Nutrition and Metabolism in 

2015 released a formal definition and classification of intestinal failure. Intestinal failure 

was defined as “the reduction of gut function below the minimum necessary for the 

absorption of macronutrients and/or water and electrolytes, such that intravenous 

supplementation is required to maintain health and/or growth”. 
7   

Patients with reduced 
 

gut function but not requiring PN support are regarded to demonstrate ‘intestinal 

insufficiency’. A pathophysiological classification organized intestinal failure into its 

five main pathophysiological etiologies: SBS, intestinal fistula, intestinal dysmotility, 

mechanical obstruction and extensive intestinal mucosal disease. In this classification, 

SBS is regarded to occur in the event of extensive surgical resection or following 
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congenital anomalies that result in bowel length shorter than expected. A functional 

classification based on onset, metabolic stability and expected outcome further organized 

intestinal failure into: Type I (acute, short-term, self-limited), Type II (prolonged acute 

condition, often metabolically unstable, weeks to months of PN support) and Type III 

(chronic, metabolically stable, needing PN over months to years, can be either reversible 

or irreversible).  By this classification, SBS most commonly results in Type III intestinal 

failure. 
7  

Thirdly, chronic (Type III) intestinal failure was organized into a clinical 

 

classification of 16 subtypes based on intravenous energy requirements and volume 

supplementation, although the practical utility of this classification is debated. 
8 

Epidemiology and Etiology 

Characterizing the epidemiology of SBS is challenged, not only by the varying 

definition of SBS and intestinal failure between studies, but also the rarity of disease, 

variations in study period and lengths of follow-up, and an inability of tertiary institutions 

to clearly define their study population due to complex referral patterns. 
9 

These factors 

have direct impact on the epidemiological data reported in the SBS literature and limit the 

generalizability of SBS patient series. Varied research questions also lead to differential 

inclusion and exclusion criteria of studies on SBS patients. Despite the limitations of 

reported SBS data, there are overarching trends that can be appreciated from the 

epidemiologic literature. Historically, congenital lesions such as intestinal atresia and 

midgut volvulus were the most common causes of SBS, as documented by Willmore et al 

in 1972. 
10   

Since then, there has a been a shift from congenital anomalies to necrotizing 
 

enterocolitis (NEC) as the most prevalent cause of neonatal SBS, concomitant with the 

increasing likelihood of survival in extremely premature infants. 
9,11   

In most patient 
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series, NEC is by far is the most common cause of neonatal SBS, followed by intestinal 

atresia, abdominal wall defects (e.g. gastroschisis), intestinal volvulus, and so forth. 
2,12 

Depending on the complex referral patterns of some centers, there is also increased 

representation of some diagnoses such as gastroschisis in some patient series. To address 

research limitations and gaps in the literature, the Pediatric Intestinal Failure Consortium 

(PIFCon) was established in 2006, representing 14 pediatric centers with 

multidisciplinary intestinal rehabilitation programs, 9 of which are coupled to an 

intestinal transplantation program. The initial 2012 report and subsequent reports from 

the PIFCon illustrate that in 272 children with intestinal failure (defined as less than 1 

year of age and receiving PN support for 60 out of 74 consecutive days) between 2000 - 

2004, the causal etiologies were NEC (26%), gastroschisis (16%), intestinal atresia 

(10%), volvulus (9%), Hirschsprung disease (4%), tufting or microvillus inclusion 

disease (1%), other single diagnoses (5%) and 28% had multiple single diagnoses. 
13

 

Accurate measures of SBS incidence and mortality are also difficult to ascertain, 

due to the challenges facing research on neonatal SBS. In a 2008 multicenter study 

involving 16 American tertiary neonatal centers, Cole reported an incidence in surgical 

SBS of 0.7% in very low birth-weight infants and 1.1% in extremely low birth-weight 

patients, of which 96% of cases were attributable to NEC. 
14   

This study however omits 

term infants, where congenital causes are more encountered.  Also in 2008, a study 
 

involving 7 tertiary neonatal intensive care units in Italy identified an incidence of 

intestinal failure (defined as residual intestine measuring less than 25% of expected for 

gestational age or requiring PN support for more than 42 days following intestinal 

resection) in 0.1% of all live births and 0.5% of all NICU admissions. 
15   

Furthermore, the 
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Canadian Collaborative Study Group reported an incidence of SBS of 4.8/million/year 

across Canada, an estimate based on a sample size of only 11 infants 
9
, while studies from 

the intestinal transplantation literature extrapolates an estimated incidence of 2-3 patients 

per million per year, half of which are children. 
16,17 

To date, only one population-based 

study has investigated neonatal SBS incidence and mortality.  This 2004 study by Wales 

et al. reported a population-based incidence of 24.5 per 100 000 live births, and 

increasing to 353.7 per 100 000 live births in premature (< 37 weeks gestation) infants. 
2 

Mortality estimates in neonatal SBS are usually represented by the case fatality rate, 

which is the number of deaths that occur amongst all cases of that disease, a measure of 

disease severity. 
9 

The population-based study by Wales et al. reported a mortality rate of 

37.5%, accounting for 1.4% of all deaths in children less than 4 years of age. 
2 

This 

relatively high mortality rate may be partly explained by the inclusion of immediate 

deaths, due to the SBS definition that was chosen for the study.  The PIFCon studies 

report a mortality rate of 25% amongst the 272 infants with intestinal failure studied 

between 2000 to 2004. 
13   

Recent case series demonstrate a decrease in mortality rate 

from 25% over 4 year to 10-15% over 4 years, which has been attributed to advances in 

the medical and surgical management of infants with SBS. 
3,4 

In 2016, Fullerton et al. 

determined that for patients with SBS (defined as need PN for greater than 90 days), the 

overall survival was 97% at one year and 94.4% at five years. 
18

 

Pathophysiology of Short Bowel Syndrome 

 

In adults and children, the clinical manifestations of SBS are dependent on the 

extent of resection and remnant intestinal anatomy. Regarding the extent of resection, a 

greater impairment in overall intestinal nutrient processing and absorptive function 
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occurs with more extensive resection. However, the specific nutritional deficiencies that 

occur are more influenced by the anatomic location of the intestinal segment that is 

removed, which directly relates to the site-specific processing and absorption 

macronutrients, vitamins and minerals. Based on anatomic location of resection, three 

subtypes of SBS have been characterized.  The first type is a proximal or mid-intestinal 

resection with jejunoileal anastomosis and colon-in-continuity (type 1 
9 

or ‘Jejunoileal’ 

19
). The second type is a distal intestinal resection, generally removing all ileum and 

proximal colon, with a jejunocolic anastomosis and colon-in-continuity (type 2 
9 

or 

‘Jejunocolic’ 
19

). Finally, the third subtype involves distal intestinal resection with 

creation of a proximal jejunostomy (type 3 
9 

or ‘Jejunostomy’ 
19

) and leaving the colon 

out of continuity with the remnant intestine. 
9,19,20

 

In general, type I resections are better tolerated and managed because severe 

nutrient or electrolyte disturbances occur infrequently for several reasons. First, patients 

with type I resections usually retain duodenum and some jejunum, thereby reducing the 

likelihood of site-specific nutrient processing and absorption. 
20 

Second, in type I 

resections, the remnant ileum can accommodate the nutrient absorptive functions of the 

lost jejunum.  Type 1 resections are therefore considered “pro-adaptive,” a property 

which may relate to intestinotrophic hormones, such as glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2), 

that are uniquely synthesized in the ileum. Regarding fluid balance, the tight junctions in 

the ileum are less permeable than those in the jejunum, such that less water enters the 

ileal lumen (compared to the jejunum) following a hyperosmotic meal.  Furthermore, the 

colon is able to increase its capacity for fluid absorption (from 1.9 L/d up to 5 L/d in 

adults). 
19  

Despite the infrequent development of nutrient deficiencies, type 1 resections 
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can result in a decrease in regulatory hormones that are synthesized in the jejunum. 

Disruption of cholecystokinin (CCK) and secretin feedback inhibition on gastrin and 

gastric acid secretion results in a transient gastric acid hypersecretion phase that 

decreases the luminal pH of the proximal intestine, which can lead to the denaturing of 

pancreatic enzymes and altered digestion. 
11

 

In contrast, patients with type 2 resections are more likely to develop nutrient or 

electrolyte disturbances and are more difficult to manage clinically. Patients with type 2 

resections usually lose a significant proportion of their ileum, such that nutrient 

processing and absorptive functions unique to the ileum (e.g. vitamin B12 and bile acid 

absorption) are compromised. 
9 

Unlike type I resections, the remnant jejunum cannot 

accommodate the unique absorptive functions of the lost ileum. Patients with distal 

intestinal resections also experience significant diarrhea because the residual jejunum is 

more permeable than the resected ileum and less water that enters the jejunum following 

a hyperosmotic meal is reabsorbed. Diarrhea is further exacerbated as the proximal colon 

is often resected, in addition to ileum, which diminishes the fluid absorptive capacity of 

the colon. 
19 

The reduction of bile salt reabsorption also predisposes patients with type 2 

SBS to the malabsorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins, chloretic diarrhea and 

steatorrhea.  The ileum and proximal colon also harbors the enteroendocrine cells that 

 

synthesize and secrete neurotensin, glucagon-like peptides-1 (GLP-1) and -2 and 

polypeptide YY (PYY). GLP-1 and PYY inhibit gastric emptying and acid secretion and 

intestinal motility while neurotensin modulates motility, thereby acting as effectors of the 

“ileal brake” mechanism that allows sufficient contact time for nutrient absorption. GLP- 

2 is a peptide hormone with intestinotrophic properties.  Plasma levels of these peptides 
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are increased in type 2 resections that maintain a colon-in-continuity, such that gastric 

emptying and intestinal transit times are maintained. However, more extensive ileal and 

proximal colonic resection effectively removes the L-cell mass and abrogates the 

adaptive increase in these peptides after resection. 
19,20

 

Patients with a jejunostomy or type 3 resection demonstrate marked nutrient and 
 

electrolyte deficiencies due to the absence of both ileum and colon. Consequently, they 

experience the same deficiencies (e.g. vitamin B12 and bile salts) as patients with type 2 

SBS. Furthermore, they do not benefit from the excess fluid absorptive properties of an 

intact colon.  The colon is also capable of producing an additional 4.2 mJ/day of energy 

via SCFA production from malabsorbed carbohydrates reaching the colonic microbiota. 
21 

Magnesium deficiencies are also common in patients with jejunostomy as magnesium is 

normally absorbed in the ileum and colon. Patients with jejunostomy also demonstrate 

increased gastric emptying and intestinal transit time, due to the absence of peptide 

hormones (e.g. GLP-1, GLP-2, PYY) produced in the ileum and proximal colon that 

modulate intestinal transit. Furthermore, intestinal transit appears to be intrinsically 

faster in the jejunum relative to ileum. 
19

 

In neonates, the diseases that typically lead to intestinal resection and SBS 
 

involve the distal intestine (e.g. NEC, congenital atresia) and therefore types 2 and 3 SBS 

are more frequently encountered in neonatal SBS. 
9 

Due to its ongoing development, the 

neonatal intestine is at further risk of nutritional deficiencies in the setting of SBS. 

Neonates have a transient physiologic insufficiency in duodenal amylase, which resolves 

by 1 year of age when the exocrine pancreas matures. Importantly, preterm infants have 

decreased bile acid pools (40 mg in full-term neonates) and reduced bile acid 
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reabsorption capacity, predisposing them to malabsorption of fat and fat-soluble vitamins. 
 

22 
Preterm infants also demonstrate a relative decrease in pancreatic lipase activity, 

further limiting their ability to digest fat. 
23

 

In both Type 2 and 3 SBS anatomies, the lack of ileum and some or all colon has 

repercussions within and beyond the gastrointestinal tract. With worsening fat 

malabsorption, unabsorbed LCFA can precipitate with calcium and magnesium. 

Consequently, decreased circulating levels of calcium and magnesium leads to reduced 

formation of oxalate salts that are not readily absorbed in the colon. Free oxalate is 

however readily absorbed in the colon and leads to hyperoxaluria and risk for 

nephrolithiasis. 
11 

With a reduced ability to reabsorbed bile salts, patients with type 2 and 

3 SBS are predisposed to developing cholelithiasis, as bile salts solubilize cholesterol in 

the gallbladder. 
19 

Removal of ileocecal valve, an anatomic barrier between the small 

intestine and colon, allows colonization of the small intestine with colonic bacteria. 

Patients can subsequently develop small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) 

syndrome, characterized by diarrhea and steatorrhea, nausea, bloating, abdominal pain, 

anorexia, nutrient and vitamin deficiencies and failure to thrive. Resident bacteria can 

further lead to complications such as D-lactic acidosis. 
11 

Vitamin B12 deficiency may 

also be exacerbated, leading to macrocytic anemia and B12 neuropathy, as resident 

bacteria consume vitamin B12. Furthermore, these bacteria can secondarily deconjugate 

bile acids, leading to their excretion, further decreasing the bile acid pool. 

Intestinal Adaptation 

 

The gastrointestinal tract has the unique ability of adapting in response to a 

variety of internal and external pressures, such as major intestinal resection. As 
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previously alluded to, following a proximal- or mid-intestinal resection, the remnant 

ileum can functionally compensate in response to the loss of jejunum. The adaptive 

benefits of a colon-in-continuity include excess water re-absorption and the contribution 

of additional energy from SCFA fermentation of malabsorbed carbohydrates reaching the 

colonic microbiome. There are limits to adaptation, however. Remnant jejunum is less 

accommodating and cannot acquire the unique absorptive properties of the lost ileum in 

Type 2 and 3 SBS resections. Intestinal adaptation therefore refers to the intrinsic 

processes that occur in the remnant intestine and colon that allows nutrient and fluid 

absorption to improve over time. 
24   

Although a slow-occurring process, intestinal 
 

adaptation allows patients with SBS to wean off parenteral nutrition therapy and to 

achieve enteral autonomy, the end-goal in management for all patients with SBS. 

Intestinal adaptation encompasses the molecular, cellular and physiological 

changes that occur in remnant intestinal structure (structural adaptation), motility (motor 

adaptation) and function (functional adaptation) following major intestinal resection. 

These changes have been predominately described in experimental animal models of 

SBS. Structural adaptation, at this histologic level, is represented by an increase in 

intestinal villus height and diameter, and crypt deepening, allowing for an increase in 

mucosal absorptive surface area. There is both an increase in epithelial cell proliferative 

and apoptotic rates, which homeostasis favoring proliferation over apoptosis, which 

associated increases in intestinal DNA, RNA, and protein content. Macroscopic 

structural changes in rodents in include intestinal dilatation, thickening and lengthening, 

with hypertrophy of the muscularis propria. 
25   

Local angiogenesis also plays a role in 
 

structural adaptation of the remnant intestine.  Intestinal resection is associated with an 
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increase in intestinal motility and severity is dependent on the location and extent of 

resection. In resections that do not remove ileum or proximal colon, motor adaptation 

develops over time, with the slowing of intestinal motility. This motor adaptation is 

mediated by ileal-brake hormones (GLP-1, GLP-2, PYY, neurotensin), which slow 

intestinal transit and gastric emptying time, secreted by enteroendocrine cells found in the 

distal ileum and proximal colon. 
26   

Consequently, motor adaptation is less observed 
 

following major resections that involve ileectomy and partial colon resection and/or 

removal of the colon from continuity with the remnant intestine. 

Functional adaptation of the intestinal refers to the increase in the absorptive 

capacity of the remnant intestine, which occurs as a result of both non-specific and 

specific mechanisms.  Non-specific mechanisms include the increases in remnant 

intestinal mucosal mass and surface area that occurs as a result of structural adaptation, 

and results in the increased absorption of all nutrients.  Specific mechanisms include 

alterations in nutrient transporters that augment nutrient absorption, such as an increase in 

transporter maximal transport (Vmax) or increase in the total number of transporters. 
25 

Increase in digestive enzyme activity also contributes to the functional aspects of 

adaptation. Furthermore, the permeability of nutrients absorbed passively, such short-, 

medium-, and long-chain fatty acids and cholesterol, are increased after resection due 

changes in composition of the brush-border membrane. Intestinal adaptation following 

major resection in humans is less well characterized. Reports of intestinal lengthening 

and dilatation and histological changes after surgical resection are inconsistent. 

Carbohydrate and xylose absorption have been shown to increase slowly over 2 years in 

humans after intestinal resection.  Intestinal adaptation can be differentially regulated by 
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both dietary and hormonal factors. 
25 

Enteral nutrition is the most potent stimulus for 

intestinal adaptation after major resection, with dietary protein, carbohydrates and fats 

each having a stimulatory effect. An ever-growing list of trophic signals have been 

reported to modulate intestinal adaptation, including Bcl-2, CCK, EGF, EGF receptor, 

endothelin, enteroglucagon, erythropoietin, gastrin, GLP-2, growth hormone, insulin-like 

factors, their receptors and their binding proteins, L-glutamine, PYY, peroxisome 

proliferator-activated receptor-α, and prostanglandins. 
11

 

 

Management 

 

The management of SBS commences with the acute phase (1-3 months) post- 

resection that is characterized by gastric hypersecretion, intestinal dysmotility, decreased 

nutrient absorption and diarrhea. Goals of management are aimed at controlling gastric 

hyperacidity with histamine-2 (H2) receptor blockers or proton pump inhibitors (PPIs), 

correcting acid-base disturbances and maintaining fluid and electrolyte balance. 
11

 

 

Following the acute phase, the adaptive phase of intestinal adaptation occurs, 

during which time the goals of management are to support and wean patients from PN 

and encourage enteral autonomy by optimizing intestinal growth and function. In adults, 

the long-held dogma is that intestinal adaptation lasts up to 2 years but recent evidence 

suggest that patients can be weaned off of PN beyond 2 years. 
24   

Medical therapy 

includes providing and optimizing parenteral and enteral nutrition, decreasing diarrhea 
 

and slowing intestinal motility with anti-diarrheal agents (narcotics, loperamide), 

controlling gastrointestinal secretions using anti-secretory agents (H2-receptor 

antagonists, PPIs, clonidine and octreotide), preventing and treating SIBO with 

prokinetics, probiotics and antibiotics. 
26   

In adults with SBS, treatment with hormones 
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and growth factors (e.g. teduglutide, growth hormone) is also an option. Surgical 

management of SBS is aimed at preserving the remnant intestine, improving 

gastrointestinal motility and increasing the intestinal surface area available for nutrient 

absorption. Both the Bianchi and serial transverse enteroplasty (STEP) procedures have 

been used to increase remnant intestinal length.  The Bianci procedure entails 

longitudinal dissection of the mesentery supplying a dilated intestinal segment, with 

longitudinal division of the dilated segment of intestine and an end-to-end anastomosis of 

the two parallel intestinal segments. 
27   

The STEP procedure consists of sequentially 
 

applying a linear gastrointestinal stapler to a dilated intestinal segment in the plane 

perpendicular to the mesenteric axis in order to create a tapered, zigzagging intestinal 

tube. 
28 

The goals of the STEP procedure are to preserve mucosa while increase length 

and absorptive surface and improving intestinal peristalsis. 
29,30

 

Intestinal transplantation serves as a last resort in the management of patients with 

SBS due to the associated elevated morbidity and mortality. The indications for intestinal 

transplantation, with or without concomitant liver transplantation, include growth failure, 

loss of central venous access, permanent PN dependence, recurrent sepsis and irreversible 

PN-associated liver disease. 
31  

Since 2002, both transplant waitlist mortality and the 

number of new pediatric patients waitlisted for combined liver-intestinal transplantation 
 

has steadily declined, especially in the neonatal age group. 
32

 

 

Predictors of Outcome in SBS 

 

In SBS, there are several modifiable and non-modifiable factors that can influence 

successful adaptation of the remnant intestine, promotion of enteral autonomy and 

weaning of PN and improving patient outcomes.  These factors are listed in Table 1-1. 
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Patient age relates to the intrinsic gut growth potential of the remnant intestine. Neonates 

have a significant potential for gut growth, in comparison to adult humans, whose gut 

growth potential has been attained. The initial diagnosis and disease burden can have an 

impact on the remnant intestine, such as Crohn’s disease (which may recur) or 

dysmotility that make affect function of the intestinal remnant. Remnant intestinal length 

has been a long-recognized determinant of outcome in SBS.  While absolute length is 

highly correlated with outcome in adult SBS 
34

, remnant intestinal length as a percentage 

 

relative to the gestational norm is a better predictor of outcome in neonates and infants. 

35,36 
This latter observation relates to the fact the intestinal length doubles in the third 

trimester and the preterm infant may possess greater gut growth potential compared to the 

term infant. 
33,35 

Spencer et al. previously reported that mortality was 5.57-fold greater in 

patients with a remnant intestinal length less than 10% of expected compared to patients 

with greater than 10% of expected intestinal length. 
36 

As previously discussed, remnant 

intestinal anatomy is a significant predictor of successful intestinal adaptation and 

outcome in SBS. Patients with a type 1 or mid-intestinal resection, retaining ileum, are 

more likely to undergo successful adaptation due to the intrinsic adaptive properties of 

the ileum. Patients with type 2 SBS or distal-intestinal resection or type 3 SBS or 

jejunostomy demonstrate a decreased propensity for intestinal adaptation, due to the 

perturbed intestinal physiology of this remnant anatomy and the absence of 

intestinotrophic hormones such as GLP-2.  Two important anatomic considerations that 

are intimately related to remnant intestinal anatomy are the presence of the ileocecal 

valve (ICV) and the presence of a colon in-continuity. The ICV serves an anatomical 

barrier between the small intestine and colon, thereby permitting adequate luminal 
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contact time with nutrients and preventing the reflux of colonic bacteria into the terminal 

ileum. Resection of the ICV has not been shown to affect outcome in adult SBS. 
26 

In 

children, Spencer et al. reported that ICV presence strongly predicted PN weaning but 

not patient survival 
36 

while Quiros-Tejeira found no benefit. 
37 

Recently, the PIFCon did 

associate a preserved ICV with achieving enteral autonomy. 
38 

The presence of an ICV 

may serve as a proxy for the presence of retained ileum, and relate to the intestinotrophic 

properties of the ileum, which are often lost in an ICV resection.  The benefits of 

retaining a colon in-continuity have been discussed above. In adults with SBS, the 

presence of the colon is associated with improved enteral energy intake and weaning 

from PN. 
21,39 

The impact of a colon in pediatric is SBS remains unclear.  Quiros-Tejeira 

et al. observed improved weaning of PN in children with a colonic remnant greater than 

50% of its original length 
37 

whereas Diamond et al. found no difference in the weaning 

of PN in patients with or without a remnant colon. 
40 

The presence of nutrients (proteins, 

carbohydrates and lipids) and hormones also regulate intestinal adaptation and outcomes 

in SBS and are discussed in the subsequent chapter. 

Parenteral Nutrition Associated Liver Disease 

 

PN remains a lifesaving measure for infants with intestinal failure, who are unable 

to absorb adequate nutrition for growth and development.
41 

Long-term PN exposure, 

however, is associated with severe complications such as sepsis and parenteral nutrition 

associated liver disease (PNALD).
42 

PNALD deserves special mention because it is the 

most significant cause of morbidity and mortality in infants with intestinal failure. In 

neonates, PNALD occurs early, with PN use greater than two weeks, and manifests 

primarily as cholestasis (a direct bilirubin ≥ 2 mg/dl).
43   

PNALD occurs in 40-60% of 
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neonates with intestinal failure, with 25% further progressing to end-stage liver disease.
44 

The etiology of PNALD is not clearly understood but is felt to be multifactorial. 

Immature liver function, lack of enteral nutrition, extended duration of PN, recurrent 

episodes of sepsis, nutritional deficiencies or excesses and the presence of phytosterols in 

soy-based lipid emulsions are all believed to play a role in pathogenesis.
45 

Clinicians 

involved in the care of neonates and infants with intestinal failure are faced with limited 

treatment strategies, mainly advancing enteral feeding, specialized lipid emulsions and 

isolated small bowel or combined liver and small bowel transplantation, when all else 

fails.
46,47 

PNALD is in fact the most significant cause of mortality in patients with 

intestinal failure, with a high proportion of pediatric patients dying while awaiting 

transplantation, while PNALD further remains a significant cause of morbidity.
48 

Conclusion 

Short bowel syndrome remains a significant cause of morbidity in neonates, especially in 

those who fail to adapt and achieve enteral autonomy. With decreasing mortality rates, 

children with SBS are surviving longer and are at increased risk of developing PN- 

associated complications with increased duration of PN dependence. Adaptation of the 

remnant intestine allows infants with SBS to increase their nutrient absorptive function 

and wean off PN therapy over time. Currently, medical management is mainly 

supportive, via PN therapy and preventing complications, with surgical lengthening and 

intestinal transplantation considered as last-resort options in children who fail to adapt. 

Therapies and strategies aimed at supporting and augmenting intestinal adaptation are 

therefore desired. 
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Table 1-1: Factors predictive of intestinal adaptation and outcome in short bowel 

syndrome. 

 

 

Patient age 

 

Initial diagnosis and disease burden 

Remnant intestinal length 

Remnant intestinal anatomy 

Function of the small and large intestinal remnants 

Adaptive capacity of the intestinal remnant 

Presence or absence of the ileocecal valve 

Exposure to enteral nutrients 

Exposure to pancreaticobiliary secretions 

Exposure to growth factors and intestinotrophic hormones 
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Introduction 

 

The small intestine plays a pivotal role in mammalian growth and development 

and homeostasis. In addition to its major role in nutrient absorption, this organ also has 

the unique property of adapting in response to internal and external environmental 

stimuli.
1 

For example, intestinal mucosal hypoplasia occurs in animals that are either 

starved or completely fed by PN
2,3 

while mucosal hypertrophy is demonstrated in animals 

that are made hyperphagic from hyperthermia.
4 

In animal models, intestinal adaptation 

occurs following extensive intestinal resection, as in SBS.  Within a clinical context, this 

is relevant for many neonatal diseases (e.g. NEC) where surgical removal of a potentially 

significant amount of bowel is inevitable. When a significant portion of intestine is 

removed, the remnant intestine may not be able to adequately absorb the amount of 

nutrients required for growth and development, leading to malabsorption and 

malnutrition. However, depending on the amount of intestine removed, the remaining 

bowel can potentially regain absorptive capacity via changes in brush-border membrane 

fluidity and permeability and alterations in carrier-mediated transport.
5 

Intestinal 

adaptation is a complex process and occurs at several levels: physiological, cellular and 

molecular.  The following will review the basic science of intestinal adaptation and 

factors known to play a role in adaptation physiology. We begin first a review of the 

anatomy and histology of intestinal adaptation. 

Two Processes of Adaptation 

 

The process of intestinal adaptation has been previously characterized in experimental 

rodent models.  Animals were subjected to extensive intestinal resection (>70%) and the 
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resulting pattern of morphological and functional changes were described.
6 

The 

morphological changes that occur in the small intestine following intestinal resection are 

collectively referred to as “structural adaptation” and were first described by Dowling 

and Booth. At the macroscopic level, these changes are dilatation, thickening and 

lengthening.
7   

Histologically, the intestinal remnant is hyperplastic.  There is an increase 

in mucosal surface area due to both an increase in villous height and diameter, and crypt 
 

depth and elongation. The process of adaptation begins with the stem cell at the base of 

the crypts. Alterations in epithelial cell homeostasis favor cellular proliferation over 

apoptosis and this is reflected in the increase in dynamic morphologic parameters such as 

the crypt cell production rate.
8   

This occurs with concomitant increases in intestinal 

DNA, RNA, and protein content.
9,10   

There is preferred cytodifferentiation of the stem 

cell towards cell lines of an absorptive nature.  In rodent models, there is also 

hypertrophy of the muscularis propria in the intestinal remnant. These changes are more 

pronounced with increasing extent of resection. Furthermore, the response to resection is 

much greater in the distal small bowel and ileum than the proximal small bowel.
11

 

The “functional adaptation” that occurs following intestinal resection in the 

intestinal remnant results in an increase in absorptive capacity. Per unit length of bowel, 

there is increasing segmental uptake of carbohydrates (mono-, di- and oligosaccharides), 

amino acids, water and electrolytes.
12 

This modification in nutrient uptake kinetics is 

mediated by both non-specific and specific mechanisms.  Specific mechanisms are 

reflected by an increase in the value of the maximal transport rate (Vmax) of specific 

carbohydrate and amino acid transporters.
13 

The increased Vmax is due to either an up- 

regulation of the total number of transporters, such as the sodium-glucose co-transporter, 
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the main mechanism behind fluid and electrolyte absorption in the enterocyte,
14 

or an 

increase in the number of transporting mucosal cells or an increase in the intrinsic activity 

of the transporter.
15 

There is no change to the Michaelis affinity constant (Km) such that 

simply supplying more substrate will not lead to increased absorption. It is important to 

note, however, that following ileal resection, the jejunum does not acquire the ability to 

absorb vitamin B12 and bile acids.
16

 

Non-specific mechanisms include changes in intestinal mucosal mass and villous 

surface area, which effectively results in the increased uptake of all nutrients, including 

those absorbed passively.
17 

The uptake of nutrients absorbed passively is also affected by 

alterations to the passive permeability properties of the brush-border membrane (BBM). 

The passive permeability coefficients of nutrients transported passively, such as short-, 

medium- and long-chain fatty acids and cholesterol, are increased following intestinal 

resection.
18 

This altered permeability is not due to changes in mucosal surface area or the 

effective resistance of the intestinal unstirred water layer but rather changes in lipid 

content of the BBM, which in turn alters the lipophilic properties of the BBM.
19 

In that 

study, rabbits were subjected to an ileal resection and jejunal mucosal scrapings were 

collected and analyzed.  There was a 53% increase in jejunal BBM protein after 

resection. The actual lipid composition of the BBM (total free fatty acids, total bile acids, 

total cholesterol, total phospholipids, individual phospholipids, and the ratio of total 

phospholipids/total cholesterol) was similar in controls and resected rabbits, suggesting 

that quantitative changes in the BBM composition was responsible for the transport 

changes seen in resected animals. 
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The intestinal adaptive response in humans is less well characterized. Intestinal 

dilatation and lengthening have been characterized in patients with SBS, which suggests 

possible structural adaptation in humans.
20 

However, the mucosal changes typically seen 

in rodent models such as increased villous height and crypt depth have not been 

uniformly observed in the human adaptive response.
21 

Our knowledge regarding 

structural adaptation in humans is actually quite limited compared to the knowledge 

gained from animal (mostly rodent) models. The evidence for functional adaptation in 

humans is also limited. The oligopeptide transporter, PepT1, the H+ dependent 

transporter of di- and tri-peptides, has been found to be up-regulated in the colon but not 

the small intestine.
22 

The absorption of calcium and xylose is also increased following 

resection and this increase continues for at least two years.
23 

Segmental glucose uptake 

and sucrose hydrolysis are also increased following small intestinal resection.
24 

Indirect 

evidence for intestinal adaptation in human stems from the observation that patients with 

very short bowel lengths experience a gradual decline in diarrhea and regain autonomous 

absorptive function.  Some patients can be successfully weaned from PN and this 

depends on many factors including the length of intestinal remnant
25

, the presence of 

colon
26,27

, the amount of time dependent on PN and enteral tolerance
28

. Further indirect 

evidence is derived from patients with SBS who received segmental small bowel 

transplants. In these patients, transplanted ileal grafts demonstrated structural and 

functional adaptation, with an increase in villous area up to 50%
29 

and normal 

carbohydrate and fat absorption tests by six months
30

. 

The Physiology of Intestinal Adaptation 
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The processes that regulate intestinal adaptation are complex and classically 

categorized under: dietary regulation, hormone and peptide growth factors, and 

pancreato-biliary secretions. Here we discuss the roles of dietary regulation and 

hormonal factors, with an emphasis on GLP-2, the peptide of interest in our studies. 

Dietary Regulation 

The presence of dietary constituents in the gastrointestinal tract provides constant 

external stimulation to intestinal mucosal cells. These nutrient sources provide a signal 

that activates a myriad of gene expression that allows the intestine to adapt to varying 

degrees of diet load and composition.
31,32 

In this regard, the presence of luminal nutrition 

is the most potent stimulator of intestinal adaptation.  In the absence of luminal nutrients, 

the adaptive process following extensive bowel resection is limited, although not entirely 

abolished.
33 

In rodent models using total PN as the sole source of nutrition, the resulting 

small bowel displayed hypoplasia with lower mucosal DNA and protein content, 

decreased mitoses in the crypts and villi, and increased rates of apoptosis.
34 

In humans, 

where data is limited, total PN is associated with subtle mucosal changes (increase in 

intestinal permeability and decreased mucosal thickness secondary to decreased villous 

cell count) that can be reversed with the addition of glutamine to PN formulation.
35,36 

Glutamine is a unique amino acid in gut physiology as it is the primary fuel for 

enterocytes and is one of the only nutrients that stimulates ornithine decarboxylase, the 

rate-limiting enzyme for enterocyte proliferation. 

The intestinotrophic effect of luminal nutrition is mediated by several 

mechanisms. First, there is a direct local effect on mucosal cell proliferation following 

contact between the epithelial cell and luminal nutrients.  It has been previously shown 
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that infusing nutrients into a portion of bowel that has been isolated from gastrointestinal 

continuity will stimulate mucosal growth.
37   

An interesting concept that has emerged 

from the literature is that the local stimulatory effect of luminal nutrition occurs 

independently of substrate metabolism or active absorption. Non-metabolized substrates 

have been previously shown to also promote mucosal cell proliferation
38

, which led to the 

hypothesis that ‘epithelial workload’ was a factor in mucosal cell proliferation, with 

complex and non-metabolizable substrates increasing the workload of the epithelial 

cell.
39 

Absorption in itself is necessary, as evidenced by diets high in non-absorbable 

kaolin have no stimulatory effect.
40 

However, passively absorbed carbohydrates like 

mannitol have been shown to stimulate mucosal growth
41

, which precludes active 

absorption as a necessity. The other mechanisms underlying the stimulatory effect of 

luminal nutrition include stimulation of the release of upper gastrointestinal (pancreatico- 

biliary) secretions that are trophic to the small intestine as well as the stimulation of 

trophic gastrointestinal hormones from the distal small intestine and proximal colon, as 

will be discussed in subsequent sections.
42

 

The role of nutritional regulation in intestinal adaptation may also provide insight 

as to why the distal intestine has greater adaptive capacity than the proximal intestine. It 

has been hypothesized that altered luminal nutrition is the prime stimulus to adaptive 

change and this accounts for differences in adaptive capacity between jejunum and 

ileum.
43   

Following jejunectomy, the ileum is exposed to significantly greater amounts of 

chyme than usual, whereas following ileectomy, the luminal contents in the jejunum are 
 

not significantly changed. 
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Each of the constituent dietary macronutrients (carbohydrates, amino acids, 

lipids) also has individual effects on the intestinal adaptative process due to the regulation 

of their corresponding transporters in the gastrointestinal tract.
44  

The following will 

review these interactions. 

Dietary Protein 

 

Dietary protein has an impact on amino acid transport activity in the intestine and 

subsequent morphology.
45 

In rats, in vitro and in vivo experiments have demonstrated an 

increase in amino acid uptake in the jejunum with a high protein diet.
45,46 

The adaptive 

response depends on the type of amino acid and the needs of the animal.
47   

When mice 

are given a high-protein diet, there is an 80% increase in non-essential amino acid uptake 

and a marginal 30-60% increase for essential amino acids. Conversely, when given a 

protein-deficient diet, there is a reduction in non-essential amino acid uptake, while the 

uptake of essential amino acids is maintained or increased.
48

 

The amino acid, glutamine, deserves special attention as it is the major fuel for 

mitochondrial respiration in enterocytes (as opposed to glucose).
49 

Following an 80% 

intestinal resection in rodents, there is an increase in glutamine and amino acid uptake per 

gram of tissue within 24 hours.
50 

However, given the decrease in overall intestinal mass 

and tissue, the net glutamine consumption is less than controls.
51   

The evidence for the 

stimulatory effect of oral glutamine on adaptation is inconsistent
52,53  

Parenteral 
 

glutamine administration does, however, circumvent the mucosal atrophy seen in rats fed 

parenterally after intestinal resection.
54 

The differences in effect on mucosal proliferation 

may suggest that differences in the method of glutamine administration may impact the 

adaptive response. 
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Other amino acids may have varying effects on adaptation. Oral and/or parenteral 

administration of arginine to rats after a 75% intestinal resection was associated with 

decreased cell proliferation and increased enterocyte apoptosis, leading to the conclusion 

that arginine inhibits structural adaptation.
55,56  

Ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate (OKG) is 

not an amino acid but a ketone, which is a derivative of a fatty acid (glutaric acid) and an 

amino acid (glutamine). One study has reported that supplementing enteral feeds with 

OKG impacted positively on structural adaptation and mucosal polyamine synthesis.
57 

The role of polyamines in intestinal adaptation has also been previously investigated. 

Polyamines are organic compounds having two or more primary amino groups and play 

an important role in eukaryotic growth and development.
58   

Polyamines are supplied 

either directly from the diet or indirectly via synthesis from ornithine.
59 

The luminal 

perfusion of polyamines was found to increase glucose uptake in rats by up-regulating the 

BBM SGLT1 protein.
60 

Studies demonstrating that enteral supplementation with OKG (a 

precursor for polyamines) enhances adaptation further highlight the potential importance 

of polyamines in stimulating adaptation. Subsequent studies have identified the enzyme 

ornithine decarboxylase, a key enzyme in polyamine synthesis, as a possible mediator of 

adaptation in rats after intestinal resection.
61,62 

The enzyme can be stimulated by 

administration of glucocorticoids, which are known to be trophic to the developing gut, 

or short-chain fatty acids, which are further recognized as promoters of adaptation. 

Dietary Carbohydrate 

 

Dietary carbohydrate may play a role in intestinal adaptation by stimulating an 

increase in hexose transporters, which effectively promotes increased carbohydrate 

absorption.
63   

Carbohydrates must first be digested into monosaccharides before being 
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absorbed by the enterocyte. Absorption of monosaccharides occurs via both active 

transport (via the SGLT1 transporter) and facilitative transport down concentration 

gradients (via the GLUT2 and GLUT5 transporters).
64 

Many animal models have 

characterized the effect of dietary carbohydrate on increasing numbers of transporters. In 

animals fed a high-carbohydrate diet, there is an increase in the SGLT1 transporter in the 

BBM and GLUT2 transporter in the basolateral membrane, with an associated increase in 

glucose absorption.
65,66 

Similarly, when given high-fructose diets, an increase in the 

abundance of the corresponding GLUT5 transporter was observed, associated with 

increased fructose absorption.
67 

Furthermore, the expression of SGLT1 was found to be 

transiently increased followed experimental intestinal resection.
14,64

 

The induction of the adaptive response to dietary carbohydrate begins in the 

intestinal crypts, where the programming of nutrient transport capacities occurs.
68 

In this 

murine model, phlorizin binding was used a surrogate measure of glucose transporter site 

density. When animal diets were changed from a high- to a low-carbohydrate one, there 

was a decrease in the abundance of glucose transporters, as measured by the density of 

phlorizin binding. This change in phlorizin binding density was first demonstrated in the 

crypt cells and subsequently observed in the villous tip cells three days later. The authors 

postulated that in the presence of a high carbohydrate diet, crypt enterocytes respond by 

increasing glucose transporter abundance (and in effect, phlorizin binding density), and 

those cells then migrate up the villous to enhance glucose uptake. This model highlights 

several mechanisms whereby enterocytes adapt to a high carbohydrate diet: increasing 

the crypt cell proliferation rate, increasing the enterocyte migration rate or 
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reprogramming the intrinsic capacity of the glucose transporters in order to accommodate 

the higher carbohydrate load. 

Luminal enzymes may also mediate the effect of dietary carbohydrate in intestinal 

adaptation. Polysaccharides are digested by amylase into oligosaccharides and 

disaccharides, which are further hydrolyzed to monosaccharides by intestinal BBM 

enzymes such as disaccharidases. Following intestinal resection, disaccharidase activity 

increases significantly.
69

 

Short chain fatty acids (SCFA), such as butyrate, are the product of bacterial 
 

hydrolysis and fermentation of carbohydrates and proteins that reach the colon 

undigested. In models with a preserved colon, SCFAs can be absorbed by colonocytes as 

a source of energy.
70 

Complex carbohydrates such as fiber are a dietary source of SCFA. 

In a rodent model of SBS, when given a diet high in fiber and butyrate, there was an 

increase in the content of DNA, RNA, and protein per unit weight of intestinal mucosa.
71 

Supplementing the diet with fiber or SCFAs has also been found to increase GLUT2 

transporter expression and glucose uptake in both rodents after intestinal resection
72 

and 

dogs
73

. Among SCFAs, butyrate is believed to be most potent in stimulating GLUT2 

mRNA, over acetate and propionate.
74 

Furthermore, SCFAs are readily metabolized by 

intestinal epithelium and have a high caloric content such that when absorbed, both water 

and electrolyte absorption is stimulated.
75 

In a neonatal piglet model of intestinal 

resection, the administration of SCFAs locally and parenterally was associated with a 

trophic effect on the remnant intestine.
76

 

There are theoretical advantages to giving a high-carbohydrate diet to human 

patients who have undergone extensive intestinal resection.  In adult SBS patients, there 
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appears to be no upper limit for carbohydrate absorption, as fecal carbohydrate (energy) 

loss is not increased with increasing carbohydrate in the diet
77

. This renders high- 

carbohydrate diets potentially more attractive than diets high in lipids. There is however 

controversy with administering high-carbohydrate diets because of several untoward 

effects.  In humans, the colonic fermentation of non-digested carbohydrate to SCFAs 

causes a decrease in luminal pH and promotes the overgrowth of D-lactate-producing 

bacteria (Lactobacillus acidophilus, Lactobacillus fermentum, streptococcus).
78 

Patients 

subsequently develop flatulence, abdominal pain and D-lactic acidosis.
79 

The osmotic 

diarrhea associated with a high carbohydrate diet also impairs the absorption of bile salts, 

lipids, and fat-soluble vitamins.
80 

The situation is even more precarious in infants, where 

carbohydrate malabsorption and subsequent fermentation increases the risk of NEC.
81 

Preterm infants are at especially high risk of carbohydrate malabsorption, given that 

lactase development and lactose digestion occurs in the late gestational phase of 

development.
82

 

Dietary Lipids 
 

Dietary lipid plays a pivotal role in intestinal adaptation.
83 

Dietary lipid can alter 

the fatty acid composition of membrane phospholipids, which in turn can alter the 

activity of membrane nutrient transporters.
84 

Furthermore, the fluidity of the BBM is 

influenced by dietary cholesterol, ganglioside/glycosphingolipid content, and the dietary 

ratio of unsaturated to saturated fatty acids.
85 

Membrane fluidity in turns affects 

membrane permeability and the expression of binding sites for proteins. At the molecular 

level, these processes are thought to be mediated by the activation of genes coding for 

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors, hepatic nuclear factor-4, nuclear factor 
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kappa-B and sterol response element binding protein 1c.
31 

Dietary lipids therefore affect 

the expression of nutrient transporters by binding to the aforementioned transcriptional 

factors.
86 

In essence, the composition of dietary fatty acids impacts the uptake of luminal 

nutrition. For example, dietary polyunsaturated fatty acids are associated with a decrease 

in glucose and galactose uptake, in comparison to saturated fatty acids, suggesting that 

saturated fatty acids promote intestinal adaptation.
87   

Furthermore, when rats are fed a 

diet deficient in fatty acids following intestinal resection, the intestinal adaptive response 

is blunted in comparison to controls.
88,89 

Dietary fat also increases carbohydrate and lipid 

uptake in rabbit jejunum following ileal resection.
90 

In a rodent model of SBS where the 

distal half of the small intestine was resected, rats that were fed saturated fatty acids had 

twice the in vitro jejunal uptake of glucose in comparison to rats that were fed 

polyunsaturated fatty acids.
91

 

The absorption of lipid is mainly mediated by passive diffusion, although protein- 

facilitated transfer also appears to play a role.
92 

Following intestinal resection in rodents, 

early feeding of a high-fat diet is associated with an increase in lipid absorptive capacity 

of the intestinal remnant, attributable to an acceleration of structural intestinal adaptation 

and an increased number of enterocytes.
93 

At the molecular level, a high-fat diet was 

associated with a decrease in mucosal mRNA levels of the lipid-binding protein, 

intestinal fatty acid translocase (FAT/CD36), and decreased oleic acid uptake.  In 

contrast, others have demonstrated that FAT/CD36 is up-regulated in rodents following 

intestinal resection,
94 

indicating that the role of FAT/CD36 in intestinal adaptation needs 

further characterization. A high-fat diet is also associated with increased intestinal levels 

of liver fatty acid-binding protein (L-FABP), a cytosolic lipid-binding protein, but not 
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intestinal fatty acid binding protein.
95 

Ornithine decarboxylase and proglucagon are also 

thought to be involved in the adaptive response to dietary lipids in animals following 

intestinal resection.
96

 

There is evidence that LCFAs such as arachiodonic acid and eicosapentaenoic 

acid are the most trophic amongst lipids regarding intestinal adaptation.
97 

An increase in 

mucosal weight, DNA and protein was observed following 70% jejunoileal resection 

when rats were given a diet supplemented with LCFAs.
98 

However, patients with 

extensive distal bowel resection cannot completely absorb LCFAs. A loss of ileum 

(where normal bile salt re-absorption occurs) leads to a reduced duodenal bile salt 

concentration, which leads a decrease in micellar solubilization and LCFA 

malabsorption.
99 

In one study, Thiesen et al. demonstrated no increase in the intestinal 

uptake of LCFAs despite an up-regulation of fatty acid-binding protein and FAT/CD36 

following intestinal resection.
100 

Preterm infants are at even higher risk with distal bowel 

resection due to having lower luminal concentrations of pancreatic lipase and bile salt 

pools.
101 

The adaptive effect of LCFAs is potentially mediated by metabolites of 

arachiodonic acid such as prostaglandins
102

, as prostaglandin inhibition by administration 

of a cyclooxygenase inhibitor reduces the degree of intestinal adaptation in the distal 

ileum following an 80% mid-intestinal resection. 
97

 

Hormonal Regulation of Intestinal Adaptation 

 

Circulating hormones and peptide growth factors play an important role in normal 

intestinal development, homeostasis and repair from injury. Due to their innate 

intestinotrophic properties, these factors have been studied within the context of intestinal 

regeneration and adaptation. 
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Growth Hormone 

 

Growth hormone (GH) is a 191-amino acid, single-chain peptide hormone that 

plays an important role in animal and human growth, reproduction and regeneration. GH 

is produced, stored and secreted by the somatotropic cells of the anterior pituitary gland. 

GH secretion is regulated by the hypothalamus via the release of the peptides, growth 

hormone-releasing hormone and growth hormone-inhibiting hormone. The effects of GH 

are largely anabolic and are mediated via its interaction with its specific growth hormone 

receptor on target cells. These effects include the regulation of growth in long bones, 

carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, and metabolic functions in the liver.
103,104 

The 

mitogenic effect of GH in the duodenal crypts of Lieberkuhn was first observed in 

hypophysectomized rats.
105 

In the intestine, GH displays both a trophic effect and a 

protective role. The trophic effects of GH are largely mediated by insulin-like growth 

factor 1 (IGF-1). By binding to its receptor in the liver, GH stimulates the hepatic 

production of IGF-1. However, the GH receptor is also found throughout the intestinal 

epithelium and in the lamina propria, muscularis mucosa, submucosa and muscularis 

propria. The finding of GH receptors in crypt and villus epithelial cells of rats has 

suggested a potential direct cellular effect of GH on small intestinal growth.
106 

The 

actions of GH are therefore thought to be mediated via both a direct stimulatory effect 

and an indirect effect via IGF-1.
107

 

In rodent models of intestinal resection, exogenous administration of GH induces 

structural and functional adaptation. Following an 80% mid-intestinal resection in rat, 

GH administration increased weight gain and villus height and diameter.
108 

Conversely, 

hypophysectomized rats develop intestinal mucosal hypoplasia and a reduced adaptive 
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response to intestinal resection.
105 

In contrast, trangenic mice overexpressing GH display 

small intestinal hypertrophy.
109   

However, studies on the post-resection intestinal 

adaptive effects of GH administration are inconsistent, as some studies have reported 

contradictory data.
110,111

 

In humans, GH administration inhibits glutamine release from muscle during 

catabolic states
112

, which led to the idea of a combined GH and glutamine treatment in 

intestinal adaptation. Studies in rats exploring this hypothesis are conflicting; some 

studies demonstrate a positive synergistic effect with co-administration of GH and 

glutamine in post-resection intestinal adaptation
113 

while others do not
114

. 

Administration of exogenous GH has been investigated in clinical trials of human 

SBS with varying results. A literature review on the study of GH administration in 

humans by Matarese et al. observed those studies were marked by significant variation in 

remnant anatomy (such as the presence of colonic remnant), dietary compliance, 

nutritional compliance, the presence of mucosal disease and diagnosis within and 

between studies
115

. When total PN-dependent patients with SBS are given low doses of 

GH (0.05 mg/kg/day) in combination with an ad libitum hyperphagic diet for three 

weeks, there was improvement in the absorption of energy, nitrogen and carbohydrate, 

and increases in body weight, lean body mass, IGF-1 and insulin-like growth factor 

binding protein 3.
116 

In 8 patients with SBS, treatment with GH, oral glutamine and high 

carbohydrate-low fat diet for 3 weeks modestly improved electrolyte absorption and 

delayed gastric emptying but did not improve remnant intestinal morphology, 

macronutrient absorption or fecal losses.
117

 

Insulin-like Growth Factor-1 
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Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) is a 70-amino acid protein encoded by the 

IGF-1 gene and is a hormone similar in structure to insulin. IGF-1 is produced mainly in 

the liver as an endocrine hormone but also in target issues in a paracrine manner. The 

synthesis of hepatic IGF-1 is positively regulated by GH. IGF-1 is always bound to one 

of six insulin growth factor-binding proteins (IGFBPs), the most abundant of which is 

IGFBP-3 (80%).
118   

IGF-1 exerts its actions via the type I insulin-like growth factor 

receptor (IGF-1R), which is found on epithelial cells throughout the small intestine.
119 

Both IGF-1 and its receptor are expressed locally at the intestine level and therefore IGF- 

1 may act via endocrine or paracrine mechanisms at the gastrointestinal level. The 

insulin-like growth factor binding proteins also each have their own independent effects 

on cell proliferation. GH stimulates IGF-1 production in both the liver and the intestine, 

which increases both serum and intestinal IGF-1 levels.
120

 

 

Following a 70-80% jejuno-ileal resection, administration of IGF-1 for 7 days 

increased total bowel weight by up to 21% and improved amino acid and lipid 

malabsorption.
121 

Furthermore, IGF-1R expression was up-regulated in both the remnant 

jejunum and colon following resection. In a separate study, administration of both IGF-1 

and glutamine to rodents for 7 days following 80% mid-intestinal resection increased 

total ileal weight, and DNA and protein content.
122

 

Following a 60% jejunoileal resection with cecetomy, IGF-1 co-infusion with PN 

induces jejunal growth that is associated with increased circulating IGFBPs as well as 

increased jejunal IGFBP-5 mRNA, which correlated with jejunal growth. There were no 

changes in IGF-1 mRNA or IGF-1R density with IGF-1 treatment.
123 

In contrast, 

administration of GH alone is associated with only modest increases in IGFBP-5 mRNA 
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localized to the muscularis.
124 

Furthermore, in isolated human intestinal smooth muscle 

cells, IGFBP-5 has been found to stimulate proliferation independently of IGF-1.
125

 

The intestinal adaptive mechanisms of IGF-1 treatment involve an alteration in 

enterocyte kinetics.
126 

Following a mid-intestinal resection, IGF-1 treatment significantly 

increases the concentrations of protein by 36% and DNA by 33% above the response to 

resection alone. These increases translate to an increased crypt cell proliferation rate with 

no decrease in apoptosis.  There was no difference in enterocyte migration rates, as they 

travel from the base of crypt up toward the villous tip while they differentiate from crypt 

stem cells to become absorptive cells. 

Transgenic mice have also proven useful in the study of IGF-1 treatment in bowel 

physiology.  Mice overexpressing the IGF-1 transgene demonstrate increased small 

bowel weight and length, with increases in crypt depth and villus height.
127 

In a more 

recent study, male transgenic mice with targeted smooth muscle IGF-1 overexpression 

were subjected to 50% proximal resection, and in comparison to their non-transgenic 

littermates who underwent the same procedure, IGF-1 overexpression was associated 

with a persistent increase in bowel length and mucosal surface area, suggesting that IGF- 

1 signaling from the intestinal muscle layer may play a role in resection-induced 

intestinal adaptation.
128

 

IGF-1 treatment may also promote weaning from PN to EN following intestinal 
 

resection. In rats that underwent 60% jejuno-ileal resection and cecectomy and received 

total PN for the first 4 days, treatment with human IGF-1 for 7 days resulted in persistent 

jejunal hyperplasia and maintenance of greater body weight and serum IGF-1 levels after 

being transitioned to EN in comparison to rats that did not receive IGF-1.
129
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The study of the in vivo effect of IGF-1 in human SBS has been limited, as there 

are concerning reports of a link between increased serum IGF-1 levels (in the presence of 

low levels of the pro-apoptotic IGFBP-3) and increased risks of breast
130

, prostate
131

, 

colorectal
132 

and lung
133 

cancers. Future human trials of IGF-1 may therefore not be 

ethically feasible. Therefore, strategies aimed at increasing local intestinal IGF-1 without 

altering circulating hepatic-derived IGF-1 may offer the greatest potential translation 

benefit as therapy in SBS. 

Insulin-like growth factor-II (IGF-II) is also known to play a role in normal 

growth and development. There is, however, conflicting evidence that IGF-II plays a role 

in intestinal adaptation. Although IGF-II administration has been associated with 

intestinal proliferation in vivo, increased levels of circulating IGF-II in mice expressing a 

human IGF-II transgene did not result in increased bowel weight.
134   

In healthy rats, IGF- 

II treatment did not increase crypt depth, villus height or small bowel weight but in 
 

actuality resulted in decreased weight gain lost weight compared to baseline and 

controls.
135

 

Epidermal Growth Factors 

 

The family of epidermal growth factors includes epidermal growth factor (EGF), 

transforming growth factor α (TGFα), and heparin binding epidermal-like growth factor 

(HB-EGF).
136 

They all bind the main epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR or c- 

erbB-1) that is found on the basolateral membrane of the intestinal epithelial cells.
137 

Collectively, this family is often commonly referred to as the Erb ligands. EGF is found 

in saliva, secretions from Brunner’s glands and the exocrine pancreas, breast milk, and in 

small amounts in plasma.
138   

EGF is normally involved in the maturation of many organ 
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systems including the gastrointestinal tract.
139 

In the adult rat, intravenous (but not intra- 

gastric) administration of EGF stimulates intestinal epithelial crypt cell proliferation 

throughout the bowel and colonocytes.
140 

EGF has been shown to up-regulate glucose 

absorption
141

, which is mediated by protein kinase C and phosphoinositide 3-kinase
142 

directing microsomal stores of SGLT1 to the BBM.
143

 

EGF has been shown to augment the adaptive response (increased body weight, 

intestinal villus height and crypt depth and DNA and protein content) following a 50% 

proximal intestinal resection in transgenic mice overexpressing EGF.
144 

In rabbits 

undergoing 60% proximal intestinal resection, oral EGF treatment for 5 days was 

associated with an increase in brush border surface area and total absorptive area.
145 

In 

mice following 50% proximal intestinal resection, endogenous EGF levels increase in 

saliva and decrease in urine, with increased activation of the ileal enterocyte EGFR, 

suggesting increased intestinal utilization of EGF.
146 

In rabbits following intestinal 

resection, there is a redistribution of the EGFR from the basolateral membrane to the 

BBM with no change in the total amount of EGFR, the mechanism of which remains 

unknown.
147 

When EGFR activation is disrupted by the administration of an oral EGFR 

inhibitor in a murine model of type 1 SBS, there is abrogation of the normal post- 

resection increases in ileal wet weight, villus height and crypt depth with a two-fold 

reduction in enterocyte proliferation.
148 

Similarly, the reduction of circulating levels of 

endogenous EGF via sialoadenectomy reduces intrinsic ileal adaptation in rodent models 

of proximal intestinal resection.
149 

Following proximal intestinal resection, crypt cells in 

the proliferative zone exhibit the highest quantity of EGFR mRNA expression in 

comparison to cells from the villi, muscularis and mesenchyme,
150   

further supporting the 
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notion that EGFR signaling plays a role in intestinal adaptation. In a rodent model of 

SBS, male rats that underwent ileocecal resection (leaving behind only a 20-cm jejunal 

remnant) and given recombinant human EGF lost significantly less weight, absorbed 

more 3-0 methylglucose, and had reduced intestinal permeability (lactulose/mannitol 

ratio) as compared to rats that received placebo.
151

 

The importance of EGFR signaling in intestinal physiology is further highlighted 
 

in studies of transgenic mice with targeted disruption of the EGFR gene. These EGFR- 

null mice display decreased proliferation of jejunal enterocytes, decreased number of 

bowel loops, shorter and numerically less villi and thinning of the intestinal muscle 

layer.
152

 

TGFα is produced by mature villus enterocytes and also stimulates intestinal 
 

epithelial crypt cell proliferation.
153 

In rats that underwent 75% intestinal resection and 

anastomosis, intraperitoneal administration of TGFα from post-operative days 9 to 15 

increases intestinal and mucosal weights and villus height.
154 

HB-EGF is produced in 

many tissues, including the intestinal epithelium, and is a potent mitogen for epithelial 

cells.
155 

The expression of HB-EGF is up-regulated in vitro in intestinal epithelial cells 

following injury.
156 

HB-EGF may also mediate some of the effects of IGF-1, as its 

expression is also up-regulated via the IGFR in stimulated pre-adipocytes.
157

 

Glucagon-like Peptide-2 

 

Glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2) is a 33-amino acid member of the pituitary 

adenylate cyclase-activating peptide glucagon superfamily.
158 

GLP-2 is synthesized and 

secreted by the intestinal L cell found in the terminal ileum and colon. The L cells are a 

type of enteroendocrine cell found in the epithelial layer throughout the small intestine 
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and colon but with most prevalence in the most distal ileum and proximal colon.
159 

L 

cells are derived as one of the four epithelial cell lineages of the crypt progenitor cells 

and function as a subtype of taste cell. L-cells have a unique cellular morphology with a 

main cell body found on the mucosal basal membrane and an apical extension into the 

intestinal lumen used to “sense” intra-luminal contents.  The L cells responds to a variety 

of stimuli, with the most potent stimulus being LCFAs 18 carbons and longer.
160

 

 

GLP-2 is produced by expression of the proglucagon gene, followed by tissue- 

specific posttranslational modification. In the pancreas, proglucagon transcripts are 

processed to form glucagon.  In intestinal L cells, proglucagon mRNA processing leads 

to the formation of GLP-1, GLP-2, glicentin, and oxytinomodulin.
161 

These products are 

stored within vesicles in the L cell and are released in response to both proximal enteric 

neuronal signaling and direct stimulation from intraluminal nutrition.
162 

Neuronal signals 

may mediate the early rise in circulating GLP-1 and GLP-2 concentrations following the 

ingestion of a meal but the most significant rise in concentrations occur with direct L cell 

stimulation by luminal nutrition.
163

 

The Function of GLP-2 
 

GLP-2 functions as both an endocrine and paracrine hormone, with a specific 

receptor found on enteroendocrine cells, enteric neurons, and pericryptal myofibroblasts. 

The early effects of stimulation of the GLP-2 receptor (GLP-2R) are delayed gastric 

emptying and a decrease in proximal intestinal motility.
164 

Later effects of GLP-2R 

stimulation include the increase of crypt cell proliferation rate.  In this regard, GLP-2 

stimulates the necessary processes for intestinal adaptation. These observations were first 

reported by Drucker et al. after studying tumor cells lines producing peptides of the 
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glucagon family.
159 

One of these tumors produced a peptide that had significant trophic 

effects on the gastrointestinal tract in a murine model and this peptide was characterized 

to be GLP-2. The peptide had been predicted from the sequencing of the pro-glucagon 

gene done previously but its function had not been known.
161 

GLP-2 sequences are 

highly conserved across vertebrates and expressed in all mammalians. 

GLP-2 has also been shown to increase the activity of specific transport proteins, 

resulting in increased glucose uptake,
165 

and to increase intestinal blood flow.
166 

In 

addition, GLP-2 decreases intestinal permeability, which in turn prevents bacterial 

translocation and subsequent enteric-induced infections.
167 

Lastly, GLP-2 has also been 

shown to have anti-inflammatory property mediated by vasoactive intestinal polypeptide 

(VIP)-producing enteric neurons.
168

 

Mechanism of GLP-2 Action 

Following initial reports of the intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2, it was assumed 

that the GLP-2R was found on the intestinal mucosa. Subsequent investigation revealed 

that this was not the case and that the GLP-2R is discretely found in a specific group of 

enteroendocrine cells, enteric neurons and the myofibroblast. The trophic effects of 

GLP-2 have been shown to require activation of enteric neurons
169

; however, the 

relationship between GLP-2R activation of enteric neurons and mucosal proliferation 

 

remains uncertain. The GLP-2R is a 550-amino acid, 7-transmembrane G protein- 

coupled receptor and the human GLP-2R gene maps to chromosome 17p13.3.
170 

The 

effect of GLP-2R signaling on the crypt cell is an increase in proliferation, which leads to 

increases in villus height, crypt depth, mucosal mass and intestinal weight and length.
171 

In parenterally-fed preterm pigs, exogenous administration of GLP-2 decreases 
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enterocyte apoptosis and proteolysis.
172 

The exact pathways of GLP-2-induced intestinal 

adaptation are unclear. Since the expression of GLP-2R is not found on crypt cells or 

enterocytes, the functions of GLP-2 must be mediated indirectly via paracrine and/or 

neural pathways.
173 

Some data suggests that GLP-2-mediated inhibition of cellular 

apoptosis occurs via a cyclic AMP-dependent pathway.
174 

The pheochromocytoma cell- 

4/TPA Induced Sequence 7 (PC4/TIS7) genes, a member of the fibroblast genes, are 

critical for intracellular signaling in intestinal adaptation, particularly for cell division 

cessation and cytodifferentiation.
175 

Importantly, PC4/TIS7 expression is up-regulated in 

the remnant intestine following 70% mid-intestinal resection
176 

and in vitro, GLP-2 has a 

potent effect on inducing PC4/TIS7 expression.
175

 

The intestinal growth effects of GLP-2 are also dependent on the relationship 

between GLP-2 and other growth factors, namely IGF-1, the ErbB ligands and the IGF-1 

and ErbB receptors. For instance, Dubé et al. demonstrated that IGF-1 expression was 

necessary for GLP-2 to exert its trophic effects on the small intestine, as the 

intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2 were abolished in an IGF-knockout mouse.
177  

The 

cellular source of these co-mediators is unclear but likely involves pericryptal 
 

subepithelial myofibroblasts.
178 

The location of these myofibroblasts is such that they 

physically cradle the crypt zone and are in a position to significantly regulate crypt cell 

proliferation and differentiation. The anti-inflammatory and blood flow effects of GLP-2 

appear to be mediated via VIP, as GLP-2 stimulates VIP-expressing neurons in the 

intestinal submucosa.
168 

Inhibition of VIP activation disrupts the anti-inflammatory 

effects of GLP-2 but does not impacts the intestinal growth effects of GLP-2.
179
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GLP-2 normally has a short half-life, being 7 minutes in humans. Circulating 

GLP-2 is rendered inactive by the enzyme dipeptidylpeptidase IV, found in endothelium 

and kidney. The enzyme cleaves the active GLP-2 (1-33) at its N-terminus by removing 

the first two amino acids to form the inactive GLP-2 (3-33).
180,181

 

The Role of GLP-2 in Animal Models of Intestinal Adaptation 
 

To understand the relationship between GLP-2 and the intestinal adaptive process, 

the serum GLP-2 profile in rodent models of intestinal resection was characterized. In 

these studies, the amount of EN delivered was regulated such that nutrient load was a 

constant variable. The postprandial GLP-2 response was compared between animals 

undergoing intestinal resection and control animals undergoing a sham operation. At 3 

days following a 90% proximal intestinal resection, a time when nutrient malabsorption 

was occurring, GLP-2 production was significantly and persistently elevated in resected 

animals.  Baseline GLP-2 concentrations are elevated even before nutrient loading and 

the rise in GLP-2 persisted for a longer period of time with enteral feeding.  This 

increased GLP-2 response persists to even 30 days after resection, when nutrient 

absorption of the intestine has normalized.  The peak postprandial concentrations of 

GLP-2 in resected animals was double that of normal animals and there was a 210 times 

increase in exposure to GLP-2 in resected animals.
182 

In subsequent studies, a similar 

resection model was used but rats were kept on total PN and no EN.
183 

In this regard, the 

major stimulus for adaptation, being luminal nutrition, was abolished. The adaptive 

response of the intestinal mucosa was compared between enterally-fed rodents and 

rodents maintained solely on TPN, with and without GLP-2 at 10 ug/kg/hour. In PN- 

dependent rodents given GLP-2, there was an increase in the crypt cell proliferation rate 
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and increase in villous height and crypt depth that was similar to that observed in the 

enterally-fed animals post-resection. Furthermore, rodents that received GLP-2 

experienced a significant increase in remnant bowel length which exceeded that which 

was seen in the enterally-fed animals. The overall effect of these changes amount to an 

increase in mucosal area for absorption. These initial rodent studies suggest that GLP-2 

may augment intestinal adaptation in the setting of SBS. It is to note, however, that the 

augmented adaptation that occurs with GLP-2 administration does not completely restore 

the spontaneous adaptation as seen with enteral feeding, which implies a multifactorial 

nature to the adaptive process, involving both hormones and EN.
183

 

 

Role of GLP-2 in the Intestinal Adaptation of Higher Mammals 

 

While there is evidence of a role for GLP-2 in intestinal resection-induced 

adaptation in rodents, the relevance to higher mammals is unclear. Similar physiologic 

systems and processes are believed to exist across species such as the piglet and the 

human.
184 

The action of GLP-2 in humans is thus believed to be similar to the effects in 

the equivalent development stage of other higher-order mammals.
185 

The patterns of 

GLP-2 expression in the pig are also very similar to those seen in human studies and both 

differ from the pattern described in rodents.
186,187 

In the developing pig in utero, GLP-2 

concentrations are reduced and quickly up-regulated near parturition.  Tissue expression 

of the GLP-2R decreases after birth. A similar GLP-2 profile occurs in the developing 

human in utero, where concentrations appear to be relatively low
188

, followed by a steady 

increase in GLP-2 level near birth, suggesting an important role for GLP-2 on the 

ontogeny of the gastrointestinal tract.
189 

In humans, the highest potential GLP-2 

production is during the final weeks of development in utero (and also postnatally), such 
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that if the child is born premature, increased concentrations of GLP-2 are produced. This 

contrasts to the juvenile rat, where the greatest GLP-2 and GLP-2 expression occurs after 

birth in the late weaning phase. Further study is required for understanding the role of 

GLP-2 in normal intestinal growth in utero, and the ensuing maturation of the 

gastrointestinal tract in higher mammals. 

The GLP-2 response profile has since been determined in infants who have 

undergone major intestinal resections. In a pilot study, infants with anatomic short bowel 

(less than 25% of expected intestinal length for gestational age) had low or very low 

GLP-2 concentrations, especially in the absence of ileum.
190   

Furthermore, patients who 
 

were unable to produce a postprandial GLP-2 concentration greater than 15 pmol/L 

(normal: 65-80 pmol/L) became unable to mount intestinal adaptation and had a poor 

prognosis. In subsequent studies, it has been shown that in infants who had intestinal 

resection within six months of resection, there was a uniform increase in postprandial 

GLP-2 production (on average, 116 pmol/L of GLP-2 production, compared to 60 pmol/L 

in normal patients).  Those patients whose postprandial GLP-2 concentration never went 

above 40 pmol/L were never able to weaned from total parenteral nutrition.
191

 

 

The implications from these studies highlight the role of GLP-2 in regulating 

nutrient absorptive capacity in human infants. Infants who cannot produce a critical GLP-

2 concentration greater than 40 pmol/L are unlikely to undergo intestinal adaptation 

and wean off from parenteral nutrition.
189   

These studies also highlight a potential role for 
 

exogenous GLP-2 therapy to encourage intestinal adaptation in this patient population. 

Furthermore, the timing of exogenous GLP-2 administration remains to be determined. 

One important difference between animal models of intestinal resection and the human 
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condition of short bowel syndrome is that in humans, the degree of pathologic disease is 

often so significant such that the remnant intestine may not respond appropriately to 

normal physiological stimuli (such as GLP-2), in comparison to animal models that retain 

sensitivity to such physiological signals.
189 

However, there is evidence that with time, 

even with significant injury, the bowel does regain the sensitivity to all endogenous 

regulatory pathways.
190 

In animal models, it seems that the optimal timing for GLP-2 

administration is immediately after surgery but this may not be the case for disease states 

where a recovery phase is needed from the more widespread injury in order to regain 

sensitivity to regulatory pathways. 

Conclusions 

 

Intestinal adaptation following major intestinal resection is a complex process 

marked by structural and physiologic changes that allow nutrient absorption to improve 

over time. Both dietary and hormonal factors regulate and impact the adaptive process 

and modulation of these factors may positively impact and augment the adaptive process. 
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Abstract 

 

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) is a growing problem in the human neonatal 

population. In infants, SBS is the leading cause of intestinal failure, the state of being 

unable to absorb sufficient nutrients for growth and development. Neonates with SBS are 

dependent on long-term parenteral nutrition therapy, but many succumb to the 

complications of sepsis and liver disease. Research in neonatal SBS is challenged by the 

ethical limits of studying sick human neonates and the heterogeneous nature of the 

disease process. Outcomes in SBS vary depending on residual intestinal anatomy, 

intestinal length, patient age, and exposure to nutrition therapies. The neonatal piglet 

serves as an appropriate translational model of the human neonate because of similarities 

in gastrointestinal ontogeny, physiological maturity, and adaptive processes. Re-creating 

the disease process in a piglet model presents a unique opportunity for researchers to 

discover novel insights and therapies in SBS. Emerging piglet models of neonatal SBS 

now represent the entire spectrum of disease seen in human infants. This review aims to 

contextualize these emerging piglet models within the context of SBS as a heterogeneous 

disease. We first explore the factors that account for SBS heterogeneity and then explore 

the suitability of the neonatal piglet as an appropriate translational animal model. We 

then examine differences between the emerging piglet models of neonatal SBS and how 

these differences affect their translational potential to human neonates with SBS. 
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Introduction 

 

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) remains a significant problem in the human 

neonatal population. The incidence of neonatal SBS is 24.5 per 100 000 live births, with 

100 times greater incidence in premature babies.
1   

In infants and children, SBS is the 

most common cause of intestinal failure, defined as the impaired absorption of nutrients 

resulting in the failure to meet requirements for growth and development.
2 

In order to 

survive, these children require long-term parenteral nutrition (PN); however, 25-50% of 

children with SBS will subsequently develop complications from long-term PN therapy, 

notably PN-associated liver disease (PNALD) and infection with sepsis. Many patients 

are therefore listed for intestinal transplantation or combined liver and small bowel 

transplant. In Canada, nearly 75% of all patients listed for intestinal transplantation are 

children, of which 50% are younger than 5 years of age.
3,4 

In order to avoid death or 

transplantation, children with SBS must be weaned off of PN therapy. For this to occur, 

the remaining intestine must undergo a process known as ‘intestinal adaptation,’ whereby 

structural and functional changes occur in the remnant intestine that allows nutrient 

absorption to improve.
5 

The unfortunate reality is that many children do not successfully 

adapt and languish for months to years before dying from complications.
6 

In fact, half of 

all children listed for intestinal transplantation die waiting and ultimately, 37.5% of 

infants with SBS succumb.
1,4

 

Clearly, there is an urgent need to develop novel therapies for neonatal SBS. 
 

However, SBS is a complex disease with many etiologies that confer varying residual 

intestinal anatomy, a range of complications and many therapeutic strategies. The 

heterogeneity of the disease impacts patient outcomes and limits the ability to study SBS 
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in the clinical setting. In addition, genetic diversity, methodological constraints, small 

sample size and ethical considerations limit clinical research in human neonates.
7 

Animal models are therefore invaluable in the study of neonatal SBS, as they overcome 

the limitations encountered in research on human neonates. Controlled experimental 

conditions can be applied to an animal model such the use of a homogeneous genetic 

population, equivalent disease burden (such as similar surgical anatomy in an SBS 

model), and uniform delivery of therapy. Furthermore, animal models serve as an 

attractive alternative to clinical research given their rapid growth and development, the 

ability to obtain a large sample size, conduct invasive blood sampling and perform 

euthanasia to obtain tissue samples.
7,8   

While earlier animal models of SBS utilized 

mature adult rodents, the piglet has emerged as a translational model for the clinical 
 

disease seen in human neonates.  In the last fifteen years, several novel piglet SBS 

models have been established; however, no two models are alike, which stirs the debate 

for the “ideal” piglet SBS model. The following will examine currently established piglet 

models of neonatal SBS under the context of SBS as a heterogeneous disease. We first 

examine SBS through this lens, then review the development and physiology of the piglet 

that makes it an appropriate translational model and finally examine how varying piglet 

models will impact future translational research in neonatal SBS. 

Short Bowel Syndrome: A Heterogeneous Disease 

 

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) occurs following the massive resection of intestine, 

leaving a shortened and functionally inadequate intestinal remnant for growth, 

development and hydration.
9 

In a Canadian population-based study, the incidence of 

neonatal SBS was reported at 24.5 per 100 000 live births in term infants (born after 37 
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weeks of gestation) and 353.7 per 100 000 live births in pre-term infants (born prior to 37 

weeks of gestation).
1 

The most common causes of SBS in children are necrotizing 

enterocolitis (27%), jejunoileal atresia (23%), intestinal volvulus (23%), gastroschisis 

(14%) and Hirschsprung disease (4%).
10

 

 

There are several notable factors that impact successful intestinal adaptation with 

weaning of PN and improved patient outcomes.  These are: (1) remnant intestinal length, 

(2) the adaptive capacity of the remnant intestine (a function of residual anatomy), (3) the 

presence or absence of the ileocecal valve and colon, (4) the age of the patient, (5) initial 

diagnosis and disease burden, and (6) exposure to enteral nutrients, pancreatobiliary 

secretions, hormones and growth factors.
11,12 

These factors account for the vast 

heterogeneity encountered in SBS and are important in considering animal models of 

SBS. The first three factors are key determinants that are manipulated in the various 

piglet models of SBS and as such, will be considered here. For the purposes of this 

review, we are specifically looking at SBS models aiming to study the neonatal age 

group. A discussion regarding initial diagnosis and disease burden will be deferred, as 

animal models of the various etiologies of SBS (e.g. necrotizing enterocolitis) are beyond 

the scope of this review. The last determinant relates to the variety of potential therapies 

(enteral feeding, trophic hormones, nutrient supplementation) that are actively being 

studied using piglet models of neonatal SBS. 

(1) Intestinal Length 

 

The length of the remnant intestine in SBS has traditionally been regarded as an 

important predictor of outcome.
13-15 

In pediatric SBS, a shortened intestine refers to 

either an absolute length of less than 75 cm or shorter than 30% of the predicted length 
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for a given gestational age.
16   

Quirós-Tejeira et al further classified pediatric SBS in 

terms of absolute length: short intestinal remnant (>38 cm), very short intestinal remnant 

(15-38 cm) and ultrashort intestinal remnant (<15 cm) and showed that these categories 

were strongly correlated with mortality and successful weaning of PN therapy.
17 

While 

absolute intestinal length is strongly correlated with outcome in adult SBS
10

, remnant 

intestinal length as a percentage relative to the gestational norm is a better determinant of 

outcome in neonates and infants.
18-20 

This is due to the fact that a neonatal infant has 

tremendous potential for gut growth, with the intestinal length more than doubling during 

late gestation. As such, the percentage of expected length for gestation is a better 

predictor of neonatal SBS outcomes that takes into account the rapid intestinal growth 

that occurs in utero in late gestation. In particular, Spencer et al. reported that patients 

with a remnant intestinal length less than 10% of expected for gestational age had 5.57 

times greater mortality and 11.8 times less likelihood of weaning off PN therapy than 

those patients with greater than 10% of expected intestinal length.
20

 

(2) Anatomy and Function of the Remnant Intestine 
 

The anatomical location of the resected intestine is an important factor that impacts 

clinical outcome in SBS. The small intestinal mucosa is characterized by unique 

morphological features that increase the luminal surface area for nutrient absorption: 

mucosal folds or valves of Kerckring or valvulae conniventes, villi and microvilli.
21 

In 

contrast to the ileum, the jejunum has longer villi, greater absorptive surface area, higher 

concentration of brush-border enzymes and nutrient transporters and is the site of 

carbohydrate, amino acid and water-soluble vitamin absorption.
22, 23 

Resection of 

jejunum, however, only results in a transient reduction in nutrient absorption, due to the 
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highly adaptive capacity of the ileum to increase nutrient absorption and take over 

absorptive functions of the jejunum.
12, 24-25

 

The ileum is the site of vitamin B12 and bile salt absorption, with slower 

gastrointestinal transit time than the jejunum, allowing greater luminal contact time for 

nutrient absorption. The terminal ileum also contains resident L cells, enteroendocrine 

cells that release several hormones that regulate appetite (glucagon-like peptide-1), 

intestinal motility (peptide YY), and nutrient absorption (glucagon-like peptide-2).
11, 12, 16,

 

24   
Compared to the jejunum, the mucosal intracellular junctions in the ileum are tight and 

 

water secreted into the jejunum following a hypertonic meal is reabsorbed in the ileum. 

Resection of ileum is less favorable compared to jejunal resection. In the absence of 

ileum, water secreted from the proximal intestine after a meal is not reabsorbed and 

results in significant diarrhea, electrolyte and fluid losses. Ileal resection results in 

Vitamin B12 deficiency, necessitating lifelong replacement therapy, and the loss of bile 

salts. The decrease in the overall bile salt pool leads to the malabsorption of fat and fat- 

soluble vitamins (A, D, E, K), further exacerbating symptoms of diarrhea. Malabsorbed 

fat also binds intraluminal calcium and decreases calcium absorption and contributes to 

hypocalcemia.  Hypocalcemia in turn decreases fecal oxalate excretion, leading to 

oxaluria and nephrolithiasis.
11, 16, 26   

Bile salt malabsorption also leads to disturbances in 
 

bile homeostasis, ultimately predisposing patients to gallstone formation.  There is also 

an overall decrease in intestinal transit time, therefore nutrient contact time, with ileal 

resection. This is due to the fact that transit time is slower in the ileum, mediated by the 

secretion of hormones by L-cells that decrease proximal gastrointestinal motility: peptide 

YY and glucagon-like peptide 1 (so-called ‘ileal-brake’ hormones).
12, 24, 25
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(3) Presence or Absence of the Colon and Ileocecal Valve 

 

The importance of the colon and ileocecal valve in influencing outcomes in SBS is 

a source of debate. The colon absorbs fluids and electrolytes, increases intestinal transit 

time and augments energy absorption through bacterial fermentation of unabsorbed 

carbohydrates to short-chain fatty acids.
9, 24, 26 

The proximal colon also harbors intestinal 

L-cells that secrete hormones regulating nutrient absorption (glucagon-like peptide 2) and 

intestinal motility (peptide YY).
27, 28 

In adult SBS, the presence of a colon is associated 

with weaning of PN and enteral independence.
29, 30 

The impact of a remnant colon in 

pediatric SBS is unclear. While Quirós-Tejeira et al found improved weaning of PN in 

patients with a remnant colon greater than 50% of its original length, Diamond et al 

found no difference in the weaning of PN between patients with or without a remnant 

colon.
17, 31   

This may potentially be due to the limited intestinal growth potential in 

adults, so the colon may have a greater impact. In neonates and infants, the intrinsic high 

growth potential of remnant small intestine may overshadow the colonic benefit in 

statistical analyses. 

The importance of a present ileocecal value (ICV) is another point of contention in 

SBS outcomes. The ICV prolongs intestinal transit and prevents the reflux of colonic 

luminal contents back into the ileum.
11   

Willmore in 1972 suggested that in the absence 

of an ICV, 40 cm of remnant intestine is required for survival while only 15 cm is 

necessary when the ICV is retained.
32 

More recently, the adult literature has shown that 

resection of the ICV does not impact clinical outcomes.
24 

In pediatric SBS, the impact of 

a present ICV remains controversial. Spencer et al found that a present ICV strongly 

predicts weaning of PN but does not improve overall survival.
20   

Quirós-Tejeira et al 
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found no difference in weaning of PN between children with and without an intact ICV, 

but those children with a remnant intestinal length less than 15 cm were more likely to 

successfully wean off PN if they had a present ICV.
17 

The debate is further confounded 

because the ICV is often resected in conjunction with the terminal ileum, and any 

positive impact of a present ICV in improving SBS outcomes may be more related to the 

intestinotrophic properties of the resected terminal ileum.
26

 

The Piglet as an Appropriate Model for the Developing Human Intestine 

 

Traditional animal models of SBS have utilized mature adult rodents. While the 

use of rodents has been successful in deciphering mechanistic pathways underlying 

gastrointestinal physiology, there are key differences that preclude successful clinical 

translation between rodents and humans. Humans and rodents have different lifespan and 

body size, different food intake (‘meal eaters’ versus ‘nibblers’), energy expenditure, 

enteric flora, intestinal morphology and rodents practice coprophagia while humans do 

not.
8, 33   

The gestational length of rodents (19-22 days) is also much less than that of 
 

humans (37 weeks). Premature birth in humans occurs at 70-90% of gestation (28-36 

weeks) and at 94-97% of gestation in rats (21 days). Rodents also have a very immature 

gastrointestinal tract at birth compared to humans. Term human neonates can digest both 

milk and non-milk carbohydrates and proteins, while rodents can only tolerate adult diets 

in the late postnatal period.
34   

Unlike human neonates, the majority of gastrointestinal 

maturation in rodents occurs after birth, with gradual maturation during lactation (0-21 
 

days after birth) and rapid gastrointestinal development during the weaning period 

(transition to solid foods).
34
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In contrast to the young of other animals like the dog, cat, sheep and goat, the 

piglet is most similar to the human neonate. Humans are born with an average birth 

weight of 3 kg while piglets are born with an average weight of 2 kg. In addition to 

similar gastrointestinal anatomy and physiology, neonatal piglets also have similar 

respiratory, renal and hematologic systems. Fetal development in the pig also occurs 

similarly to human fetal development, such that the piglet has become the standard 

animal model for embryology research.
35   

The pig also has hepatic features similar to 

 

humans and, unlike the rat, a gallbladder. For these reasons, the neonatal piglet has 

emerged as an appropriate model for studying many clinical diseases of human neonates. 

Looking more closely at gastrointestinal development, the intestines originate as a 

folding of the endoderm surrounded by mesenchyme in both humans in piglets. This 

process commences at 10% of gestation in humans and slightly later (12% of gestation) 

in piglets. Following organogenesis and the development of stratified epithelium, villi 

begin to form. Cellular proliferation and enterocyte differentiation follows, starting only 

at the crypts and migrating along the crypt-villus unit until the epithelium lining the villi 

becomes simple columnar. Piglet intestines become morphologically similar to the adult 

pig at 8 weeks (49% of gestation), whereas this occurs at 22 weeks (53% gestation) in 

humans. At birth, the lengths of the small and large intestine are similar in pigs and 

humans: about 200 cm in vivo (small intestine) and 50 cm in vivo (large intestine) in 

humans and 215-380 cm (small intestine) and 75-80 cm (large intestine) in piglets.
36

 

 

Functionally, lactase activity and glucose and leucine transport is detected in fetal pigs at 

7 weeks (43% of gestation), whereas they are detected in human fetuses at 25-30% of 

gestation.  However, the piglet intestine does not attain the functionality of an adult 
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intestine until much later. The enzyme sucrase, for example, appears only at birth in 

pigs.
37 

In the last 4 weeks of gestation, there is a significant increase in intestinal weight, 

protein content, hydrolase activity and nutrient transport rates as the intestine prepares for 

birth and suckling.  Furthermore, there is a developmental shift in glucose transporters 

that occurs in pigs, similar to humans. A lower affinity glucose transporter system is lost 

while a higher affinity glucose transporter system is retained.
38 

Intestinal transit time is 

also similar in pigs and humans.
8   

During the neonatal period, rapid growth of the 

intestine occurs in response to the onset of suckling. This is accompanied by increased 

motor activity and functional changes in digestive enzyme activity, nutrient absorption 

and immune function. Protein deposition is very rapid, owing to enterocyte proliferation, 

protein synthesis and pinocytosis of milk proteins, especially immunoglobulins.
39

 

While fetal human and fetal pig ontogeny is very similar, there are some 

differences.  Anatomically, pigs have a gastric diverticulum and a spiral-shaped 

ascending colon (while humans have a square-shaped colon). Pigs also lack the 

vermiform appendix and the pancreatic and bile ducts in pigs enter the duodenum at 

separate entry points.
8, 36   

Regarding development, in humans, a relatively greater amount 

of time in utero is spent on the late stages of fetal development and accelerated growth. 
 

At birth, the piglet has yet to reach its peak growth rate and is slightly less mature than a 

newborn human with respect to the digestive system and body composition (low fat 

content).
7 

Neonatal piglets also have the same limitations as preterm human infants with 

regards to lipid digestion and absorption.  Preterm human infants, lacking adequate 

amounts of lipolytic enzymes and having small bile acid pools, have difficulty absorbing 

the high percentage of long-chain and saturated fatty acids in milk.  Similarly, the bile 
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acid pool is small per weight in very young, suckling pigs compared to weaned pigs and 

piglets also do not absorb long-chain saturated fatty acids efficiently. For these reasons, 

the neonatal piglet intestine has been argued to serve as an appropriate model for preterm 

human infants.
40 

In addition, many of the diseases that cause SBS are seen in preterm 

infants, such as necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC), which validates the use of a neonatal 

piglet model. 

 

More importantly, the process of intestinal adaptation following surgical 

resection, as in SBS, is similar between the piglet and the human infant. Intestinal 

adaptation refers the structural and functional changes in the remnant intestine following 

massive resection that allows nutrient absorption to improve. Structural changes include 

alterations in morphology (increased remnant intestinal length and diameter) and 

histology (increased enterocyte proliferation and decreased apoptosis, with increased 

crypt depth and villus height), while functional changes are reflected in increased nutrient 

transporter expression and digestive enzyme activity, and slowed intestinal transit.
41

 

 

Intestinal adaptation is the end goal for all patients with SBS that allows for enteral 

autonomy and successful weaning of PN. In humans, intestinal adaptation occurs 

immediately following resection and takes months to years for the process to complete.
41 

Although similar, the adaptive process occurs much more quickly in piglets (over weeks). 

In contrast, adult rodents are naturally pro-adaptive and can adapt within days to a 90% 

intestinal resection. Adult rodents also exhibit significant villus hypertrophy in the 

adaptive process, which is not seen in humans or swine.
44 

For these reasons, the piglet 

represents a more appropriate model to study intestinal adaptation in SBS and translate 

findings to the clinical disease in humans. 
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There are inherent advantages to using pigs in the study of human nutrition and 

disease. Pigs have a relatively short reproductive cycle and rapid growth rates, with the 

ability to obtain a large litter size. They also consume an omnivorous diet similar to 

humans, and can be weaned at birth and bottle-fed, and maintained in metabolic cages.
36 

The piglet also doubles its birth weight after 7 days and its intestinal length after 10 days 

while the human neonate doubles its birth weight after 6 months and its intestinal length 

after 2-3 years.
42 

Owing to the vast similarities in physiology and metabolism, and their 

rapid postnatal growth, the neonatal piglet can therefore be regarded as an accelerated 

model of human neonatal growth and development.
7
 

Emerging Piglet Models of Neonatal Short Bowel Syndrome 

 

Given the developmental and physiological similarities between the piglet and 

human neonate, it is no surprise that piglet models of neonatal short bowel syndrome are 

emerging. As an animal model of neonatal SBS, piglets are attractive because they can 

tolerate abdominal surgery with intestinal resection and anastomosis, unlike neonatal 

rodents. Piglet models of SBS have been validated for the clinical syndrome seen in 

human neonates by exhibiting similar clinical signs (diarrhea, malnutrition, failure to 

thrive), and structural and functional evidence of intestinal adaptation.
44, 47, 49, 51, 64

 

 

However, there are striking differences in the various piglet models of SBS, which are in 

direct relation to the various factors that impact SBS outcomes, especially residual 

anatomy of the remnant intestine. Three types of SBS are encountered in the clinical 

setting.
9, 24 

The first type, Type 1, is a SBS due to a proximal or mid-intestinal 

(predominantly jejunum) resection with jejuno-ileal anastomosis, preservation of some 

ileum and an intact ICV and colon.  The second, Type 2, is a SBS due to distal-intestinal 
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(predominantly ileal and partial colon) resection with jejuno-colic anastomosis and 

preservation of some colon (and lacking an ICV). The third type, Type 3, involves partial 

resection of the jejunum and creation of a high-output end-jejunostomy with either 

complete resection of the ileum, ICV and colon or deliberate bowel discontinuity with 

colon left in-situ for delayed re-establishment of continuity.  Children with the 

Jejunoileal type have the most favorable outcomes, as they retain ileum, which is 

naturally pro-adaptive, and can increase nutrient absorption and acquire functions of the 

jejunum. They are, however, less commonly seen clinically and most commonly used in 

animal models.  Patients with a Jejunostomy are most difficult to manage, owing to large 

fluid and electrolyte losses and have the worst outcomes.
43   

In neonatal SBS, the most 

 

common etiologies affect the terminal ileum and colon and so the type 2 subtype is most 

frequently encountered clinically.
9

 

The first piglet models to emerge from 1990 onwards were invariably SBS 

models of the Jejunoileal type (Type 1), with resection involving 75-80% of the small 

intestine.
44-67 

In 2011, a distal-intestinal resection model (Jejunocolic type, Type 2) 

emerged
64-67 

and within the last year, a piglet SBS Jejunotomy model (Type 3) was 

reported.
68-70 

The delay in emergence of the Jejunocolic and Jejunostomy models is 

related to the level of technical expertise required to establish these more advanced 

models. Furthermore, piglets with Jejunocolic and Jejunostomy anatomies are difficult to 

maintain due to significant dehydration from diarrheal losses, and injury to the skin from 

leakage of jejunostomy contents in the latter model. The development of these latter 

models are especially relevant as they represent the types of SBS seen most in human 

neonates, with resection of the ileum and/or creation of an end-jejunostomy, and offer the 
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greatest translational benefit. Interestingly, a recent technical review of piglet models of 

short bowel syndrome noted a limitation that current piglet models of SBS were 

inconsistent and there was a lack of a standardized model.
71 

We believe that differences 

in neonatal piglet models of SBS relate to the fact that SBS is a heterogeneous disease. 

However, we exclude piglet models of SBS that are not designed to study intestinal 

adaptation in the neonate.  This specifically refers to pig models designed to study 

surgical interventions such as small bowel transplantation and bowel lengthening 

procedures (Bianchi, serial transverse enteroplasty (STEP), intestinal bypass, bowel 

interpositioning), which often use older piglets (> 1 week old) and longer observation 

periods to study the success rates of procedures. In addition to the inability to standardize 

a piglet model of SBS, it is also difficult to select which model is the most appropriate for 

the study of neonatal SBS, as all three types of SBS are encountered clinically. In effect, 

all three subtypes of SBS merit study as each type differs fundamentally from one 

another in anatomic etiology, pathophysiology, and outcomes. Due to differences in 

pathophysiology, potential therapies may have greater effects in some models, depending 

on remnant anatomy and function. This underscores the importance of advancing studies 

in all three anatomical models of neonatal SBS, in order to successfully translate to 

human neonates with varying intestinal anatomy and function. 

In addition to remnant intestinal anatomy, the various piglet models of neonatal 

SBS differ in piglet age, which is relevant when developing a model to approximate 

normal physiological function in the human neonate. Initial piglet models utilized the 

juvenile pig, at 4 to 5 weeks of age.
44-48, 51-60 

While juvenile pigs may approximate 

normal physiology in young children, it has been put forth that pigs in this age range are 
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too old for neonatal bowel adaptation studies.
49   

As such, term neonatal piglets, ranging 1 

– 12 days old, have subsequently been used in models of neonatal SBS.
49-50, 61-67, 69-70 

The 

difference in piglet age between models may serve to highlight important physiological 

differences between neonatal and juvenile piglets. For example, the administration of the 

intestinotrophic hormone glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2) was found to be highly pro- 

adaptive with better clinical outcomes in a neonatal model of SBS
67  

while it 

paradoxically lead to more adverse clinical outcomes in the juvenile pig
54

, suggesting that 

piglet age in the SBS models is an important physiological determinant. Given the 

ontogeny of the piglet gastrointestinal tract, the neonatal piglet may serve as a model of 

the gastrointestinal tract of the preterm human neonate, with the youngest neonatal 

piglets (1-5 days old) being a better approximation than neonatal piglets greater than a 

week old.
35  

More recently, preterm piglet models of SBS and gastrointestinal disease 

have been developed, utilizing piglets born at greater than 92% of gestation via caesarian 

delivery.
68, 70, 72   

Preterm pigs delivered at less than 95% of gestation exhibit similar 

organ immaturities as preterm infants.
73 

However, preterm piglet models require an 

extraordinary amount of care including constant 24-hour observation and specialized 

intensive care incubators with environmental controls. Once stabilized, preterm piglets 

serve as an excellent model for diseases affecting prematurity such as necrotizing 

enterocolitis.
72, 74 

A natural extension of this model is that preterm pigs may also model 

the physiological process of intestinal adaptation in preterm human neonates and as such, 

preterm piglet models of SBS have emerged.
68, 70 

Proponents of the preterm piglet model 

highlight that this model is a superior model of SBS because it mirrors the preterm 

human infant.
73   

While this is true for many organ immaturities associated with preterm 
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delivery, we have previously discussed that the gastrointestinal tract of the term piglet 

neonate is already immature compared to the term human neonate and therefore still 

serves as a model of the premature human intestine.  We believe there is merit to 

studying intestinal adaptation in the preterm piglet as it may translate to the most 

premature human infants, with relatively immature gastrointestinal tracts compared to 

their term counterparts. However, preterm piglets are also more physiologically unstable 

(more prone to develop hypoglycemia, respiratory distress syndrome, dehydration and 

circulatory compromise) compared to term piglets, such that normal physiological 

function may be blunted by this physiologic instability. This phenomenon was observed 

in a recent preterm piglet Jejunostomy model of SBS, where functional adaptation was 

decreased in preterm piglets compared to term piglets. However, it remains unknown if 

this observation represented normal gastrointestinal physiology as a result of intestinal 

immaturity or the consequence of physiological instability, and whether the same 

phenomenon occurs in the most premature human infants.
70   

Using term piglets as a 

 

model of the premature human intestine allows us to circumvent the physiologic 

instability encountered with preterm piglets, as well as negating the ethical cost of 

increased piglet mortality. Ultimately, both models will continue to serve as a model of 

the preterm human intestine, as it allows the study of potential therapies not otherwise 

possible in preterm human neonates. Together, they will offer insights into intestinal 

adaptation that are most translatable to the preterm human infants, the ones most at risk 

of developing SBS. 

Translating Piglet Models of SBS to Human Neonates 
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The various piglet models of neonatal SBS are indeed heterogeneous, varying in 

the extent and location of resection and the age of the piglet. This reflects the very 

heterogeneous nature of neonatal SBS. Diseases of the human neonate that culminate in 

massive intestinal resection often require removal of the distal intestine, which have 

prompted some to consider the Type II piglet model a more clinically representative 

model.
64   

Others have suggested that a majority of neonates with SBS undergo distal 
 

intestinal resection with placement of an end-jejunostomy, rendering the Type III piglet 

model most appropriate.
69 

Furthermore, given SBS occurs more frequently in preterm 

human infants, it has been suggested that the preterm piglet models of SBS are most valid 

for clinical translation.
68, 70 

Epidemiologic studies on human infants with SBS were 

historically flawed in design due to the small number of patients treated at individual 

institutions, leading to long recruitment times, as well as a lack of consensus for the 

definition of SBS.
9 

Recent prospective population-based epidemiologic studies have 

instead used contemporary cohorts with short enrolment periods, thereby minimizing 

concerns for introducing bias when using “historical” patients in an outcomes analysis. 

In 2005, Wales et al performed a cohort study of the neonates requiring laparotomy for 

abdominal pathology at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, Canada from January 

1, 1997 to December 31, 1998. Patients were defined to have ‘short bowel syndrome’ if 

they had a remnant intestinal length less that 25% of predicted for gestational age or 

required postoperative PN for longer than 42 days. Patients who developed SBS were 

significantly more premature than patients without SBS (30.7 vs. 35.9 weeks gestational 

age). Patients with SBS also had a higher proportion of jejunostomies, ileostomies and 

ICV resections, suggesting that infants with SBS had the distal intestine and terminal 
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ileum resected more frequently.
18 

An update of this population was performed in 2005, 

where the mean gestational age of infants that developed SBS were less than 35 weeks of 

gestation and the mean percentage of remnant small intestine was approximately 70%. 

More importantly, there was a newfound trend towards increased preservation of the 

ileum and ICV, serving as a proxy for the terminal ileum. As such, ileostomies and 

colostomies made up a greater percentage of stomas than jejunostomies.
75   

Taken 

together, this data justifies the need for studying preclinical piglet models in all three 

subtypes of SBS, in order to fully understand the spectrum of disease.  Certainly, diseases 

that lead to neonatal SBS affect the ileum predominately, justifying the need for the Type 

II and III models.  However, given the increasing trend towards ileal preservation, there 

is a need to continue to study the traditional Type 1 model. As the advancement of 

hormonal and nutritional therapies for neonatal SBS progresses, attention will turn to the 

timing of treatment administration (immediately postoperatively or delayed? before or 

after bowel continuity is re-established?) and this may be strongly influenced by the 

significant commercial costs of therapies, thereby justifying the need to study potential 

therapies in all three model subtypes. Furthermore, 20% of pediatric SBS occurs outside 

the neonatal period, due largely to volvulus and trauma. The emerging juvenile piglet 

models of SBS are therefore an important model to study intestinal adaptation and 

potential therapies in this sub-population of pediatric SBS.
44-48, 51-60

 

 

The significance of the presence or absence of colon in SBS continues to be 

refined. As such, it is an important factor in emerging neonatal piglet model of SBS. 

Healey et al determined that following a 75% proximal intestinal resection in a juvenile 

piglet SBS model, the colon does indeed undergo structural and functional adaptive 
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changes.
57 

More importantly, the colon is home to resident L-cells that endogenously 

secrete GLP-2.  The significance of this endogenous colonic GLP-2 production remains 

to be elucidated. While establishing bowel continuity in piglet models overcome the 

challenges of dehydration and stoma leakage with a jejunostomy model, some authors put 

forth that endogenous colonic GLP-2 production may stimulate adaptation. However, 

even with a colon in continuity in a neonatal piglet model with a 75% distal intestinal 

resection, Turner et al found that endogenous colonic GLP-2 is, in fact, not sufficient to 

stimulate intestinal adaptation in the remnant jejunum.
64   

Clearly, both piglet models of 
 

Type II and III SBS have merit; the latter represents a common anatomy following 

massive intestinal resection and the former representing bowel continuity, which occurs 

in 25% of SBS infants during the primary surgery and eventually in many patients with 

stomas, at a mean of 46 days post-initial surgery.
18

 

Conclusions and Future Directions 

 

Neonatal short bowel syndrome remains a significant problem and the incidence 

is expected to rise. The challenges of studying neonatal SBS include the inherent 

heterogeneity of disease (due to differing residual anatomy) and ethical limitations. The 

neonatal piglet has emerged as an appropriate translational model for the study of 

neonatal SBS that overcomes the limitations of studying human neonates. Piglet models 

of SBS have been developed and vary in piglet age and residual intestinal anatomy, 

representing the entire spectrum of disease seen in human neonates. Researchers are now 

in a prime position to use these piglet models to discover novel insights into neonatal 

intestinal adaptation, in both term and preterm human infants.  The study and 

development of potential therapies is now more possible than ever; recent examples 
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include the hormones glucagon-like peptide-2 and growth hormone and enteral 

supplementation with colostrum or butyrate. The summation of knowledge gained from 

studying these emerging piglet SBS models will provide a unique and meaningful 

translational benefit to all human neonates with short bowel syndrome. 
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Abstract 

 

Introduction: Short bowel syndrome (SBS) occurs more commonly in human neonates 

than in adults. There are currently no approved therapeutic agents aimed directly at 

stimulating intestinal adaptation in this population. 

Areas Covered: A brief review of SBS and intestinal adaptation is first presented. We 

then present candidate peptide growth factors that are suggested to augment intestinal 

adaptation in SBS, with a particular focus on glucagon-like peptide-2, as well as insulin- 

like growth factor-1 and epidermal growth factor. The normal physiology of these 

peptides and our understanding of their roles in intestinal adaptation are discussed. We 

further consider the roles of these peptides in the ontogeny of the gastrointestinal tract 

and we present the limited preclinical data on the effects of administering these peptides 

in neonatal SBS. 

Expert Opinion: The clinical translation of trophic peptide therapies in neonatal SBS 

will require several challenges to be overcome. The optimal dose, timing and route of 

administration for the likely peptide, or combination of peptides, to be administered will 

be paramount. Despite their cost to patient care, trophic peptides have shown promise in 

preclinical models of neonatal SBS and may be especially beneficial for neonates that 

lack remnant ileum and suffer from irreversible intestinal failure. 
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Article Highlights Box 

 

 Short bowel syndrome (SBS) and consequent intestinal failure occurs more 

frequently in neonates and children, and diseases leading to SBS in neonates often 

require removal of ileum. 

 Unlike adults, there are currently no approved therapies aimed at stimulating 

intestinal adaptation in children with short bowel syndrome. 

 Intestinotrophic peptides, such as glucagon-like peptide-2, insulin-growth factor-1 

and epidermal growth factor have shown therapeutic benefit in preclinical models 

of adult short bowel syndrome. 

 The limited preclinical studies investigating the potential efficacy of trophic 

peptide therapies in neonatal short bowel syndrome show promise with glucagon- 

like peptide-2 therapy, notably in short bowel syndrome without remnant ileum. 

 The clinical translation of trophic peptide therapies targeted for neonates and 

children with short bowel syndrome will require the determination of the ideal 

growth factor or combination of growth factors, and of the optimal dose, route 

and timing of administration. 

 Trophic peptides may become an important option for neonates with short bowel 

syndrome that lack remnant ileum and are most at risk for irreversible intestinal 

failure. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The intestine is vital for absorption of fluid and nutrients in the neonate, allowing 

for normal health and development. When the neonatal intestine becomes compromised, 

either quantitatively or functionally, adequate absorption of nutrients may become 

jeopardized, resulting in varying degrees of intestinal insufficiency. 
1,2 

Intestinal failure 

refers to a compromise in the small intestine’s normal absorptive capacity, such that 

intravenous fluid or nutrient support is required. 
3 

This may result from anatomical (e.g. 

short bowel syndrome; SBS), mucosal (e.g. mucosal enteropathy) or neuromuscular (e.g. 

dysmotility) intestinal diseases. 
3 

In human neonates, SBS is the most common cause of 

intestinal failure and is, therefore, the focus of the present review. All neonates with 

intestinal failure require total or supplemental nutrition support via parenteral nutrition 

(PN) to maintain the child’s growth and development whilst permitting structural and 

functional adaptation of the remnant intestine. 

SBS occurs following the massive resection of intestine, which, in neonates, is 

often consequent to necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC; Table 1). SBS is a heterogeneous 

condition, marked by variation in etiology, age of occurrence, and the length, anatomy 

and motor function of the remnant intestine. 
1,2 

The remnant intestinal length and 

anatomy in particular directly impact disease severity and prognosis. 
2,4 

Although three 

subtypes have been described based on anatomical differences in the region of resection 

(Table 2; Figure 1), the pathologies that lead to intestinal resection and subsequent SBS 

in neonates most commonly involve the ileum (e.g. NEC), thus resulting most frequently 

in Type 2 and 3 SBS. 
3   

Both Type 2 and 3 SBS result in severe diarrhea, fluid and 
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electrolyte imbalance, and greater malabsorption than in Type 1 SBS due to complete 

loss of the ileum (Table 2). 

Adaptation of the remnant intestine in SBS is a process whereby structural and 

functional changes occur, enhancing nutrient absorptive capacity. 
5 

In animal models, 

structural adaptation results in increased surface absorptive area, secondary to increases 

in intestinal villus height and crypt depth as a result of crypt cell proliferation. Functional 

adaptive changes include the up-regulation of digestive enzymes and nutrient transporters 

and reductions in intestinal permeability. 
5 

In humans, the observed mechanisms of 

adaptation include intestinal dilatation, mucosal hyperplasia, and remnant mucosal 

hyperfunction. Expansion of intestinal stem cells following intestinal resection has been 

suggested as the initiating event in the adaptive process. 
6 

In contrast, suppression of 

enterocyte apoptosis does not appear to be a mechanism underlying such intestinal 

adaptation. 
5  

Indeed, following resection, rates of apoptosis have been reported to 

increase. 
7 

Furthermore, when this increase in apoptosis is abolished, as observed in p38- 

intestinal knockout mice, greater increases in cell proliferation, and crypt and villus 

lengths are observed after a 50% Type 1 resection. 
8 

Finally, intestinal adaptation 

following massive intestinal resection is variable and can take months to years. As 

intestinal adaptation occurs and intestinal nutrient absorption improves, infants with SBS 

can gradually wean off PN as they achieve enteral autonomy. 

As intestinal adaptation is a slow-occurring process, many infants with SBS 

require PN support for extended periods of time. This increases the risk for developing 

the two major co-morbidities associated with long-term PN therapy: intestinal failure- 

associated liver disease and central venous catheter-related thrombosis, infection and 
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sepsis, both of which are associated with high mortality (Table 1). 
4,9 

Furthermore, a 

significant limitation in the management of infants with SBS is the lack of treatment of 

options. Currently, PN is utilized as the mainstay of therapy to support growth and 

development and replenish fluid and electrolyte losses. 
1,9 

At this time, there are no 

therapeutic agents that augment intestinal adaptation in neonates with SBS. 

Recent attention has focused on the development of peptide factors with 

intestinotrophic actions as possible therapy for adults with SBS.  Although several 

growth factors are believed to stimulate and augment intestinal adaptation, interest in the 

intestinal hormone, glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2), has come into focus by approval of 

a synthetic analogue (teduglutide) for adult SBS. Yet, despite the fact that SBS is far 

more prevalent in the neonatal population, with higher rates of comorbidities and more 

often leading to consideration of intestinal transplantation, trophic peptides remain 

inadequately studied and none are approved for this vulnerable population.
10

 

2. Trophic peptides 

 

The list of peptides that exert growth and/or adaptive effects on the gut continues 

to grow. The purpose of this review is to examine those factors that have garnered the 

most attention and research, and particularly those with greatest potential for translation 

to use in pediatric patients with SBS. We begin by exploring the normal physiology of 

key intestinotrophic factors, including GLP-2, insulin-like growth factor (IGF) and 

epidermal growth factor (EGF), followed by a discussion of their known benefits in 

animal models of SBS and the available data from preclinical models of neonatal SBS, 

including the limited clinical trials involving children. 

2.1 Glucagon-like peptide-2 
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2.1.1 GLP-2 physiology 

 

GLP-2 is a peptide hormone released by enteroendocrine L cells in response to 

oral nutrient ingestion. 
11 

L cells are found along the length of the gastrointestinal tract, 

but predominate in the ileum and proximal colon (Figure 1). Circulating GLP-2 is 

inactivated by dipeptidylpeptidase IV (DPP-IV)-mediated removal of the first two amino 

acids. 
12 

Active GLP-2 (1-33) has a half-life of 7 minutes in humans, whereas that of 

GLP-2 (3-33) is 27 minutes.  GLP-2 is also cleared by glomerular filtration.
12

 

The intestinotrophic effects of an unidentified glucagon-related peptide were first 

described in rare individuals who developed intestinal mucosal hyperplasia secondary to 

proglucagon-expressing tumors. However, it was not until 1996 that GLP-2 was 

identified as the proglucagon-derived peptide capable of exerting intestinotrophic effects 

in mice. 
11 

Subsequent studies in healthy rodents demonstrated that administration of 

either native GLP-2 or a DPP-IV resistant GLP-2 analog (i.e. human Gly
2
-GLP-2, used 

synonymously with native GLP-2 in this discussion; teduglutide refers to recombinant 

human Gly
2
-GLP-2) increases small and large intestinal weight, mRNA and protein, 

induces villus hypertrophy and crypt expansion, and increases epithelial cell proliferation 

as well as decreasing apoptosis. 
11,13,14 

Of key importance to the potential clinical use of 

GLP-2 therapy, the intestinotrophic actions of GLP-2 are lost in mice after 

discontinuation of treatment. 
14  

Finally, while little is known about the role of 

endogenous GLP-2, several studies have indicated that it mediates the intestinal adaptive 

growth response to oral refeeding after a prolonged fast.
15,16

 

In addition to its trophic effects, acute treatment with GLP-2 increases glucose 

transport via activation of SGLT-1 and GLUT-2 transporters. 
17   

Chronic administration 
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of GLP-2 (for 10-14 days) further increases carbohydrate, protein and lipid absorption 

through enhanced expression of epithelial nutrient transporters and increased activity of 

brush-border digestive enzymes. 
13,17 

GLP-2 also increases plasma triglyceride and 

apoB48 lipoprotein levels in rodents and humans given an oral fat load. 

The intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2 have also been studied in animal models of 

total PN (TPN) feeding. In piglets, GLP-2 administration reverses TPN-associated 

mucosal hypoplasia and reduction in intestinal function. Administration of human GLP-2 

increases intestinal weight, lengthens the villi, deepens the crypts and decreases 

apoptosis. 
18  

GLP-2 treatment also enhances intestinal function in these animal models, 

via increased expression of epithelial nutrient transporters and digestive enzymes.
13,17,19

 

In addition to direct effects to promote intestinal function, GLP-2 administration 

to animals stimulates mesenteric blood flow. Interestingly, this effect appears to be site- 

specific, with significant increases in blood supply to the duodenum and jejunum and to 

the intestinal serosa (versus mucosa), but no effect in the ileum or colon. 
20 

Increased 

mesenteric blood flow has also been observed in human patients with SBS with GLP-2 

therapy. 
21 

Furthermore, in mice, pigs on PN, and humans, GLP-2 administration 

decreases gastric emptying and proximal intestinal motility. 
22 

Collectively, these effects 

are thought to further enhance the actions of GLP-2 to increase nutrient absorption. 

Finally, additional beneficial actions of GLP-2 administration include increases in 

intestinal barrier function and decreases in intestinal inflammation. In both healthy mice 

and animal models of impaired barrier function, GLP-2 decreases intestinal permeability 

in association with enhanced tight junctional protein expression. 
23   

In addition, GLP-2 
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exerts local intestinal anti-inflammatory effects that are mediated by vasoactive intestinal 

polypeptide (VIP), as will be subsequently discussed. 

2.1.2 GLP-2 signaling and secondary messengers 

 

GLP-2 receptor (GLP-2R) expression is mainly localized to the gut, with only 

limited expression in the lung and hypothalamus, thereby conferring high specificity of 

its actions to the intestinal tract. Importantly, although receptor desensitization following 

ligand activation has been demonstrated in vitro, the GLP-2R does not appear to exhibit 

tachyphylaxis in vivo. 
14,24  

The greatest abundance of GLP-2R expression occurs in the 

jejunum relative to other portions of the gastrointestinal tract, with its trophic actions 
 

limited to the mucosa (Figure 1).  However, the mechanism of action of GLP-2 is not 

fully understood, due to expression of the GLP-2R in multiple gut cell types that do not 

include the crypt or villus epithelium. 
25-27 

Numerous studies in rodents, pigs and humans 

have now localized the GLP-2R to intestinal epithelial enteroendocrine cells, enteric 

neurons and subepithelial myofibroblasts (SEMFs), as well as vagal afferents and colonic 

submucosal glia, suggesting the involvement of indirect mediators in the trophic effects 

of GLP-2. These second messengers are believed to be released by the cell types 

expressing the GLP-2R and include IGF-1 and -2 (SEMFs), fibroblast growth factors 

(SEMFs) 
28

, VIP (enteric neurons) 
29

, and ErbB ligands (SEMFs) 
27

, as discussed in the 

following section.  Studies in PN-fed neonatal piglets also suggest that endothelial nitric 
 

oxide synthase (eNOS) may mediate the GLP-2-associated intestinotrophic response to 

enteral nutrition (EN), including changes in portal blood flow.
27,30

 

Finally, numerous studies have shown that GLP-2R activation leads to cyclic 

AMP generation and protein kinase A signaling. 
24,25  

However, GLP-2 has also been 
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reported to activate Erk1/2 in several cell models. 
26   

Furthermore, the effects of GLP-2 

on both SEMFs and enteric neurons appear to be mediated by the Akt pathway. 
29,31,32 

In 

addition, GLP-2 administration has been reported to increase mucous cell number as well 

as VIP expression in enteric neurons via a mechanism requiring phosphatidylinositol-3 

kinase-gamma. 
29 

Our limited understanding of the various intracellular signaling 

pathways that lie downstream of GLP-2R activation has been recently reviewed.
33

 

2.1.3 GLP-2 in adult models of SBS 
 

In animal models of Type 1 SBS (Table 2), proximal intestinal resection itself 

augments intestinal adaptation in the remnant intestine, characterized by increases in 

villus height, crypt depth, enterocyte proliferation, nutrient transporters and digestive 

enzymes. 
34 

Furthermore, elevated plasma GLP-2 levels are associated with this 

adaptation, suggesting a role for endogenous GLP-2 in this response.  Consistent with 

this hypothesis, structural adaptation is diminished upon GLP-2 immunoneutralization in 

rats with a 75% proximal intestinal resection. 
35   

In contrast, the literature on GLP-2 

levels in Type 2 SBS is conflicting. In rodents, there was no difference in plasma GLP-2 

following a 60% distal intestinal resection with jejunocolic anastomosis; however, there 

was also no adaptation in the remnant jejunum. 
36 

In contrast, higher GLP-2 levels, with 

morphologic but not functional adaptation, have been reported in rodents after a distal 

intestinal resection leaving 10-20 cm of jejunum. 
37 

The adaptive potential following a 

distal intestinal resection may therefore be decreased in Type 2 SBS compared to a 

proximal intestinal resection due to the absence of ileum and removal of a significant 

proportion of the intestinal L cell mass, although up-regulation of colonic GLP-2 release 

in this setting cannot be discounted (Figure 1).  Finally, the potential benefits of 
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exogenous GLP-2 therapy in SBS have also been studied in rodent models. Hence, PN- 

fed rats with 70-90% proximal intestinal resection demonstrate increases in the growth, 

and digestive, absorptive and barrier functions of the remnant intestine after chronic 

treatment with GLP-2.
38

 

2.1.4 GLP-2 in adult humans with SBS 
 

Although parameters of growth are more difficult to study in humans, 

administration of teduglutide for 21 days increased wet weight absorption, and decreased 

fecal wet weight and energy excretion. 
39 

These positive findings led to full randomized, 

placebo-controlled trials, in which teduglutide treatment for 24 weeks was found to 

reduce PN volume by >20%, as well as to increase small bowel villus height and surface 

area. 
40,41 

Progressive decreases in PN volume were also found in a 28-week double- 

blind extension study. Furthermore, chronic teduglutide treatment increased citrulline 

levels, a marker of intestinal growth. 
40,41 

Whether these changes are associated with 

alterations in epithelial cell apoptosis is not known. Nonetheless, exogenous treatment 

with a long-acting GLP-2 analog has been found to improved measures of intestinal 

growth and function in adult patients with SBS. 

2.2. Insulin-like growth factor family 

 

The IGF family encompasses three structurally similar ligands (IGF-I, IGF-II and 

insulin) and two high-affinity cell surface receptors: the IGF-I receptor (R) and the IGF- 

IIR, the latter of which is largely a clearance receptor for IGF-II. 
42 

The IGFs are widely- 

expressed growth factors with important functions in tissue, organ and whole body 

growth and differentiation, from development to adulthood. IGF-I and IGF-II are 

synthesized and secreted by many cells in the body, including the gastrointestinal tract. 
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In vivo, the majority of circulating IGF-I is bound to IGF-binding proteins (IGFBPs) that 

modulate the activity of IGF-I. In humans, six IGFBPs both protect the IGFs from 

degradation and regulate interactions between the IGFs and their receptors. 

2.2.1 IGF-I 

 

Circulating IGF-I is predominantly synthesized in the liver, where its secretion is 

regulated by growth hormone (GH), insulin and protein and caloric intake. 
42 

Studies in 

liver-specific IGF-I null mice have suggested that hepatic IGF-I exerts many of the 

endocrine functions related to GH-mediated somatic growth, as well as negatively 

feeding-back on GH synthesis in the pituitary. IGF-I binds with highest affinity to IGF- 

IR, which signals through activation of the Akt and Erk1/2 signaling pathways. 
31,42,43

 

Whole-body overexpression of IGF-I or exogenous administration of either IGF-I 

or LR3IGF-I, an IGF-I analog with decreased affinity for IGFBPs, induces significant 

intestinal lengthening, and increases intestinal wet weight, villus height, crypt depth and 

crypt cell proliferation in the jejunum, but does not affect disaccharidase activities. 
44,45 

However, IGF-I is also locally produced in the intestine by SEMFs, consistent with 

expression of the IGF-IR on the basolateral membrane of the enterocyte. 
42,46,47   

IGF-I 

also promotes intestinal fibrogenesis by increasing collagen synthesis and secretion from 

these cells. 
42 

Locally-expressed IGF-I is thus believed to act in an autocrine and/or 

paracrine manner to regulate intestinal mucosal growth responses via the intestinal 

epithelial IGF-IR. Furthermore, IGF-I is also produced by intestinal myofibroblast cells, 

with both over- and under-expression studies indicating a role to stimulate proliferation 

and reduce apoptosis of the submucosa and muscularis propria. 
45,47   

Thus, unlike the 
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intestinal mucosa-specific actions of exogenously administered GLP-2, the growth effects 

of IGF-1 are considered to be pleiotrophic. 

Within the intestine, IGF-I has been found to exert many similar biological effects 

to GLP-2. Thus, in PN-dependent rats, IGF-I administration reverses structural intestinal 

hypoplasia, normalizes ion transport and permeability, and increases jejunal glucose 

absorption. 
48 

IGF-I may also play a role in the adaptive response to re-feeding, as 

mucosal growth in re-fed rats is associated with increased IGF-I mRNA expression. 
49 

Finally, in neonatal pigs, oral administration of IGF-I increases small intestinal weight, 

DNA and protein content and villus height although, unlike GLP-2, IGF-I levels do not 

increase following intestinal resection in this model.
50

 

Similar to GLP-2, IGF-I administration also augments the adaptive response 

following intestinal resection. After a 70-80% Type 1 resection in rats, treatment with 

either native or long-acting IGF-I stimulates intestinal crypt cell proliferation in the 

remnant intestine, and increases digestive enzyme activities in the ileum. 
51 

Similarly, 

intravenous administration of IGF-I to rats with a 60% Type 2 resection promotes small 

intestinal growth, while IGF-I given orally increases colonic adaptation. 
52 

However, 

unlike the mucosal-specific actions of GLP-2, mice that over-express IGF-I in the 

myofibroblasts demonstrate a 50% increase in intestinal length after resection, suggesting 

that IGF-I expression in the muscularis plays a role in intestinal lengthening post- 

resection. 
47  

The findings of a concomitant decrease in longitudinal muscle thickness, 

with unchanged cellularity, suggests that longitudinal stretching of individual smooth 

muscle cells may be a mechanism underlying the intestinal lengthening.
47
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Finally, both IGF-I and long-acting IGF-I increase circulating IGFBP-1-5 levels 

after 70-80% Type 1 intestinal resection in rats, although IGFBP4 levels are not increased 

in rats with a Type 2 resection. 
51,52 

Conversely, decreased IGFBP-3 mRNA expression 

has been suggested as an adaptive mechanism for increasing post-resection local IGF-I 

bioavailability for intestinal adaptation this model. 
42  

These discrepancies may relate to 

the autocrine/paracrine effects of IGF-I within the intestine as compared to the hormonal 

effects exerted by circulating IGF-I. 

Given the similar biological effects of GLP-2 and IGF-I in the intestine, and the 

differential expression of GLP-2R in SEMF cells as compared to the IGF-IR in the 

intestinal epithelial cells (IECs), IGF-I has been proposed to serve as a downstream 

mediator of the intestinotrophic actions of GLP-2. Hence, the intestinal growth- 

promoting effects of GLP-2 are reduced in IGF-I knockout mice, while the growth and 

barrier effects of GLP-2 are impaired in IEC-IGF-IR null animals. 
43,53,54  

GLP-2 also 

 

increases the expression and secretion of intestinal IGF-I from SEMFs through a 

phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K)/Akt-dependent pathway. 
27,28,32,43 

Finally, IGF-I 

mediates the effects of GLP-2 on crypt cell beta-catenin nuclear translocation and 

activation of Akt, both of which play key roles in crypt cell proliferation. 
27,31 

Collectively, these findings are consistent with a paracrine role for IGF-I as a mediator of 

the intestinal growth and functional effects of GLP-2. 

2.2.2 IGF-II 

 

In contrast to the role of IGF-I in crypt cell proliferation, endogenous IGF-II 

appears to regulate crypt fission, thereby increasing overall crypt number. IGF-II also 

exhibits parental imprinting and, when maternal IGF-II silencing is lost, there is an 
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increase in IGF-II that is associated with tumor development including colorectal cancer. 
 

55  
However, the intestinal adaptive effects of GLP-2 are only partially abrogated by loss 

of IGF-II, and it has been surmised that loss of IGF-II reduces the total number of crypts 

that can respond to other growth factors such as GLP-2 or IGF-I. 
27,43 

Furthermore, while 

IGF-II administration to normal mice does not affect small bowel length or weight, villus 

height or crypt depth, colon weight and crypt depth are actually decreased. 
56 

The 

potential clinical utility of IGF-II for the treatment of either adult or neonatal SBS 

therefore remains uncertain. 

2.3 Epidermal growth factor family 

 

The EGF family of peptides, also known as the ErbB ligands, includes a number 

of intestinotrophic peptides: EGF, transforming growth factor-alpha (TGF-α), 

amphiregulin, heparin-binding EGF (HB-EGF), epiregulin, betacellulin, neuregulin and 

neuregulin-2. All of these growth factors have been shown to stimulate crypt cell 

proliferation and inhibit apoptosis. 
57   

The major sites of EGF synthesis are the salivary 

glands and kidney, with immunoreactive EGF detectable in most biological fluids, 
 

including plasma. EGF is not synthesized by the normal small intestinal epithelium 

(except in duodenal Brunner’s glands and, possibly, in response to injury), whereas most 

gastrointestinal cells synthesize and secrete TGF-α. 
58 

Amphiregulin is also detectable in 

differentiated, surface colonocytes. The main EGF receptor (EGFR; ErbB1) is present on 

the majority of epithelial and stromal cells, as well as some smooth muscle and glial 

cells, and is critical for the development and physiology of the gastrointestinal tract. 
59 

Within the gut, EGFR is expressed on the basolateral surface of enterocytes, where it 

plays a role in intestinal repair and homeostasis.  Activation of the EGFR stimulates its 
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intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity, leading to activation of multiple downstream cellular 

substrates involved in proliferation, apoptosis and gene expression including, most 

notably, the Akt and Erk pathways. 
60

 

Increased salivary EGF production, decreased urinary EGF excretion and 

increased ileal EGFR activation have been observed following a 50% Type 1 proximal 

resection in mice, suggesting increased intestinal utilization of EGF and a possible role 

for endogenous salivary EGF in intestinal adaptation. 
60 

Consistent with this notion, 

removal of the submandibular glands significantly reduces circulating EGF levels and 

attenuates the intestinal adaptive response to massive intestinal resection, and this is 

rescued equally by oral and systemic exogenous administration of EGF. 
58 

EGF therapy 

has also been shown to promote both structural and functional adaptation in rodent 

models of SBS. In a rat Type 1 resection model, enteral EGF administration increases 

villus height and crypt depth and attenuates enterocyte apoptosis, with greatest effects 

when given early after resection. 
61 

In a rat Type 2 resection model, enteral EGF 

administration prevents weight loss and improves both carbohydrate absorption and 

intestinal barrier function. 
62 

The adaptive effects of EGF are also dependent on a 

functional EGFR, as oral administration of a selective EGFR inhibitor (ZD1839) 

abrogates the adaptive response after massive resection.
63

 

Similar to IGF-I, the ErbB signaling pathway has been suggested to be a 

downstream mediator of GLP-2 effects in the intestine. In mice, treatment with either 

GLP-2 or EGF up-regulates expression of amphiregulin, epiregulin, and HB-EGF, as well 

as of their downstream immediate-early gene transcriptional targets, c-fos, egf-1 and 

Phlda-1, in jejunum and colon.  These effects are reduced in Waved-2 mice that express a 
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mutated EGFR, and are absent in GLP-2R knockout mice. Nevertheless, Waved-2 mice 

still exhibit a trophic intestinal response to GLP-2. 
64 

However, treatment with a pan- 

ErbB receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor, Cl-1033, abrogates the intestinal response to both 

exogenous GLP-2 and EGF administration. Subsequent studies using GLP-2R knockout 

mice revealed that EGF and not IGF-I administration rescues adaptive jejunal mucosal 

regrowth during re-feeding after a 24-hour fasting period. Furthermore, Cl-1033 

administration inhibits the adaptive crypt cell proliferation and increase in ErbB ligand 

gene expression following re-feeding, further supporting a role for the ErbB pathways in 

mediating the adaptive effects of endogenous GLP-2. 
65 

Collectively, these findings 

indicate that signaling by the EGF family of ligands and receptors is required for the 

trophic effects of GLP-2, although the exact contribution of each family member remains 

to be fully elucidated, as does the exact relationship between the EGF and IGF families of 

trophic peptides in this pathway.  In contrast, Hare et al. suggested that the 

intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2 occur independently of ErbB signaling because GLP-2 

administration reverses the atrophy observed in the proximal intestine with administration 

of gefitinib, an EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor.
59

 

 

2.4 Other Peptides 

 

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), a 28-amino acid peptide widely expressed in 

the enteric nervous system and that regulates gut motility, has been suggested as a 

downstream mediator of the anti-inflammatory actions of GLP-2. Thus, GLP-2 treatment 

increases the number of VIP-expressing neurons and administration of a VIP antagonist 

abrogates the anti-inflammatory effects of GLP-2. 
29  

Yusta et al. has shown that VIP 

knockout mice exhibit abnormal villus morphology with increased crypt cell proliferation 
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and enhanced expression of both IGF-I and keratinocyte growth factor (KGF). However, 

the growth-promoting actions of exogenous GLP-2 administration are not affected in VIP 

knockout mice, suggesting that VIP is not required for these effects of GLP-2.
66

 

Several members of the fibroblast growth factor (FGF) family have also been 

implicated in the remnant intestinal adaptive response after resection. Administration of 

FGF-7 (also known as KGF) to rats after 55-85% Type 1 resection augments both 

structural (morphology and histology) and functional (basic ion transport and glucose and 

alanine absorption) indices of adaptation. 
67   

FGF-10 expression is also increased in the 

base of the crypts after a 50% Type 1 resection, and rat IECs treated with recombinant 
 

FGF-10 in vitro demonstrate increased proliferation and phosphorylation of Raf and Akt. 
 

68 
Finally, KGF has been implicated as a potential mediator of some of the trophic 

actions of GLP-2, as administration of a KGF antibody abolishes the growth effects of 

GLP-2 in the colon. 
28 

Notwithstanding, there is only limited evidence suggesting a 

potential clinical role for any of the FGF family members in the treatment of SBS. 

Finally, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF) and its receptor, c-Met, are expressed in 

the small intestine, and HGF been shown to be trophic for the small intestinal epithelium. 

More importantly, HGF administration to rats following an 80% Type 1 resection 

augments both structural and functional measures of adaptation. 
69 

Vascular endothelial 

growth factor (VEGF) has also been suggested as a downstream mediator of GLP-2, and 

delivery of VEGF to rats following an 80% Type 1 resection increases villus height and 

sucrase activity in the remnant intestine. 
70 

Finally, given its trophic effect on the 

intestinal mucosa, oral insulin was found to augment indices of structural adaptation in 

rodent models of Type 1 SBS.
71
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3. Role of Trophic Peptides in Gastrointestinal Development 

 

Within the context of SBS in neonates, it is critical to consider the role that 

trophic factor peptides play in gut development and neonatal intestinal physiology. 

Although our understanding of these complex processes remains limited, many of the 

candidate trophic peptides being studied for a role in intestinal adaptation are either 

present in breast milk or have known roles in gut development or neonatal gut 

physiology. Neonates, with their innate intestinal growth potential, may thus have an 

advantage in recovering from SBS in comparison with adults. A better understanding of 

the role of trophic peptides in gut development and neonatal intestinal physiology, 

including GLP-2, IGF-I and EGF, may aid in the application of these growth factors to 

neonatal SBS, as well as serve as a foundation to assess the roles of other candidate 

peptides that harbor intestinotrophic potential. 

Enteroglucagon, an L cell proglucagon-derived peptide and, thus, a surrogate 

marker for GLP-2, is found in low concentrations in the human fetus at 8-11 weeks of 

gestation, but circulating concentrations are two-fold greater than those in the maternal 

blood by 19-21 weeks of gestation. 
72 

Coincidently, the earliest time at which premature 

human fetuses are able to support themselves by oral feeding is 25 weeks of gestation, 

suggesting that enteroglucagon may play a role in human intestinal development. 

 

Although L cells appear late during development in rodent models, in the last 

third of gestation, the functionality of these cells is demonstrated by secretion of GLP-2 

in vitro. Furthermore, as in humans, neonatal rats exhibit high circulating levels of GLP- 

2, which then fall over several months to adult levels. 
73 

GLP-2R mRNA is also highly 

expressed in the fetal and neonatal rat intestine, declining to adult levels by 21 days of 
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life. However, more importantly, administration of GLP-2 to neonatal rats increases 

intestinal weight and both small bowel and colon length. Altogether, these studies reveal 

that the developing and newborn rat intestine express a functional GLP-2-GLP-2R axis. 

However, the biological role of GLP-2 in fetal gastrointestinal development remains to be 

determined, as mice lacking either GLP-2 or its receptor demonstrate normal 

macroscopic and histologic intestinal development.
16

 

 

The neonatal piglet has served as an important translational model of the human 

infant gastrointestinal system due to its greater similarities in anatomy, ontogeny and 

physiology, as compared to rodents. 
74 

Notably, term neonatal piglets secrete GLP-2 in 

response to EN, and both circulating GLP-2 concentrations and intestinal mucosal growth 

correlate with the percentage of EN intake. 
30 

In TPN-dependent premature piglets, 

intravenous GLP-2 increases intestinal growth by suppressing proteolysis and apoptosis 

rather than by stimulating protein synthesis and cellular proliferation, particularly in the 

jejunum. 
18  

However, although the GLP-2R is expressed in fetal and neonatal pig 

intestine, there is no detectable circulating GLP-2 until the last 2 weeks of gestation. 

Furthermore, administration of GLP-2 to fetuses or premature piglets does not induce any 

trophic effects in the mucosa, suggesting that the preterm GLP-2R is either not 

functionally coupled to pathways involved in epithelial proliferation or is under tonic 

inhibition. These findings suggest that GLP-2 does not play a pivotal role in piglet 

intestinal development. 
19   

However, GLP-2 administration increases mucosal mass, 

villus height, digestive enzyme expression and Akt signaling in neonatal piglets, 
 

indicating maturation or activation of the GLP-2R signaling pathway at parturition. 
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The relevance of the findings in the piglet model, as compared to the human 

neonate, remains undetermined. However, early studies revealed that, as in these animal 

models, the human intestinal L cell is stimulated by first-feeding in human neonates. 

Hence, 5 ml/kg of breast milk given to term infants increases circulating levels of 

enteroglucagon. In contrast, these changes are not observed when 2.5 mL/kg of breast 

milk is given to preterm infants. 
75 

Conversely, significant increases in plasma 

enteroglucagon were observed in both orally fed term and preterm infants but not in 

preterm infants on TPN.  Whether the human GLP-2R is expressed and functionally 

coupled to trophic signaling pathways at this time remains to be established. However, in 

human infants (mostly premature) undergoing intestinal resection, there is a strong 

correlation between GLP-2 levels and residual small bowel length.  When a meal is 

given, circulating GLP-2 levels also correlate with tolerance to EN and nutrient 

absorption, although not with indicators of intestinal permeability. GLP-2 levels also 

correlate with likelihood for infants to achieve TPN independence, with a postprandial 

GLP-2 level of 15 pmol/L being discriminatory.  Collectively, these findings suggest that 

the human GLP-2 – GLP-2R axis is functional in the human neonate. 
10

 

 

A role for IGF-I in intestinal development is suggested by the expression of IGF-I 

and, to a greater extent, IGF-II in the human fetal (16-20 weeks gestation) intestine. 
76 

Similarly, both TGF-α and EGF mRNA are detectable in the human fetal intestine at 15- 

20 weeks of gestation. The presence of all of these growth factors in milk also suggests a 

role in the postnatal development of the neonate and the neonatal gastrointestinal tract.
77

 

4. Trophic peptide therapy in preclinical models of neonatal SBS 
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The neonatal piglet and the human infant share similar features of the intestinal 

adaptive process following surgical resection, although this occurs much faster in piglets 

(weeks versus months to years). This is in contrast to adult rodents, wherein the adaptive 

process occurs within days following even a 90% proximal intestinal or 60% distal 

intestinal resection. 
74  

Furthermore, rats adapt via increased mucosal surface area with 

decreased brush border enzyme activity, whereas humans and piglets adapt via villus 

hypertrophy leading to increased nutrient uptake. 
78 

These findings further suggest that 

preclinical studies utilizing piglets provide an important translational model for the 

potential use of trophic peptide therapy in neonatal humans with SBS. 
74,79 

Similar to the 

three subtypes of SBS encountered in humans (Table 2), piglets with Type 2 and 3 

anatomies are difficult to maintain due significant fluid and electrolyte losses, 

malabsorption and reduced intestinal adaptation.  However, as in humans, piglets with 

 

Type 1 SBS anatomy are easier to maintain due to a highly pro-adaptive remnant 

intestine, which may be secondary to the presence of the retained ileum and L cell mass 

producing endogenous GLP-2 (Figure 1). Importantly, in a juvenile (4-week old) piglet 

model with Type 1 SBS anatomy, GLP-2 therapy increases the number of proliferating 

cells in the remnant ileal epithelium. However, GLP-2 treatment was associated with 

several negative outcomes in this model, including decreases in weight, serum albumin 

levels and ileal digestive enzyme expression, as well as ileal villus atrophy. 
80  

One of the 

 

caveats of this study was that weaned juvenile pigs were used, which precludes 

translation to human neonates with SBS, and subsequent studies have therefore utilized 

piglets at an earlier age, either neonatal (2-5 days old) or preterm (92% of gestation) to 

better approximate the age group in humans most commonly affected by SBS. 
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The effects of intravenous human GLP-2 therapy have recently been examined in 

neonatal piglets (2-5 days old) with Type 1 and Type 2 SBS anatomies consequent to 

75% intestinal resection. 
81 

Following GLP-2 therapy for two weeks, Type 2 SBS piglets 

exhibit fewer days on PN, more days on EN alone with more EN overall, and fewer days 

of diarrhea in comparison to saline-treated surgical controls.  These improvements in 

clinical outcomes were not observed in Type 1 SBS piglets following the same GLP-2 

therapy regimen, although GLP-2 therapy increased intestinal length, jejunal villus 

height, crypt depth and markers of cell survival in both models. The effect of exogenous 

GLP-2 has also been studied in a piglet model of Type 3 SBS, an anatomy that reflects 

the clinical scenario commonly seen in newly-resected infants with SBS. In this setting, 

preterm (92% gestation) piglets on TPN do not display remnant intestinal adaptation and 

there is an absence of compensatory endogenous GLP-2 production in response to both 

resection and enteral stimulation. However, continuous infusion of GLP-2 for 5 days 

increases the relative absorption of fluid, energy and macronutrients, commensurate with 

increases in intestinal mass, villus height and crypt depth (but not proliferation) and 

digestive enzyme activity. 
82 

These results are in a contrast to a similar study using 

neonatal piglets in which subcutaneous teduglutide increased bowel weight per length, 

and protein synthesis, but decreased DNA concentration and had no effect on digestive 

enzyme activity, intestinal permeability or nutrient absorption. 
83 

Finally, whether the 

adaptive effects of teduglutide are complemented or enhanced by concomitant 

administration of EN was examined in 2-day old piglets with a Type 1 anatomy and on 

either PN alone or 80% PN with 20% EN. Interestingly, the adaptive effects of 

teduglutide and EN were complementary with regards to increased glutamine transport, 
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while synergistic effects on intestinal and colonic structural growth responses were 

observed. Through principal component analysis, crypt depth emerged as a highly 

predictive outcome of neonatal intestinal adaptation. However, teduglutide alone had a 

positive effect only on ileal mass and cell differentiation and the only long-term 

functional benefit was an increase in ileal peptide transport at 7 days. 
84  

Collectively, 

these are the first studies to show clinically-relevant benefits of GLP-2 therapy in 
 

preclinical models of SBS that mimic human neonatal SBS. These studies further 

suggest that continuous infusion of GLP-2 may provide significant benefits as compared 

to intermittent administration. The potential benefits of other growth factor therapies 

such as EGF and IGF-I, either alone or in combination with GLP-2, using these relevant 

preclinical models remains to be undertaken. 

5. Trophic peptides in human infants with SBS 

Clinical trials and human studies investigating growth factor therapies in infants 

and children with SBS remain extremely limited.  GH administration, in combination 

with glutamine, was the initial therapy studied in children with SBS. A prospective study 

in children determined the intestinal adaptive effect of GH therapy to be transient, and a 

subsequent prospective randomized open-label multicenter study found that 4 months of 

GH therapy had no effect on the weaning of PN in children with SBS. 
85,86   

The potential 

utility of other intestinotrophic growth factors also remains largely unexplored in children 

with SBS. One small study in children found that oral EGF improves carbohydrate 

absorption and EN tolerance. 
87 

Conversely, an open-label observational study did not 

observe a consistent decrease in PN requirement following oral insulin therapy in 

children with SBS. 
88   

Recent focus has thus been on the potential utility of GLP-2 
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therapy in pediatric clinical trials, given its recent approval for adults SBS. Sigalet et al. 

reported a Phase I-II safety study in children, revealing that subcutaneous GLP-2 

treatment of children with SBS, at a single dose, appeared to be well tolerated with 

minimal side effects and a pharmacokinetic profile similar to adults with SBS.
89

 

6. Conclusion 

 

Short bowel syndrome and consequent intestinal failure remains a common 

condition seen in human neonates. Children who do not regain intestinal autonomy 

require long-term PN therapy but many succumb to complications.  There are currently 

no approved therapies aimed at augmenting adaptation of the remnant intestine. Growth 

factors, such as GLP-2, IGF-I and EGF, are trophic to the intestinal mucosa and stimulate 

increases in functional capacity. The exogenous administration of such peptides has 

shown promise in inducing both structural and functional adaptation in rodent models of 

SBS. The neonatal piglet serves as a translational animal model for the human neonate 

and the limited studies of GLP-2 administration in piglet SBS models suggest that GLP-2 

therapy may be beneficial to neonates with SBS.  The study of trophic peptide therapies 

in preclinical models of SBS and human SBS trials is summarized in Table 3. 

7. Expert Opinion 

 

A number of different growth factors have been investigated with respect to their 

potential for the treatment of adult SBS, although there remains only limited data 

regarding the utility of such factors in neonates or children with SBS. The majority of 

preclinical models studied also have limited relevance to the neonate. Nevertheless, 

GLP-2 therapy has shown promise in translational piglet models of neonatal SBS. 

Notably, piglets with Types 2 and 3 SBS respond to GLP-2. 
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There are limitations to trophic peptide therapies to consider. The high cost of 

treatment may restrict the use of growth factor peptides to a last-resort therapy, when 

children are long-term PN-dependent and show no signs of continuing adaptation (most 

seen with Types 2 and 3 SBS). Furthermore, the potential requirement for life-long 

treatment if PN weaning is not completely successful will also be a consideration. Given 

the mitogenic properties of growth factors, a significant concern must also be the 

potential for dysplasia.  Preclinical studies suggest that, while GLP-2 does not induce 

carcinogenesis, it accelerates the growth of preexisting tumours. 
90   

However, new 
 

dysplastic lesions were not detected in 77 adults with SBS receiving teduglutide for 6 

months and only a single hyperplastic polyp was found in a 7-month extension study with 

52 patients. 
91   

Considering other peptides, both the EGF/EGFR and IGF/IGF-IR axes 

have been implicated in the development and biology of a variety of cancers. The 

evidence therefore underlines the importance of carefully selecting candidate patients for 

growth factor therapy, potentially excluding those with pre-existing malignancy and 

suggesting a requirement for frequent, pre-emptive screening. 

Several aspects of treatment that are unique to the pediatric SBS population will 

need to be considered as GLP-2 therapy is advanced from current approval in adult SBS 

to pediatric trials. The timing of GLP-2 administration relative to the onset of SBS is one 

factor to consider. The landmark randomized clinical trials in adult patients with SBS 

selected patients that were several years post-major intestinal resection who were 

considered to be stable in terms of PN requirements, the so-called chronic phase of 

intestinal adaptation. 
40,41  

However, the preclinical studies suggest that exogenous 
 

administration of either GLP-2 or EGF is most effective when given immediately after 
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intestinal resection, to augment the acute phase of intestinal adaptation. 
6,61 

Early 

administration of therapy may also have more potent adaptive effects in neonates and 

children than in adults, given the intrinsic developmental potential of the neonatal and 

pediatric intestine for growth. 

The route and duration of administration will also be important factors to 

consider. Preclinical studies have shown that continuous GLP-2 exposure is required for 

the maintenance of intestinal adaptation in rodents, as cessation of GLP-2 therapy leads 

to reversal of the adaptive effects. 
14,92 

Similarly, the intermittent subcutaneous 

teduglutide administration employed in the trial with adult SBS patients reduced PN 

volume dependence and enhanced structural adaptation but, 4 weeks after drug 

discontinuation, there was a need to increase PN volume. 
39,41,91 

Furthermore, preclinical 

studies using piglets have demonstrated that continuous intravenous GLP-2 therapy 

stimulates both structural and functional adaptation, whereas intermittent subcutaneous 

teduglutide administration stimulates structural adaptation only.
81-83

 

In contrast to teduglutide, which has only been administered parenterally, both 

intravenous and oral administration of EGF to rats augment intestinal adaptation, 

consistent with the basolateral localization of the EGFR on the enterocyte and the 

detection of EGFR activity on the apical surface. 
61 

In further support of these findings, 

oral administration of EGF improved tolerance of enteral feeds and carbohydrate 

absorption in 5 children with SBS. 
87 

Despite its candidate role as a secondary mediator 

of GLP-2 actions, EGF is the least studied trophic peptide. 

Given the widespread effects of IGF-I in the body, oral administration of this 

growth factor may be preferred in order to restrict its mitogenic effects to the 
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intestine. In addition, a recent study investigating a role for oral insulin therapy in 

intestinal adaptation demonstrated extensive digestion and proteolysis, which will be a 

concern for any potential oral growth factor treatment unless efforts are made to protect 

the peptide. 
88 

Nevertheless, preclinical studies utilizing oral IGF-I administration have 

demonstrated a concomitant rise in plasma IGF-I suggesting that the oral route may be 

feasible. 
52  

For drugs such as teduglutide, that are eliminated by glomerular 

filtration, careful determination of the appropriate dose in infants who are at varying 

stages of renal maturation is also pertinent. 

The notion of administering several growth factors in combination remains a 

further consideration of potential trophic peptide therapies. The rationale behind 

combination therapy is that growth factors may act synergistically or the actions of 

individual peptides may complement one another. Thus, in mice, long-acting GLP-2 in 

combination with either GH or IGF-I augments intestinal growth as compared to GLP-2 

alone. 
56   

EGF and IGF-I administered in combination has also been shown to have a 

synergistic effect. 
93 

Finally, due to the variant pathophysiology, growth factor therapies 

have differential effects depending on the SBS type in piglet models. This leads to the 

possibility that growth factors given in combination may have a synergistic effect, 

depending on SBS type, although this remains unexplored. 

In summary, the successful translation of peptide growth factor therapies for 

neonatal SBS will require a number of challenges to be overcome. Therapeutic 

considerations for the neonate, especially timing, target anatomy and indication, cannot 

be based on data from mature adult patients. Determination of the growth factor or 

combination of growth factors, optimal dose, route and timing, will most likely be 
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dependent on developmental stage. Better understanding of neonatal gut development is 

therefore paramount. In reality, these beneficial therapeutic opportunities will have to be 

carefully balanced against the high costs for patient care and the potential for the 

development of dysplasia in the setting of potential life-long treatment with these orphan 

intestinotrophic agents. In this regard, trophic peptide therapies may become an 

important option in the armamentarium for infants with Types 2 and 3 SBS, the types 

most commonly encountered in human neonates and most at risk for developing 

irreversible intestinal failure. 
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Table 4-1. Neonatal Short Bowel Syndrome: Key Facts
1,3,4,9

 

 

 CAUSES: congenital intestinal malformations (e.g. intestinal atresia), midgut 

volvulus or thrombosis, post-natal ischemia or necrosis (e.g. necrotizing 

enterocolitis, NEC) 

 

 PREVALENCE: 24.5 per 100, 000 live births (353 per 100, 000 premature (<37 

weeks gestation) births)
94

 

 MORTALITY: 1.4% of all deaths in children less than 4 years of age
94

 

 

 CURRENT TREATMENT OPTIONS: Mainly supportive. 

 Parenteral nutrition: to support growth and development, replenish lost 

fluids and electrolytes 

 Parenteral lipid minimization strategies 

 Use of fish oil rather than soy oil-based lipid emulsions 

 Introduce enteral nutrition as early as tolerated 

 Severe cases may require isolated bowel or combined liver/intestinal 

transplantation 
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Table 4-2. Neonatal SBS: subtypes, anatomy and clinical sequelae.
1-4

 

Subtype Anatomy Schematic Clinical sequelae 

Type 1 Removal of proximal or 

mid-small intestine (e.g. 

predominately jejunum and 

some ileum). 

Jejunoileal Anastomosis. 

 

Self-limited 

diarrhea. 

Generally well- 

tolerated due to 

remnant ileal 

adaptation to 

enhance nutrient 

absorption. 

Type 2 Removal of distal small 

intestine (predominantly 

ileum). 

Jejunocolic Anastomosis. 

 

Vitamin B12 and 

bile salt 

malabsorption. 

Severe diarrhea, 

fluid and electrolyte 

disturbances 

associated with 

greater ileal loss. 

Type 3 Removal of some jejunum, 

all ileum. 

Creation of a jejunostomy. 

Lack of colonic continuity. 

 

Same as type 2. 

Significant output 

losses with higher- 

level jejunostomy. 

Schemas adapted with permission from: Suri M. (2013). Exogenous glucagon-like 

peptide-2 in neonatal piglet models of short bowel syndrome: does the intestinal adaptive 

response vary with remnant intestinal anatomy (Master’s thesis). Retrieved from 

https://tspace.library.utoronto.ca 
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Figure 4-1. Distribution of GLP-2-producing L cells and GLP-2R expression along 

the gastrointestinal tract, and their consequential removal in the varying types of 

short bowel syndrome. S: stomach; D: duodenum; J: jejunum; I: ileum; C: colon 

Intestinal L cells, which produce GLP-2, are found along the entire gastrointestinal tract 

but the majority of the L cell mass resides in the distal ileum and proximal colon. In 

contrast, GLP-2 receptor (R) expression also occurs the entire gastrointestinal tract, with 

the greatest expression occurring the jejunum relative to other portions of the intestine. 

The three types of SBS have varying effects on the removal of L cell mass, which 

impacts pathophysiology. Type 1 SBS maintains ileum and retained L cells may secrete 

endogenous GLP-2 that promotes remnant intestinal adaptation. In contrast, Type 2 and 

Type 3 SBS involves removal of most or all ileum and the L cell mass, leading to a 

deficiency of endogenous GLP-2 and the lack of an endogenous adaptive response in the 

remnant intestine. 
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✔ ✔ ✔ 
✔ 
✔ 

✔ 
✔ 
✔ 
✔ 

Table 4-3. Summary of Available Studies on Exogenous Trophic Peptide Therapies 

in Animal SBS Models and Adult and Pediatric Human Studies. 

Peptide Rodent SBS 

Models 

Piglet SBS 

Models 

Adult SBS 

Trials 

Pediatric SBS 

Trials 

GLP-2 -38, 92 -84 -41, 91 In progress 
IGF-I     

EGF    1 OL study
87

 

VIP     

FGF-7/KGF     

HGF     

VEGF     

Insulin    1 OL study
88

 

SBS: short bowel syndrome; GLP-2: glucagon-like peptide-2; IGF-I: insulin-like growth 

factor-1; EGF: epidermal growth factor; VIP: vasoactive intestinal polypeptide; FGF-7: 

fibroblast growth factor-7; KGF: keratinocyte growth factor; HGF: hepatocyte growth 

factor; VEGF: vascular endothelial growth factor; OL: open-label 
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Abstract 

 

Background: We aim to study the efficacy of exogenously administered GLP-2 on 

intestinal adaptation in two preclinical models of neonatal SBS according to remnant 

intestinal anatomy, with and without ileum. Further, we aim to determine if this adaptive 

effect was potentiated with enteral nutrition (EN). 

Methods: Neonatal piglets were block randomized to either 75% mid-intestinal (JI 

group, retains ileum) or distal-intestinal (JC group, has no ileum) resection or no 

resection (sham control) and either GLP-2 treatment (11 nmol/kg/day) or saline control 

for 7 days. Piglets received nutritional support, either 100% parenteral nutrition (0% EN, 

n=32 in total) or 80% PN + 40% EN (n=28 in total). Adaptation was assessed by 

morphological and histological changes, fat absorption and RT-qPCR of nutrient 

transporters and tight junctional proteins. Data are analyzed by 3-way ANOVA and 2- 

way ANOVA per EN level. 

Results: GLP-2 treatment lengthened villi, deepened crypts and improved intestinal 

weight in the remnant intestine of JC pigs. EN was a more potent adaptive stimulus for JI 

piglets.  Small intestinal lengthening occurred only in the JI group, when given EN.  

There was no difference in total fat absorption and mRNA expression of nutrient 

transporters and tight junctional proteins. 

Conclusions: GLP-2 administration augmented structural adaptation in JC piglets with 

distal intestinal resection. Given JI anatomy, further stimulation by GLP-2 treatment 

over innate adaptation and stimulation by EN was modest and restricted to ileum. The 

differential effect of GLP-2 in neonatal SBS, depending on remnant anatomy, has 

important implications for clinical translation and future planning of clinical trials. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Short bowel syndrome (SBS) in neonates remains a significant clinical challenge. 

In neonates, SBS occurs following major intestinal resection for the repair of congenital 

intestinal anomalies, such as complicated gastroschisis, intestinal atresia, malrotation, or 

necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC).
1-4 

Neonates with SBS experience varying degrees of 

intestinal insufficiency and intestinal failure requiring parenteral nutrition (PN) therapy.
5-

 

10   
Following major intestinal resection, the remnant intestine undergoes intestinal 

 

adaptation to improve nutrient and fluid absorption to meet the demands of the infant for 

health and growth.
1,11 

This includes both structural (e.g. intestinal dilatation, mucosal 

hyperplasia) and functional changes (e.g. remnant mucosal hyperfunction) and is a 

gradual process, taking months to years.
11-13 

It is established that remnant intestinal 

anatomy is relevant to this process, with the ileum intrinsically more pro-adaptive than 

jejunum.
3-5,8,14-17   

Remnant intestinal anatomy, especially the presence or absence of 

ileum and/or ileocecal valve, strongly influences the pathophysiology and clinical 

outcomes of intestinal failure, including its complications such as intestinal failure- 

associated liver disease and sepsis.
10,18-21 

In a 2004 study, Wales et al. determined the 

mortality rate for neonatal SBS at 1.4% of all deaths in children less than 4 years of age.
22 

Case-fatality rates vary in the literature depending on the SBS definition and criteria used 

to select “cases”, with rates ranging from 1% to as high as 37.5%.
22-25 

For long-term 

survivors that remain PN-dependent, the cost of care is substantial.
26

 

Therapies to enhance adaptation and promote PN autonomy are highly desired. 

Glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2) is an intestinotrophic peptide synthesized in the ileum 

and proximal colon and stimulates intestinal adaptation.
27-30   

Teduglutide, the long-acting 
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GLP-2 analogue, has now been approved for treatment of adult SBS, but there remains no 

approved therapies for augmenting intestinal adaptation in children with SBS.
31 

In 

addition, there is only limited data available regarding the utility of GLP-2 in neonatal 

SBS, with the majority of preclinical models studied having limited relevance to 

infants.
32 

However, recent studies using translational neonatal piglet SBS models suggest 

that GLP-2 may also be a promising treatment for this population.
33-36 

These studies 

further suggest that GLP-2 treatment may have differential effects on adaptation, 

depending on remnant intestinal anatomy and whether the ileum and/or ileocecal valve 

has been retained.
33,34 

Thus, the benefit of GLP-2 in neonatal SBS requires further 

characterization. 

Preclinical SBS studies in rodents and piglets also suggest that the 

intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2 may be enhanced when given in combination with 

enteral nutrients, the most potent stimulus for intestinal adaptation.
36,37 

The possible 

synergy between GLP-2 treatment and enteral nutrition (EN) administration warrants 

investigation because of a conflict between preclinical data and clinical realities when 

considering EN administration in neonates with SBS. On one hand, Burrin et al. has 

shown, in unresected parenterally-fed neonatal piglets, that supplying EN alone (without 

hormonal therapy) at less than 40% of total caloric intake does not induce intestinal 

adaptation.
38 

On the other, the provision of EN, beyond minimal feeding volumes, can be 

problematic for many infants with SBS especially those with extensive or distal intestinal 

resection.
39

 

Given the heterogeneity of neonatal SBS with respect to clinical outcomes, 

differential benefit from GLP-2, and the uncertain synergy of EN and GLP-2 treatment, 
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we aim to answer the following questions: (1) does GLP-2 stimulate intestinal adaptation 

in neonatal SBS; (2) if an adaptive effect is present, will it vary depending on remnant 

intestinal anatomy and the presence of remnant ileum; and (3) will an adaptive effect be 

potentiated by the addition of EN. We studied the effect of exogenously administered 

GLP-2 on structural and functional adaptation in neonatal piglet models of SBS, with and 

without ileum, that we have previously shown to represent the spectrum of disease seen 

in human infants.
40   

In addition, we studied adaptation given no EN (total PN, designated 

 

‘0% EN’) or given EN at the level reported to stimulate adaptation (40% of total caloric 

intake, designated ‘40% EN’).
38

 

METHODS 

 

Study Design 

 

Piglets were first randomized to one of three surgical models: (1) JI anatomy - 

75% mid-intestinal resection with jejunoileal anastomosis, leaving equal lengths of 

remnant jejunum and ileum, (2) JC anatomy - 75% distal-intestinal resection, including 

all ileum and the first 5 cm of colon, with jejunocolic anastomosis or (3) sham control (no 

intestinal resection or transection). Piglets were then randomized to one of 4 treatment 

groups: (1) 0% EN + saline control, (2) 0% EN + GLP-2, (3) 40% EN + saline control or 

(4) 40% EN + GLP-2. 

 

Animal Care and Surgical Procedures 

 

All study procedures were approved by the Faculty of Agricultural, Life and 

Environmental Sciences Animal Policy and Welfare Committee at the University of 

Alberta and conducted in accordance with the Canadian Council of Animal Care 

guidelines.  Neonatal male Landrace/Large White cross piglets (Hypor, Regina, 
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Saskatchewan, Canada), age 2-5 days old, were supplied from the Swine Research and 

Technology Centre at the University of Alberta. Surgical procedures have been 

previously described.
34,40,41 

Briefly, piglets underwent general anesthesia with 

isofluorane (2-3%; Bensen Medical Industries Inc., Markham, Ontario, Canada) in order 

to first implant a 5-French central venous catheter (Braintree Scientific Inc., Braintree, 

MA, USA) in the left jugular vein (for provision of PN). Piglets then underwent a 

laparotomy and the length of the small intestine (from the ligament of Treitz to the 

ileocecal valve) was measured along the antimesenteric border using a 60-cm 0 silk 

suture. Piglets then underwent the surgical procedure to which they were randomized. 

All piglets received a Stamm gastrostomy using 10-French silastic tubing to allow for 

delivery of EN and the abdomen was closed. 

Following surgery, piglets were nursed in individual metabolic cages lined with 

acrylic glass (Plexiglas®) and secured to a swivel-tether system (Lomir Biomedical Inc., 

Notre-Dame-de-l’Île-Perrot, Québec, Canada), allowing for freedom of movement, in a 

room maintained at 25
o
C with a 12-hour light/dark cycle.  For the control of 

postoperative pain, piglets received intravenous buprenorphine hydrochloride (Buprinex; 

Rekitt and Colman Pharmaceutical, Richmond, VA, USA) at an initial dose of 0.02 

mg/kg followed by 0.005 mg/kg every 8 hours for 2 days, and oral meloxicam (0.1 

mg/kg; Metacam; Boehringer Ingelheim, Burlington, Ontario, Canada) for 3 days. 

Piglets also received routine intravenous antibiotics on study days 0-3 for the prevention 

of venous catheter sepsis: ampicillin sodium (10 mg/kg; Sandoz, Boucherville, Québec, 

Canada) and trimethoprim-sulfadoxine 40/200 (0.5 mL; Borgal; Merck Animal Health, 

Kirkland, Québec, Canada). 
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Piglets were weighed daily, and daily nutrient intake and urine output 

measurements were recorded to monitor fluid balance. Piglets demonstrating an 

inadequate (<400 mL/day) fluid balance, significant diarrhea, and/or clinical signs and 

symptoms of dehydration were given intravenous fluid boluses of saline (0.9% sodium 

chlorine; Baxter, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada), as required. If piglets demonstrated 

clinical signs of ill health suggestive of sepsis (fever, vomiting, lethargy), blood cultures 

were drawn. If clinical deterioration began after study day 3, antibiotics (ampicillin and 

borgal) were immediately resumed. If the piglet did not improve within 24 hours or were 

on antibiotics already (study days 0-2), intravenous enrofloxacin (Baytril; 5 mg/kg; Bayer 

Inc., Animal Health, Toronto, Ontario, Canada) was added. If there was still no 

improvement after another 24 hours, intravenous clindamycin (3 mg/kg; Sandoz Canada 

Inc., Boucherville, Québec, Canada) was subsequently added. Piglets that improved with 

antibiotic treatment and did not have a positive blood culture were not excluded from the 

final analysis. 

Parenteral Nutrition Delivery 
 

Following surgery, all piglets commenced PN, as previously described,
40 

via 

infusion through the central venous catheter by a pressure-sensitive Alaris infusion pump 

(CareFusion Corporation, San Diego, CA, USA) at 100% of total caloric intake. As 

previously described, the PN solution was prepared in our laboratory with amino acid 

content modeled after a total PN solution based on human milk protein (Vaminolact; 

Fresenius Kabi, Bad Hömburg, Germany).  Target energy intake was 1100 kJ/kg/day, 

with amino acids providing 27% of energy, carbohydrate 37% and fat 36%. Target 

nutrient intakes were derived from proof-of-concept studies on the daily nutritional 
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requirements of orally fed piglets, sow milk composition and nutrient metabolism in our 

laboratory.
42

 

Glucagon-Like Peptide-2 Delivery 

 

GLP-2 was administered as intravenous human GLP-2 (Human GLP-2 (1-33); 

Catalog #CS9065; Lot I074 with 96.83% purity confirmed by HPLC; CS Bio, Menlo 

Park, CA, USA) at 11 nmol/kg/day (~42 μg/kg/day) beginning immediately 

postoperatively to piglets randomized to receive GLP-2 (e.g. sham-GLP-2, JI-GLP-2, and 

JC-GLP-2). This dose was selected based on findings by Burrin et al., who demonstrated 

that intravenous GLP-2 administered at this dose increases villus height, crypt depth and 

intestinal epithelial cell proliferation, as well as decreases intestinal epithelial cell 

apoptosis, in unresected premature neonatal piglets.
43   

As previously described, this dose 

is twice higher than that used in most adult human trials.
44 

GLP-2 was delivered 

continuously through the jugular venous catheter by a syringe pump (NE-300 Just 

Infusion Syringe Pump; New Era Pump Systems, Farmingdale, NY, USA) at a rate of 

1.42 mL/kg/hour. Piglets randomized to the vehicle group (e.g. sham-saline, JI-saline, 

and JC-saline) received normal saline (0.9% sodium chlorine; Baxter, Mississauga, 

Ontario, Canada). 

Enteral Nutrition Delivery 

 

The EN solution was prepared to be identical to the PN solution, with the 

exception that in order to reduce the osmolarity of the EN solution and potential osmotic 

diarrhea, glucose was replaced with a glucose polymer module (Polycose; Abbott 

Nutrition Canada, Saint-Laurent, Québec, Canada). EN delivery commenced on 

postoperative day 2 through the gastric catheter at 20% of the total nutritional fluid rate 
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(2.7 mL/kg/hour) for all piglets randomized to receive 40% EN. EN was similarly 

delivered by a pressure-sensitive Alaris infusion pump (CareFusion Corporation, San 

Diego, CA, USA). After 12 hours, the EN delivery rate was increased to 40% of the total 

nutritional fluid rate (5.4 mL/kg/hour), ensuring that all piglets receiving EN were pair- 

fed for the duration of the study. PN was concomitantly decreased to 80% of the total 

nutritional fluid rate, rather than to 60%, in order maintain hydration and prevent 

malnutrition in piglets given the diarrheal losses anticipated with the introduction of EN 

in surgical groups (JI and JC anatomy).  Piglets randomized to receive no EN continued 

to receive total PN at 100% of target nutrient intake. 

Enteral Fat Absorption 

 

On study day 5, the fecal effluent of 40% EN-fed pigs was collected for 48 hours 

into drainable ostomy appliances (Two-Piece Pouch System; Hollister, Aurora, Ontario, 

Canada).  Stoma bags were emptied every 6-8 hours into collection containers. At the 

start and finish of each 6- to 8-hour interval, EN bags were weighed in order to determine 

the exact amount of enteral lipid delivered.  Fecal effluent was then freeze-dried for 6 

days and then underwent fat extraction by petroleum ether distillation in a Goldfisch 

apparatus for 6 hours (method Aa 4-38, AoAC 2000).
45   

Fecal samples were analyzed in 
 

duplicate, with samples weighing 2 g each, and the fat content of each sample was 

determined by the mass of the fat extract. Enteral fat absorption was calculated by 

subtracting the fecal fat content of all feces collected from the total amount of lipid 

infused during the 48-hour fecal collection period and adjusted for the total duration of 

fecal collection (expressed as grams per kilogram per day). 

Terminal Laparotomy, Specimen Collection and Measurement of Gross Morphology 
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On study day 7, piglets underwent general anesthesia and terminal laparotomy. 

 

The remnant intestinal length was measured using a 60-cm 0 silk suture to determine the 

final intestinal length. In sham and JI surgical groups, intestinal length was measured 

from the ligament of Treitz to the ileocecal valve. In the JC surgical group, intestinal 

length was measured from the ligament of Treitz to the jejunocolic anastomosis. Piglets 

were then euthanized with pentobarbital sodium (Schering, Pointe-Claire, Québec, 

Canada). The entire small intestine distal to the ligament of Treitz was removed, emptied 

of its contents and weighed. Cross-sectional samples were collected in each intestinal 

segment: 60 cm distal to the ligament of Treitz (jejunum; in all piglets), and 20 cm 

proximal to the ileocecal valve (terminal ileum; in JI and sham surgical groups). Tissue 

specimens were preserved in 10% buffered formaldehyde (Histoprep; Fisher Scientific, 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada) for histological analysis.  Concurrently, mucosal scrapings 

from 20-cm segments of jejunum and ileum were collected, flash frozen in liquid 

nitrogen, and stored at -80°C for gene expression analyses. 

Histological Analysis 

 

As previously described, two to three millimeter intestinal cross-sections were 

obtained from the formaldehyde-preserved intestinal specimens.
34,40,41 

These were 

embedded in paraffin for the preparation of 5-μm sections that were stained with H&E 

using standard procedures.  Histological specimens were prepared and analyzed by a 

certified veterinary pathologist (P.N.N.) who was blinded to the surgical and treatment 

groups. A micrometer eyepiece (Nikon Eclipse 80i; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) was used to 

measure villus height and crypt depth. Ten well-oriented villi and crypts were measured 

on two to three H&E-stained sections per piglet. 
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Quantitative Real-time PCR 

 

Total RNA was isolated from frozen jejunal or ileal mucosal scrapings using 

TRIzol (Invitrogen, Burlington, Ontario, Canada) as described in the manufacturer’s 

protocol, and further cleaned up using RNEasy MinElute Cleanup kit columns (Qiagen, 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada). RNA integrity was checked with Bioanalyzer chip analysis 

(Agilent, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). RNA (1μg) was reverse transcribed into cDNA 

using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (Applied Biosystems, 

Mississauga, Ontario, Canada). Expression levels of nutrient transporter (SGLT1 and 

GLUT5 for carbohydrate transport, and CD36, and FATP4 for fatty acid transport) and 

tight junction (zona occludens-1, occludin, and claudins-3, -7, and -15) genes were 

assessed using quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) using SYBR
® 

Green (Power 

SYBR
®
Green PCR master mix; Applied Biosystems) and porcine-specific primers and 

corresponding universal probe library (Roche Applied Science, Laval, Québec, Canada) 

probes designed with the Roche UPL design centre software (Table 5-3). Target gene 

expression was normalized to the housekeeping gene β-actin and fold changes relative to 

sham-saline control at each EN level were calculated using the comparative CT (2
-ΔΔCt

) 

method.  All assays were performed in triplicate. 

Statistical analysis 
 

Results are presented as means ± SE and were plotted using Microsoft Excel
TM 

(Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA).  At each EN level, data were compared 

by two-way ANOVA for a 2x2 factorial design of surgery and treatment factors, followed 

by student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s post hoc analysis, as 

appropriate, using StataSE v. 12.0 (StataCorp L.P., College Station, TX, USA). 
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Morphological and histological data were further compared by three-way ANOVA to 

determine the interactions between surgical anatomy, treatment and EN, using SPSS 

software, version 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY). Some data were transformed to 

meet ANOVA assumptions.  P values < .05 were considered significant. 

RESULTS 

 

0% Enteral Nutrition (Total PN) group 

 

Sixty-seven piglets underwent initial surgery. All thirty-two piglets allocated to 

receive no EN (0% EN) and remain on total PN completed the study (Figure 5-1A). The 

JI and JC piglets receiving no EN experienced diarrhea for the first few days post- 

operatively that usually resolved by study day 3.  Piglets receiving no EN were 

noticeably active and healthy-appearing throughout the trial. 

Nutritional Outcomes 

 

In piglets receiving 0% EN, there was no difference in weight gain with respect to 

surgical groups and GLP-2 treatment (P = .66) (Figure 5-2A). PN was delivered at 76% 

to 88% of target with no differences between groups (P = .37). 

Gross Intestinal Morphology 

 

Piglets receiving 0% EN experienced no increase in remnant intestinal length and 

there was no difference between groups, regardless of GLP-2 treatment (P = .79) (Figure 

5-2B). Intestinal weight was normalized by adjusting for body weight. There was a 

significant interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on normalized intestinal 

weight; thus an analysis of simple main effects was performed with statistical 

significance using a Bonferroni adjustment, being accepted at the P < .017 level for 

surgical anatomy and P < .025 level for treatment.  GLP-2 treatment had no significant 
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effect on normalized intestinal weight in all surgical groups. Due to the study design, 

sham piglets had greater normalized intestinal weight than JI and JC piglets since they 

did not undergo intestinal resection (P < .001). At 0% EN, JI-saline piglets had 24% 

greater normalized intestinal weight than JC-saline piglets (P = .03) (Figure 5-2C). There 

was no such difference between JI and JC piglets when given GLP-2. 

There was no interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on intestinal 

weight per length; thus, main effects were analyzed separately. Regarding surgical 

anatomy, the JI anatomy demonstrated 31.2% greater intestinal weight per length 

compared to the sham (P = .01) with no difference between sham and JC or JI and JC 

anatomies (Figure 5-2D). Regarding treatment, GLP-2 administration did not affect 

intestinal weight per length. 

Intestinal Histology 

 

In the 0% EN pigs, there was a significant interaction between surgical anatomy 

and treatment on both jejunal villus height and crypt depth; thus, an analysis of simple 

main effects was performed with statistical significance using a Bonferroni adjustment, 

being accepted at the P < .017 level for surgical anatomy and P < .025 level for 

treatment. GLP-2 treatment increased jejunal villus height by 20% in the sham (P < .01) 

and 15% in the JC (P < .01) groups but not the JI group (P = .5) (Figure 5-3A). Amongst 

0% EN piglets receiving saline, the JI group demonstrated a 25%- and 27%-greater 

jejunal villus height compared to the sham (P < .01) and JC (P < .01) groups, 

respectively, and there was no difference between sham-saline and JC-saline (P = .4). 

There was no difference in jejunal villus height between surgical groups in 0% EN piglets 

receiving GLP-2 (P = .51). 
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In 0% EN groups, GLP-2 treatment decreased jejunal crypt depth in the sham 

group by 14% (P < .01) but increased crypt depth in both the JI and JC groups by 9% (P 

< .01) and 25% (P < .01), respectively, in comparison to saline (Figure 5-3B). Amongst 

0% EN pigs receiving GLP-2, the JC-GLP-2 group had the greatest jejunal crypt depth, 

followed by the JI-GLP-2 group and the sham-GLP-2 had the lowest jejunal crypt depth; 

all pairwise comparisons were significant (P < .01). There was no such difference 

amongst the 0% EN surgical groups receiving saline control (P = .4). 

Remnant ileum is present in sham and JI resection groups. In 0% EN groups, 

there was no interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on ileal villus height; 

thus, main effects were analyzed separately. GLP-2 treatment increased ileal villus 

height in both the sham group by 20% and the JI group by 23% (P < .01) (Figure 5-3C). 

Regarding surgical anatomy, ileal villus height was 44% taller in the JI group compared 

to the sham group, regardless of treatment (P < .01). Regarding ileal crypt depth, there 

was no difference as a function of either surgical anatomy or GLP-2 treatment amongst 

the 0% EN pigs (Figure 5-3D). Representative cross-sections of jejunum and ileum in 

the 0% EN groups are presented in Figure 5-4. 

Nutrient Transporter and Tight Junctional Protein mRNA Expression 

 

As a correlate of functional adaptation, the mRNA expression of nutrient 

transporters (SGLT1 and GLUT5 for sugar transport, and CD36, and FATP4 for fatty 

acid transport) and tight junctional proteins (zona occludens-1, occludin, and claudins-3, - 

7, and -15) in remnant jejunum and ileum were measured. There were no significant 

differences in jejunal or ileal expression of nutrient transporters or tight junctional 

proteins in the 0% EN groups (Table 5-1), except for jejunal GLUT5 expression.  The JI 
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anatomy demonstrated 66% greater jejunal GLUT5 expression (P = .01) as compared to 

sham, with no difference between sham and JC and JI and JI and JC anatomies; GLP-2 

treatment had no effect. 

40% Enteral Nutrition group 

 

Thirty-five piglets were allocated to receive 40% EN (Figure 5-1B).  In this 

group, JI and JC piglets experienced significant diarrhea after receiving EN. These 

piglets, especially JC piglets, were more likely to develop dehydration and signs of ill 

health such as fever, vomiting, lethargy, that suggested possible sepsis. Seven piglets in 

this group were terminated prematurely and excluded from the study analysis: three 

shams (for gastric tube dislodgment (day 4), bowel obstruction (day 2), and sepsis (day 

6)), three JI piglets (for sepsis (day 5), pulmonary embolism (day 5) and perforation and 

sepsis (day 5)), and one JC piglet (for sepsis on study day 5). The 28 piglets receiving 

EN that did complete the study were either (i) active and healthy throughout the trial, (ii) 

improved with adequate fluid resuscitation for diarrheal losses and dehydration, or (iii) 

improved with antibiotic therapy and were culture-negative when sepsis was considered. 

Nutritional Outcomes 

Amongst the 40% EN pigs, there was no interaction between surgical anatomy 

and treatment on total body weight gain and so main effects were analyzed separately. 

Regarding anatomical model, the JC group gained 48% less weight compared to sham 

piglets (P = .02) (Figure 5-5A). This was consistent with the observed differences in 

diarrhea output between the two groups. Regarding treatment, GLP-2 administration did 

not affect weight gain amongst 40% EN pigs, similar to the 0% EN group.  The 

difference in growth between groups was not due to inadequate nutrient delivery, as there 
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was no difference in the percentage of target PN delivered (P = .1), and EN was delivered 

at 72% to 99% of target with no differences between groups (P = .8). 

Gross Intestinal Morphology 

 

Amongst the piglets on 40% EN, there was no interaction between surgery and 

treatment on the change in intestinal length; therefore, main effects were analyzed 

separately.  Remnant surgical anatomy influenced intestinal lengthening, with the JI 

group demonstrating a 137.6%- and 1024%-greater change in intestinal length over the 

sham (P < .01) and JC models (P < .01), respectively (Figure 5-5B).  GLP-2 treatment 

did not affect intestinal length in the piglets given 40% EN, similar to the 0% EN piglets. 

There was also no interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on 

normalized intestinal weight and so main effects were analyzed separately. Regarding 

anatomy, the sham piglets had >110% and ~200% greater normalized intestinal weight 

over the JI (P < .001) and JC (P < .001) piglets, respectively (Figure 5-5C).  JI piglets 

also demonstrated 40.8% greater normalized intestinal weight than JC piglets (P = .02). 

Regarding treatment, GLP-2 administration did not augment normalized intestinal weight 

in 40% EN pigs. 

There was no interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on remnant 

intestinal weight per length, and thus, main effects were again analyzed separately. 

Intestinal weight per length was 52.6% and 28.5% greater in the JI (P < .001) and JC (P < 

 

.01) groups, respectively, as compared to sham (Figure 5-5D). GLP-2 treatment did not 

affect intestinal weight per length. 

Intestinal Histology 
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In 40% EN pigs, there was a significant interaction between surgical anatomy and 

treatment on remnant jejunal villus height (P < .01). Thus, an analysis of simple main 

effects were performed with statistical significance receiving a Bonferroni adjustment, 

being accepted at the P < .017 level for surgical anatomy and P < .025 level for 

treatment. GLP-2 treatment did not affect jejunal villus height in sham or JI groups 

(Figure 5-6A). In JC pigs, GLP-2 administration increased jejunal villus height by 14% 

(P < .01). There was no difference in jejunal villus height amongst 40% EN pigs 

receiving saline and amongst those receiving GLP-2. 

There was no interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on jejunal 

crypt depth; thus, main effects were analyzed separately.  Regarding surgical anatomy, 

the JC pigs demonstrated 13% (P < .01) and 19% (P < .01) greater jejunal crypt depth as 

compared to the sham and JI piglets, respectively (Figure 5-6B). Treatment did not affect 

jejunal crypt depth. 

With regards to ileal histology in the sham and JI groups, there was a significant 

interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on both remnant ileal villus height 

(P < .01) and crypt depth (P < .01). Thus, an analysis of simple main effects were 

performed with statistical significance receiving a Bonferroni adjustment, being accepted 

at the P < .025 level for surgical anatomy and P < .025 level for treatment. Regarding 

ileal villus height, GLP-2 treatment increased ileal villus height in the sham group by 

61.5% (P < .01) compared to saline (Figure 5-6C). GLP-2 treatment did not affect ileal 

villus height in the JI group. Regarding surgical anatomy, in pigs receiving saline, the JI 

group demonstrated 153% greater ileal villus height (P < .01) compared to the sham 

group (Figure 5-6C).  In piglets receiving GLP-2, the JI group demonstrated 51% greater 
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ileal villus height (P < .01) compared to the sham. Regarding ileal crypt depth, GLP-2 

treatment decreased ileal crypt depth in the sham group by 10% (P < .01) compared to 

saline (Figure 5-6D). In contrast, GLP-2 treatment increased ileal crypt depth in the JI 

group by 32% (P < .001) compared to saline.  Regarding surgical anatomy, in 

comparison to sham-saline, the JI-saline group demonstrated 13% decreased ileal crypt 

depth (P < .001). In contrast, the JI-GLP-2 group demonstrated 28% greater ileal crypt 

depth (P < .001) in comparison to the sham-GLP-2 group. Representative cross-sections 

of jejunum and ileum in the 40% EN groups are presented in Figure 5-7. 

Nutrient Transporter and Tight Junctional Protein mRNA Expression 

 

Simliar to the 0% EN group, there were no significant differences in the mRNA 

expression of nutrient transporters or tight junctional proteins in the remnant jejunum 

following resection or GLP-2 treatment in both the 40% EN group (Table 5-2), except for 

ileal expression of occludin. There was no significant interaction between surgical 

anatomy and treatment on ileal occludin expression; thus, main effects were analyzed 

separately. Surgical anatomy did not affect ileal occludin expression. In contrast, GLP-2 

treatment decreased ileal occludin expression by 7% (P < .01). 

Enteral Lipid Absorption 

 

In the 40% EN groups, there were no significant difference observed in the 

absorption of enteral lipid between intestinal resection and GLP-2-treated groups (Figure 

5-8).  This likely reflects the limited changes observed in the gene expression of fatty 

acid transporters. 

Comparing 0% versus 40% Enteral Nutrition 

 

Nutritional Outcomes 
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There was no significant three-way interaction between surgical anatomy, 

treatment and EN administration on body weight gain. There was, however, a significant 

two-way interaction between surgical anatomy and EN (P = .02), such that EN 

administration increased total body weight gain in all surgical models. EN administration 

resulted in 84%-, 76%- and 25% greater total body weight in the sham (P < .0001), JI (P 

< .0001) and JC (P = .03) groups, respectively, as compared to 0% EN pigs. (Figure 5- 

9A). 

Gross Intestinal Morphology 

 

There was no significant three-way interaction between surgical anatomy, 

treatment and EN administration on the change in remnant intestinal length. There was, 

however, a significant interaction between surgical anatomy and EN administration (P = 

.001). EN administration resulted in a 29.2%-, 50%- and 18% greater change in intestinal 

length in the sham (P < .001), JI (P < .0001) and JC (P = .02) groups, respectively, over 

0% EN (Figure 5-9B). 

There was no significant three-way interaction between surgical anatomy, 

treatment and EN administration on normalized intestinal weight. There was a 

significant interaction between surgical anatomy and EN administration (P = .011), such 

that EN administration increased intestinal weight per length by 16% (P < .0001) and 

11% (P = .0001) in JI and JC piglets, respectively, over 0% EN (Figure 5-9C). There 

was no effect of EN administration on intestinal weight in sham piglets. There was no 

significant three-way interaction, or two-way interactions, between surgical anatomy, 

treatment and EN administration on intestinal weight per length (Figure 5-9D). 

Intestinal Histology 
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There were no significant three-way interaction, or any two-way interactions, 

between surgical anatomy, treatment and EN administration on jejunal and ileal villus 

height and/or crypt depth. EN administration did increase jejunal villus height by ~30% 

(P < .001) in all surgical groups (Figure 5-10A). EN administration did not have a 

significant effect on ileal villus height and jejunal or ileal crypt depth (Figure 5-10B-D). 

DISCUSSION 

Neonatal SBS remains a significant clinical problem and its incidence is expected 

to rise, in association with the global rise in preterm births.
46 

At this time, there are no 

therapies approved for children with SBS that directly stimulate and augment intestinal 

adaptation. Strategies to manage complications of SBS, such as intestinal failure- 

associated liver disease, will likely improve the survival of these infants,
23 

but the cost of 

care is escalating.
26   

Given the scope of the problem, there is, certainly, just reason 

behind the excitement generated by the potential translation of trophic peptide therapies, 

such as GLP-2, for infants with SBS. Teduglutide, a long-acting analogue of GLP-2, has 

been approved for adults with SBS. Its use in infants with SBS may hasten the adaptive 

process towards enteral autonomy, thereby reducing the total amount of time the child is 

dependent on PN and at risk of developing life-threatening complications.
31 

Given the 

limited data available on the utility of GLP-2 therapy in neonatal SBS, preclinical studies 

utilizing an appropriate translational model such as the neonatal piglet offers invaluable 

information towards our research questions.
32,47

 

Using our piglet models of neonatal SBS with and without ileum, we previously 

identified a diminished intestinal adaptive response in SBS piglets that lack remnant 

ileum, similar to infants with SBS, in association with absence of the compensatory rise 
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in endogenous GLP-2 following major intestinal resection.
40,41  

Given that the L-cell 

mass, which synthesizes and secretes endogenous GLP-2, largely resides in the distal 

ileum and proximal colon,
27,29,48,49 

it was hypothesized that piglets, and potentially 

children, with SBS that lack remnant ileum fail to adapt due to a lack of endogenous 

GLP-2 production.  In this regard, GLP-2 therapy may benefit infants with SBS who lack 

remnant ileum the most. In the present study, the most profound adaptive effect observed 

with GLP-2 administration was microscopic structural adaptation. In the remnant 

jejunum, GLP-2 treatment augmented structural adaptation.  Jejunal villus height and 

crypt depth were measured as markers of intestinal adaptation and potential absorptive 

capacity. In the JI group, GLP-2 treatment increased histological measures in the ileum, 

while in the JC group, treatment improved intestinal weight and histology in the remnant 

intestine, at either 0% or 40% EN. These mucosal hyperplastic changes induced by GLP- 

2 therapy may potentially translate to an increase in absorptive surface area.  In 

particular, GLP-2 treatment had benefit for piglets with the JC anatomy, representing 

most human infants with SBS. 

While GLP-2 treatment did augment histologic measures in the ileum of JI pigs, 

the effects on remnant jejunum or gross morphology were less profound. The limited 

effect of GLP-2 in JI piglets may be due to intrinsic adaptation already occurring as a 

result of endogenous remnant distal intestinal GLP-2 production and administering 

exogenous GLP-2 does not augment adaptation further. We observed evidence for 

intrinsic adaptation in the JI group at 0% EN, with the JI-saline group demonstrating 

improved morphology and histology in comparison to either sham-saline or JC-saline 

groups.  The JI piglets do, nevertheless, demonstrate villus lengthening in their remnant 
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ileum in response to GLP-2 treatment at 0% EN, but not at 40% EN, which may relate to 

effects of EN, as discussed subsequently. Thus, exogenous GLP-2 administration still 

demonstrated some histological benefit in the piglet SBS model with mid-intestinal 

resection. 

While we observed significant changes in histology as a result of GLP-2 

administration, GLP-2 effects on gross morphology during our 7-day study were more 

limited. We did observe a GLP-2 effect equalizing the differential intestinal weight 

between JI and JC groups at 0% EN. The JI-saline group again demonstrated evidence 

for intrinsic adaptation via improved gross morphological measures after 7 days in 

comparison to both sham and JC groups. Importantly, when given EN, JI piglets 

demonstrate intestinal lengthening whereas the JC pigs do not. This is an important 

feature of JI piglets, as remnant intestinal length is an established predictor of clinical 

outcomes in SBS.
2,10,13,14,16,50   

This finding also suggests that both provision of EN and 

 

the presence of remnant ileum influence remnant intestinal lengthening in SBS. The role 

of retained ileum in stimulating post-resection adaptation is mediated, in part, by GLP-2. 

Although GLP-2 stimulates mucosal hyperplasia, GLP-2 does not appear, based on this 

study, to mediate intestinal lengthening, at least over this time frame. Certainly, its 

administration to JC piglets also given EN did not induce lengthening, suggesting that 

other potential ileal-derived factors may be mediating post-resection intestinal 

lengthening or, as will be discussed, that the time frame was too short to see such 

intestinal growth in length. Alternatively, most of the intestinal lengthening observed in 

JI piglets could have occurred in the remnant ileum, which unfortunately was not 

measured specifically in our study. 
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The administration of EN and GLP-2 in combination in the setting of neonatal 

SBS is believed to have synergistic effect, as enteral nutrition is the most potent stimulus 

for adaptation and EN and GLP-2 have similar trophic effects on the intestinal 

mucosa.
13,43 

Furthermore, enteral nutrients, particularly carbohydrates and lipids, are the 

physiological secretagogues for GLP-2 release by the L-cell.
48,51-53 

In rats with distal 

intestinal resection and jejunocolic anastomosis, the combined administration of EN and 

GLP-2 improves PN dependence and weight gain versus GLP-2 monotherapy.
37 

In pair- 

fed neonatal piglets with 80% mid-intestinal resection with jejunoileal anastomosis, 

provision of both EN (at 20% of total caloric intake) and teduglutide (0.1 mg/kg/day) for 

7 days stimulated the greatest increases in villus height and crypt depth and ileal cell 

proliferation.
36 

EN and teduglutide therapy also had complementary effects on acute 

glutamine transport.
36 

In the present study, we elected to administer EN at 40% of total 

caloric intake, the rate that Burrin et al. determined was the minimal enteral stimulus for 

intestinal adaptation in PN-fed neonatal piglets.
38 

In our study, the administration of EN 

improved intestinal weight and jejunal villus height in both SBS resection groups. EN 

further had a pronounced but differential effect on increasing remnant intestinal length, 

with the JI group demonstrating more intestinal lengthening than the JC group in 

response to EN. Our data thus suggests that the provision of EN may have augmented 

intestinal adaptation in the JI group and this may be secondary to retained ileum and L- 

cell production of endogenous GLP-2 in response to EN administration. When 

administered GLP-2 while already receiving EN, JI piglets demonstrated no further 

improvements in gross morphology or jejunal histology other than increased ileal crypt 

depth.  This limited response in the JI model to GLP-2 stimulation suggests that at 40% 
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EN, structural adaptation may potentially be already occurring in response to endogenous 

remnant ileal GLP-2 production in JI pigs given EN and cannot be further potentiated 

with exogenous GLP-2 administration.  Interestingly, ileal crypt depth did not 

intrinsically increase in the JI group compared to sham at 0% EN and even decreased at 

40% EN with saline control, suggesting that ileal crypt depth may not be a reliable 

marker of adaptation in this specific model over this time frame. In addition, at 0% and 

40% EN, the JC group has deeper jejunal crypts than the JI group but this may relate to 

the fact that ileum is more pro-adaptive than jejunum and in JI piglets that retain both, the 

ileum may demonstrate more pronounced adaptation than the jejunum. 

Evidence of a potential synergy between GLP-2 treatment and EN administration 

did occur with villus lengthening in the remnant jejunum of JC pigs. In this group, EN 

administration was associated with taller villi and GLP-2 treatment further augmented 

villus lengthening over saline control. However, the greatest drawback in our model 

when administering 40% EN relatively soon after major intestinal resection was the 

development of significant diarrhea and signs of ill health including dehydration, no 

doubt a problem familiar to clinicians in this field. In our experience, JC piglets 

demonstrate better clinical outcomes when EN is given based on an algorithm dependent 

on enteral tolerance, adequate fluid balance, and minimal diarrheal losses.
34  

Otherwise, 
 

we did not observe a profound interaction between EN and GLP-2 administration on 

most gross morphological and histological outcomes. The effect of EN administration in 

our piglet SBS models was influenced more so by surgical anatomy, with the JI piglets 

exhibiting greater adaptation and tolerance versus JC piglets. 
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In our previous study investigating GLP-2 treatment after 14 days of treatment, 

GLP-2 improved enteral tolerance in JC pigs and lengthened the intestine to a small 

degree. GLP-2 treatment increased intestinal length in JI piglets and, while not affecting 

the ileal histology, lengthened jejunal villi.
34 

These results are in direct contrast with our 

findings where, after 7 days, GLP-2 did not lengthen the intestine and induced ileal rather 

than jejunal adaptation in the JI piglets. This suggests that that the adaptive process may 

be dynamic over time and hence the adaptive effects of exogenous GLP-2 may vary 

depending on the timing of intestinal sampling and analysis. However, a caveat of the 

previous study was that piglets were not pair-fed and EN administration was increased 

based on said algorithm.  Therefore, it is plausible that some of the observed differences 

in intestinal adaptation in the previous study were due to differences in enteral delivery.
34 

For this reason, piglets in the present study were pair-fed, despite the drawback of 

worsening diarrhea, in order to isolate both GLP-2 and EN effects.  In addition, the 

differences between our two studies may certainly be attributable to differing study 

lengths (14 versus 7 days) and certain outcomes, such as intestinal length, may have 

demonstrated significant differences with longer study duration. 

We elected to study the gene expression of nutrient transporters and tight 

junctional proteins in remnant jejunum and ileum to elucidate a functional effect of GLP- 

2 administration in SBS piglets. In rodents and piglets, GLP-2 administration has been 

shown to increase the expression of nutrient transporters (e.g. SGLT-1) and enhance 

barrier function through increased expression of tight junction proteins.
54-65  

However, 

amongst all the transporters and tight junctional proteins whose mRNA expression we 
 

measured, we did not detect any meaningful difference as a function of remnant surgical 
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anatomy or GLP-2 treatment. Commensurate with this observation, we detected no 

differences in enteral fat absorption as a function of either surgical anatomy or GLP-2 

treatment in piglets receiving 40% EN (Figure 5-5).  The benefits of GLP-2 

administration in SBS may be limited to structural adaptation, thereby increasing the 

surface area available for nutrient absorption. We acknowledge that other forms of 

functional adaptation, such as digestive enzyme activity, were not measured in this study. 

Furthermore, the study was limited to only one week. However, the functional effects of 

GLP-2 on nutrient transporter expression and digestive enzyme activity characterized in 

rodents appear to be more limited or only transient in neonatal piglets with SBS.
33,36,66-69

 

 

Similarly, functional data in human SBS patients is also limited, with GLP-2 or 

teduglutide treatment increasing the relative absorption of fluid over and above 

nutrients.
70-73

 

Our finding that GLP-2 treatment has differential effects on intestinal adaptation, 

depending on remnant anatomy, has important implications for the potential translation of 

GLP-2 into therapy for neonates with SBS. Our results, summarized in Figure 5-11A, 

suggest that GLP-2 administration may be most effective when used in neonates with 

SBS lacking remnant ileum. When ileum persists, and EN is possible, endogenous L-cell 

production of GLP-2 may mediate the intrinsic adaptive response, summarized in Figure 

5-11B, limiting the additional efficacy of exogenously administered GLP-2.  Such 

intrinsic adaptive response in the JI anatomy may promote further EN tolerance. 

Importantly, the diseases leading to SBS in human neonates most commonly affect ileum 

(e.g. NEC and congenital atresia).
20 

Therefore, infants with severe SBS more commonly 

have ileum removed and in our opinion are best represented by the JC anatomy. Thus, 
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our finding that GLP-2 improves adaptation in JC piglets has direct relevance for human 

neonates with SBS. This also has implications for future clinical trial planning, as current 

trials enroll children with varying SBS anatomies and this heterogeneous study 

population may dilute any potential benefit that GLP-2 may have specifically for those 

SBS infants lacking remnant ileum. Given the significant costs of this therapy, a targeted 

approach is likely to be the most successful and cost-effective. 

There are several limitations in our study to consider.  Although the neonatal 

piglet is an excellent translational model for the human infant in terms of gastrointestinal 

ontogeny, physiology and adaptive mechanisms, corresponding studies on intestinal 

adaptation in human neonates are scarce and there are no corresponding studies that have 

investigated GLP-2 therapy in human infants with SBS. More importantly, we elected to 

provide extra calories via the PN route to piglets receiving 40% EN piglets because we 

anticipated JI and JC piglets to experience malabsorption and malnutrition from diarrheal 

losses. Thus, while we hypothesize that EN administration was associated with increases 

in total body weight gain, intestinal length and weight and jejunal villus height, it is 

certainly conceivable that these effects were also augmented by an overall increase in the 

amount of calories delivered, as compared to 0% EN pigs. Nonetheless, we accepted this 

potential study limitation in order to improve animal care and minimize piglet morbidity 

and mortality. We were also limited in the duration of our studies, as the morbidity and 

mortality of piglets with SBS significantly increases with time. However, prior studies 

lasting 7 days using SBS piglets also demonstrate positive intestinal adaptive effects 

following GLP-2 or teduglutide treatment.
33,35,36   

Finally, we did not investigate the 
 

mechanisms underlying the effect of GLP-2 and EN in promoting intestinal adaptation in 
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our models. The mechanisms underlying GLP-2 activation of its receptor remains 

nebulous, implicating other growth factors such as insulin-like growth factor-1 and 

epidermal growth factor.
30,75-77 

Burrin et al. has previously shown that although GLP-2 

and EN have similar trophic effects on the intestine, they do have distinct and separate 

effects on cellular and protein metabolism in PN-fed neonatal piglets.
43 

Studies 

investigating the potential mechanisms underlying the effect of GLP-2 in our piglet SBS 

model are ongoing. 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In summary, we demonstrate that in two neonatal SBS piglet models, one 

retaining ileum and one without ileum, that GLP-2 treatment is more effective at 

augmenting intestinal adaptation in the distal intestinal resection model lacking ileum. 

This has direct relevance for human neonates with SBS, the majority of who also lack 

remnant ileum. Piglets that retain ileum demonstrate intrinsic adaptation, possibly 

secondary to endogenous GLP-2 production and may therefore tolerate enteral feeding 

better than piglets that do not have remnant ileum and will have a high potential to adapt 

given such EN. Future clinical trials should seek to investigate a potential role for 

teduglutide treatment in SBS infants who specifically lack ileum. 
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Figure 5-1: Study flow charts. 

 

Study flow chart and group numbers [n] in (A) 0% EN and (B) 40% EN study groups. 

Negative numbers denote number of piglets lost per surgical model. 
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Figure 5-2: Weight gain and gross intestinal morphology in 0% EN piglets. 

 

The (A) total body weight gain, (B) change in remnant intestinal length, (C) intestinal 

weight and (D) intestinal weight per length in 0% EN SBS pigs following GLP-2 and 

saline treatment.  Mean ± SEM; two-way ANOVA. 
* p < .05 
a 
p < .05 versus JC-saline 
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Figure 5-3. Remnant intestinal histology in 0% EN piglets. 

 

The remnant (A) jejunal villus height, (B) jejunal crypt depth, (C) ileal villus height and 

(D) ) ileal crypt depth in 0% EN SBS pigs following GLP-2 and saline treatment. Mean 

± SEM; two-way ANOVA. 
* p < .05 versus saline 
a 
p < .05 versus sham and JC (same treatment) 

b  
p < .05 versus sham (same treatment) 

 

 

 

 

 

(A) (B) 

 

(C) (D) 
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Figure 5-4. Weight gain and gross intestinal morphology in 40% EN piglets. 

 

The (A) total body weight gain, (B) change in remnant intestinal length, (C) intestinal 

weight and (D) intestinal weight per length in 40% EN SBS pigs following GLP-2 and 

saline treatment.  Mean ± SEM; two-way ANOVA. 

* p < .05 as denoted 
 

(A) (B) 

 

 

(C) D) 
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Figure 5-5. Remnant intestinal histology in 40% EN piglets. 

 

The remnant (A) jejunal villus height, (B) jejunal crypt depth, (C) ileal villus height and 

(D) ) ileal crypt depth in 40% EN SBS pigs following GLP-2 and saline treatment. Mean 

± SEM; two-way ANOVA. 

* p < .05 as denoted, or versus saline 

** p < .01 versus saline 
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Figure 5-6: Representative intestinal cross-sections. 

 

Representative cross-sections of (A) jejunum from all experimental groups and (B) ileum 

from all sham and JI surgical groups 7 days after initial surgery are presented. 
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JI – GLP-2 

 
100X 

 
20X 

JC – Saline 

 
100X 

 

100X 

JC – GLP-2 

 

20X 

 

100X 

 

Representative cross-sections of jejunum from all experimental groups 7 days after initial 

surgery are presented. The administration of EN is associated with increased villus 

lengthening. GLP-2 induced mucosal hyperplasia, most notably in the jejunocolic (JC) 

group with marked villus lengthening and deeper crypts. 
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(B) Remnant ileal histology 
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JI – GLP-2 

 
 

 
 

 

Representative cross-sections of ileum from all sham and JI surgical groups 7 days after 

initial surgery are presented. The administration of EN is associated with villus 

lengthening. The JI groups have longer villi than corresponding sham groups. GLP-2 

treatment lengthened villi in the sham and JI group at 0% EN and the sham group only at 

40% EN. At 0% EN, GLP- 2 had no effect on crypt depth but with 40% EN 

administration, GLP-2 reduced crypt depth in the sham group and increased crypt depth 

in the JI group.  All images are at 20X magnification. 
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Figure 5-7. Fat absorption 

 

The total fat absorption amongst 40% EN SBS pigs following GLP-2 and saline 

treatment.  Mean ± SEM; two-way ANOVA. 
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Figure 5-8. Weight gain and gross intestinal morphology comparing 0% EN versus 40% 

EN piglets. 

 

The comparison of (A) total body weight gain, (B) change in remnant intestinal length, 

(C) intestinal weight and (D) intestinal weight per length in SBS piglets receiving 0% EN 

versus 40% EN following GLP-2 and saline treatment. Mean ± SEM; three-way 

ANOVA. 

* p < .05, versus 0% EN 
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(C) 
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Figure 5-9. Remnant intestinal histology comparing 0% EN versus 40% EN piglets. 

 

The comparison of (A) jejunal villus height, (B) jejunal crypt depth, (C) ileal villus height 

and (D) ileal crypt depth in SBS piglets receiving 0% EN versus 40% EN following 

GLP-2 and saline treatment.  Mean ± SEM; three-way ANOVA. 

* p < .05, versus 0% EN 
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(C) 

 
 

(D) 
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Figure 5-10. Summary Tables 

 

The summary of effects of (A) exogenous GLP-2 administration and (B) intrinsic 

intestinal adaptation in JI and JC SBS piglets following total PN (0% EN) and 40% EN. 

* versus JC 

** versus sham 

*** abrogates difference between JI-saline and JC-saline 

No asterisk denotes comparison to both other models. 

 

(A) 
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Table 5-1: List of target and housekeeping genes for chapter 5. 
 

Target Gene Forward primer Reverse primer 

Nutrient 

Transporters 

   

SGLT1 SLC5A1 AGGTTGGCTGTTCCAACATT CAATCCATTGGGCATGAGTT 

GLUT5 SLC2A5 CTGGGCTGTGAATCCAGAA AAGCCCTTCAGACAGTCCAG 

CD36 CD36 TGAAGCAGAACTATATCGTGCCTA CATTTCTGCCTTCTCATCACC 

FATP4 SLC27A4 AGAAGGAGCTGCCCCTGTA TGAAAGTCCCTGTTTTATGCAG 

    

Tight 

junctional 

proteins 

   

zona 

occludens-1 

TJP1 GAGTTTGATAGTGGCGTT GTGGGAGGATGCTGTTGT 

occludin OCLN CAT GGC CTA CTC GTC CAA C GAC GCC TCC AAG TTA CCA C 

claudin-3 CLDN3 CGC GCC CTC ATC GTC GTC ACG TAG TCC TTG CGG TCG TA 

claudin-7 CLDN7 TGA GCT GCA AAA CGT ACG ACT CAC AAA GAC CTG CCA CGA 

TG 

claudin-15 CLDN15 ACAGCAGCTGGCGAGTGT GGCGCAGCTGTACCAGAG 

    

Housekeeping    

β-actin ACTB CACGCCATCCTGCGTCTGGA AGC ACC GTG TTG GCG TAG 

AG 
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Table 5-2. Jejunal and ileal mRNA expression of nutrient transporters and tight junctional 

proteins in piglets on total PN (0% EN). 

Jejunum 

Expression 

Sham - 

Saline 

Sham – 

GLP-2 
JI - Saline JI – GLP-2 JC – Saline JC – GLP-2 p-Value 

 
Nutrient 

Transporters 

       

SGLT1 1.00 ± 0.26 1.77 ± 0.63 1.68 ± 0.72 1.38 ± 0.51 1.40 ± 0.66 1.29 ± 0.34 0.9 

GLUT5 1.00 ± 0.29 1.05 ± 0.37 1.83 ± 0.82 1.57 ± 0.52 1.31 ± 0.43 1.16 ± 0.30 0.02* 

CD36 1.00 ± 0.13 1.03 ± 0.49 0.86 ± 0.21 0.64 ± 0.09 0.82 ± 0.53 0.70 ± 0.10 0.5 

FATP4 1.00 ± 0.13 1.26 ± 0.13 1.57 ± 0.27 1.19 ± 0.11 1.27 ± 0.20 0.96 ± 0.10 0.2 

Tight 

junctional 

proteins 

       

occludin 1.00 ± 0.18 0.99 ± 0.08 1.37 ± 0.21 0.95 ± 0.04 1.05 ± 0.16 1.03 ± 0.09 0.4 

claudin-3 1.00 ± 0.14 1.04 ± 0.18 1.40 ± 0.39 1.24 ± 0.26 1.11 ± 0.17 0.87 ± 0.14 0.2 

claudin-7 1.00 ± 0.10 1.28 ± 0.30 1.35 ± 0.27 1.14 ± 0.09 1.32 ± 0.24 0.93 ± 0.07 0.7 

claudin-15 1.00 ± 0.12 0.88 ± 0.10 1.21 ± 0.17 1.02 ± 0.10 1.08 ± 0.14 0.97 ± 0.09 0.3 

Ileum 

Expression 

Sham - 

Saline 

Sham – 

GLP-2 
JI - Saline JI – GLP-2 p-Value 

  

 
Nutrient 

Transporters 

       

SGLT1 1.00 ± 0.29 3.34 ± 1.29 1.13 ± 0.22 2.09 ± 0.49 0.06   

GLUT5 1.00 ± 0.16 1.02 ± 0.44 0.90 ± 0.08 1.08 ± 0.23 0.9   

CD36 1.00 ± 0.20 0.69 ± 0.20 1.37 ± 0.37 1.05 ± 0.29 0.3   

FATP4 1.00 ± 0.24 1.35 ± 0.41 1.54 ± 0.34 1.53 ± 0.25 0.5   

Tight 

junctional 

proteins 

       

occludin 1.00 ± 0.19 0.74 ± 0.16 1.15 ± 0.24 1.01 ± 0.22 0.4   

claudin-3 1.00 ± 0.25 0.77 ± 0.17 0.82 ± 0.12 1.12 ± 0.32 0.9   

claudin-7 1.00 ± 0.29 0.67 ± 0.16 0.79 ± 0.11 1.10 ± 0.26 0.9   

claudin-15 1.00 ± 0.37 0.43 ± 0.14 0.68 ± 0.14 0.73 ± 0.18 0.6   

 

The values are normalized ratios ± SEM. Ratios of target gene expression to housekeeping (β-actin) gene 

expression are normalized to the sham-saline group. Two-way ANOVA with post-hoc comparisons using 

either student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Bonferroni’s comparisons were used, as 

appropriate, to detect differences between groups. SGLT1, sodium-glucose linked transporter 1; GLUT5, 

facilitated glucose/fructose transporter, member 5; CD36, cluster of differentiation 36/fatty acid  

translocase; FATP4, fatty acid transport protein 4. Note: qRT-PCR of ZO-1, tight junctional protein zona 

occludens-1, was not performed for this group. *JI anatomy increased GLUT5 expression over sham 

control. 
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Table 5-3. Jejunal and ileal mRNA expression of nutrient transporters and tight junctional 

proteins in piglets receiving 40% EN. 

Jejunum 

Expression 

Sham - 

Saline 

Sham – 

GLP-2 
JI - Saline JI – GLP-2 JC – Saline JC – GLP-2 p-Value 

 
Nutrient 

Transporters 

       

SGLT1 1.00 ± 0.15 0.86 ± 0.27 0.76 ± 0.15 0.82 ± 0.12 0.97 ± 0.09 1.03 ± 0.17 0.5 

GLUT5 1.00 ± 0.14 1.28 ± 0.33 1.84 ± 0.59 1.20 ± 0.13 1.53 ± 0.21 1.25 ± 0.16 0.5 

CD36 1.00 ± 0.12 1.11 ± 0.20 0.93 ± 0.14 1.00 ± 0.07 0.85 ± 0.11 1.06 ± 0.13 0.5 

FATP4 1.00 ± 0.04 1.13 ± 0.18 1.09 ± 0.18 0.96 ± 0.08 0.84 ± 0.13 0.87 ± 0.12 0.4 

Tight 

junctional 

proteins 

       

zona 

occludens-1 
1.00 ± 0.34 1.44 ± 0.18 2.02 ± 0.80 1.34 ± 0.24 1.48 ± 0.18 0.96 ± 0.25 0.4 

occludin 1.00 ± 0.04 1.09 ± 0.20 0.94 ± 0.11 1.11 ± 0.22 0.91 ± 0.12 1.03 ± 0.10 0.7 

claudin-3 1.00 ± 0.24 1.23 ± 0.34 0.77 ± 0.14 0.92 ± 0.18 0.80 ± 0.09 0.92 ± 0.25 0.4 

claudin-7 1.00 ± 0.32 1.09 ± 0.09 1.09 ± 0.28 0.96 ± 0.20 0.64 ± 0.23 0.93 ± 0.25 0.7 

Ileum 

Expression 

Sham - 

Saline 

Sham – 

GLP-2 
JI - Saline JI – GLP-2 p-Value 

  

 
Nutrient 

Transporters 

       

SGLT1 1.00 ± 0.14 0.50 ± 0.13 0.74 ± 0.23 1.02 ± 0.37 0.9   

GLUT5 1.00 ± 0.14 0.68 ± 0.21 1.00 ± 0.26 0.94 ± 0.28 0.8   

CD36 1.00 ± 0.21 0.36 ± 0.04
a
 1.11 ± 0.38 0.63 ± 0.06

a
 0.05   

FATP4 1.00 ± 0.17 0.87 ± 0.18 1.29 ± 0.28 1.01 ± 0.16 0.4   

Tight 

junctional 

proteins 

       

ZO-1 1.00 ± 0.18 0.50 ± 0.03 1.17 ± 0.48 0.79 ± 0.13 0.2   

occludin 1.00 ± 0.28 0.45 ± 0.05 0.86 ± 0.21 0.61 ± 0.06 0.03*   

claudin-3 1.00 ± 0.10 0.72 ± 0.09 0.72 ± 0.11 1.09 ± 0.26 0.9   

claudin-7 1.00 ± 0.21 0.61 ± 0.03 0.76 ± 0.09 0.76 ± 0.07 0.4   

claudin-15 1.00 ± 0.25 0.61 ± 0.08 0.42 ± 0.06 0.97 ± 0.25 0.8   

The values are normalized ratios ± SEM. Ratios of target gene expression to housekeeping (β-actin) gene 

expression are normalized to the sham-saline group. Two-way ANOVA with post-hoc comparisons using 

either student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA with post-hoc Bonferroni’s comparisons were used, as 

appropriate, to detect differences between groups. Superscripts denote significant differences. SGLT1, 

sodium-glucose linked transporter 1; GLUT5, facilitated glucose/fructose transporter, member 5; CD36, 

cluster of differentiation 36/fatty acid translocase; FATP4, fatty acid transport protein 4; ZO-1, tight 

junctional protein zona occludens-1. Note: qRT-PCR of claudin-15 was not performed in jejunum for this 

group.  *GLP-2 treatment decreased occludin expression over saline control. 
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Synergy of Glucagon-like Peptide-2 and 

Epidermal Growth Factor Co-administration on 

Intestinal Adaptation in Neonatal Piglets with 

Short Bowel Syndrome. 
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Abstract 

 

Background: Glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2) and epidermal growth factor (EGF) 

treatment enhance intestinal adaptation. To determine whether these growth factors exert 

synergistic effects on intestinal growth and function, GLP-2 and EGF were administered, 

alone and in combination, in neonatal piglet models of short bowel syndrome (SBS). 

 

 

Methods: Neonatal Landrace-Large White piglets were block-randomized to 75% mid- 

intestinal (JI group) or distal-intestinal (JC group) resection or sham control, with 7-d 

infusion of saline (control), intravenous human GLP-2 (11 nmol/kg/day) alone, enteral 

EGF (80 μg/kg/day) alone, or GLP-2 and EGF in combination. Adaptation was assessed 

by intestinal length, histopathology, Üssing chamber analysis and RT-qPCR of intestinal 

growth factors. 

 

 

Results: Combined EGF and GLP-2 treatment increased intestinal length in all three 

surgical models (p<0.01). EGF alone selectively increased bowel weight per length and 

jejunal villus height in the JI group only. The JC group demonstrated increased intestinal 

weight and villus height (p<0.01) when given either GLP-2 alone or in combination with 

EGF, with no effect of EGF alone. Jejunal permeability of mannitol and polyethylene 

glycol decreased with combination therapy in both SBS groups (p<0.05). No difference 

was observed in fat absorption or body weight gain. IGF-1 mRNA was differentially 

expressed in JI versus JC piglets with treatment. 
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Conclusions: Combined EGF and GLP-2 treatment induced intestinal lengthening and 

decreased permeability, in addition to the trophic effects of GLP-2 alone. Our findings 

illustrate the benefits of novel combination GLP-2 and EGF treatment for neonatal SBS, 

especially in the JC model representing most human infants with SBS. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

The treatment and management of infants and children with short bowel 

syndrome (SBS) remains an ongoing challenge to healthcare practitioners. The diseases 

that lead to major intestinal resection and SBS in children include congenital anomalies 

(e.g. intestinal atresia, gastroschisis), intestinal volvulus and most commonly, necrotizing 

enterocolitis (NEC), which premature infants are especially at risk of developing. 
1

 

Infants with SBS are dependent on parenteral nutrition (PN) therapy to sustain health and 
 

normal growth and development. However, many infants with SBS succumb to PN- 

associated complications, such as liver disease, infection and sepsis, accounting for 1.4% 

of all deaths in children less than 4 years of age. 
2

 

Intestinal adaptation to massive resection refers to the gradual anatomical and 

physiological changes that occur in the remnant intestine to restore nutrient absorptive 

function. Failure of the intestine to adapt results in irreversible intestinal failure, with 

these infants requiring long-term PN therapy and, potentially, liver and/or intestinal 

transplantation. 
1   

Therapies that augment intestinal adaptation are therefore desired to 

promote enteral function, weaning from PN and improve long-term health outcomes. At 
 

the present time, no such therapies are approved for treatment of children with SBS. 

 

Glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2) is a distal intestine-derived hormone that 

mediates the endogenous intestinal adaptive response to feeding. 
3 

In normal rodents and 

rodent models of SBS, exogenous GLP-2 administration stimulates intestinal mucosal 

hyperplasia, up-regulates the expression of nutrient transporters and decreases intestinal 

permeability to fluorescein isothiocyanate-dextran. 
4-7 

In adult humans with SBS, 

treatment with teduglutide, a long-acting GLP-2 analog, for 24 weeks reduces PN volume 
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requirements and enhances morphological adaptation, including intestinal villus height. 
8,9 

While teduglutide has been approved by the FDA for adult SBS, preclinical data on the 

efficacy of growth factors such as GLP-2 in neonates, where SBS is most frequently 

encountered, is limited. 

The rodent models that have been used in preclinical SBS studies have limited 

clinical relevance to the human neonate due to differences in ontogeny and physiology. 
10 

Neonates and infants have an innate gut growth potential that may be augmented with 

growth factor therapies, in comparison to adults whose adaptive capacity is more limited. 

11   
Hence, we developed models of SBS using the neonatal piglet, a validated model for 

the human neonatal intestine with similarities in ontogeny and physiology. 
10,12 

Diseases 

that lead to SBS in human neonates frequently affect and require removal of the ileum, a 

site of physiological significance given that GLP-2-producting L-cells are largely found 

in the distal intestine.  Most preclinical models utilize a mid-intestinal resection with 

retained ileum, due to the feasibility of maintaining this model, but the mid-intestinal 

resection model has less translational relevance for human neonates. 
12,13 

Given that 

remnant anatomy is a significant predictor of pathophysiology and outcome in SBS, we 

therefore developed two neonatal piglet SBS models, one with mid-intestinal resection 

and another with distal-intestinal resection. 
12 

GLP-2 or teduglutide administration for 7 

or 14 days in neonatal piglet SBS models stimulates structural adaptation, including 

increases in remnant villus height and crypt depth, but has limited or transient functional 

effects on digestive enzyme activity or nutrient transport. 
14-17

 

Because the GLP-2 receptor (GLP-2R) is not expressed by intestinal epithelial 

cells (IECs), the intestinotropic effects of GLP-2 are believed to be indirect. 
18,19 

Several 
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downstream mediators have been implicated in the growth effects of GLP-2 including the 

ErbB ligand, epidermal growth factor (EGF). 
20,21 

In mice, GLP-2 administration up- 

regulates expression of ErbB ligands, an effect that is lost in GLP-2R knockout mice and 

in mice administered a pan-ErbB inhibitor, and significantly diminished in waved-2 mice 

that harbor a mutated EGF receptor (ErbB1). 
21   

The ErbB pathway also plays a role in 

the GLP-2-mediated intestinal adaptive response to re-feeding, which is lost in GLP-2R 

knockout mice but rescued with EGF administration. 
22 

Similiar to GLP-2, exogenous 

EGF administration induces structural and functional adaptation in rodent models of SBS, 

including increased villus and crypt lengths and decreased permeability to 

macromolecules. 
23,24 

In unresected piglets, EGF administration stimulates body weight 

gain and reverses the changes in intestinal structure and inflammatory indices associated 

with weaning. 
25  

Furthermore, in a pilot study, enteral EGF (100 μg/kg/day) 

administration for 6 weeks in five children with SBS improved 3-0 methylglucose 

absorption and enteral tolerance, although weight gain and intestinal permeability were 

not affected. 
26

 

Given the utility of teduglutide in adult SBS, and the demonstrated relationship 

between GLP-2 and EGF in the regulation of intestinal growth, the aim of our study was 

to assess the effects of administering GLP-2 and EGF, alone and in combination, on 

intestinal structure and function in two translational piglet models of neonatal SBS. 
27 

METHODS 

Animals and Surgery 

 

Animal studies were conducted in compliance with the Canadian Council on 

Animal Care guidelines and approved by the Animal Policy & Welfare Committee at the 
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University of Alberta. Neonatal Landrace-Large White cross F1 male piglets (4 ± 2 days 

old, 2.3 ± 0.54 kg) obtained from the University of Alberta Swine Research and 

Technology Center underwent general anesthesia for jugular venous catheterization, 

laparotomy with measurement of intestinal length followed by assigned surgical 

procedure and insertion of a Stamm gastrostomy, as previously described. 
28   

Piglets were 

block-randomized to 75% mid-intestinal resection (leaving equal lengths of remnant 
 

jejunum and ileum) with jejunoileal anastomosis (JI group), 75% distal-intestinal 

resection (including all of the ileum and proximal 5 cm of colon) with jejunocolic 

anastomosis (JC group) or sham control (exteriorization of the intestine, measurement of 

intestinal length and return to the abdominal domain without transection) (Figure 6-1). 

Animal Care 

 

Post-operatively, piglets were secured to a swivel-tether system (Lomir 

Biomedical Inc., Notre-Dame-de-l’Île-Perrot, QC, Canada) and maintained in metabolic 

cages lined with Plexiglas® at 25°C with a 12-hour light/dark cycle. For the first three 

study days, buprenorphine hydrochloride (Buprinex; Rekitt and Colman Pharmaceutical, 

Richmond, VA, USA) and oral meloxicam (Metacam; Boehringer Ingelheim, Burlington, 

ON, Canada) were given for analgesic support and ampicillin sodium (Sandoz, 

Boucherville, QC, Canada) and trimethoprim-sulfadoxine (Borgal; Merck Animal Health, 

Kirkland, QC, Canada) were given for prevention of venous catheter sepsis, as 

described.
15

 

Piglet activity, body weight, urine output and fluid balance were assessed daily. 

 

Piglets with clinical evidence of dehydration, including significant diarrhea and 

inadequate (<400 mL/day) fluid balance, were given intravenous (IV) normal saline 
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(0.9% sodium chlorine; Baxter, Mississauga, ON, Canada) boluses. If piglets developed 

fever, vomiting or lethargy suggestive of sepsis, blood cultures were taken and antibiotics 

were resumed. IV enrofloxacin (Baytril; 5 mg/kg; Bayer Inc., Animal Health, Toronto, 

ON, Canada) and clindamycin (3 mg/kg; Sandoz Canada Inc., Boucherville, QC, Canada) 

were added if piglets did not improve after 24 and 48 hours, respectively. Piglets were 

included in the study analysis if they improved on antibiotics and were blood culture- 

negative. 

Nutrition 

 

Immediately after surgery, all piglets received PN via the venous catheter to meet 

100% of daily caloric intake. On post-operative day 2, piglets commenced enteral 

nutrition (EN) at 20% of daily caloric intake via the gastrostomy tube. In this study, we 

elected to administer EN at 20% of the total caloric intake because in the previous 

chapter, we observed that JC piglets do not tolerate EN administered at 40% of total 

caloric intake, the minimal amount of EN delivery that Burrin et al. demonstrated was 

required to induce intestinal adaptation in unresected neonatal piglets.
57 

Furthermore, 

Naberhuis et al. demonstrated a synergistic effect between exogenous teduglutide 

treatment and EN delivered at 20% of total caloric intake in a neonatal piglet SBS model 

with 80% proximal intestinal resection.
17 

Given the diarrhea and malabsorption expected 

with introducing EN to piglets with SBS, the PN delivery rate was not correspondingly 

decreased to 80% of the total nutritional fluid rate. Both PN and EN were delivered by 

pressure-sensitive Alaris® infusion pumps (CareFusion Corporation, San Diego, CA, 

USA).  As previously described, the PN and EN solutions were prepared in our 

laboratory based on a commercially-available formula (Vaminolact; Fresenius Kabi, Bad 
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Hömburg, Germany). 
15,28 

Target nutrient intakes were derived from proof-of-concept 

studies, as follows: 1100 kJ/kg/day, 27% of energy from amino acids, 37% from 

carbohydrate and 36% from fat. 
29

 

Peptides 

 

Piglets were block-randomized to receive either intravenous saline (control), 

intravenous human GLP-2 alone, enteral EGF or GLP-2 and EGF in combination (Figure 

6-1).  Normal saline and human GLP-2 (1-33) (11 nmol/kg/day or 42 μg/kg/day; Catalog 

#CS9065; Lot I074 with 96.83% purity; CS Bio, Menlo Park, CA, USA) 
30 

were 

 

delivered continuously through the venous catheter by a syringe pump (NE-300 Just 

Infusion Syringe Pump; New Era Pump Systems, Farmingdale, NY, USA) at 0.42 

mL/kg/hour beginning immediately post-operatively. EGF (80 μg/kg/day; 5.5 mL/kg) 

was administered via the gastrostomy tube beginning on post-operative day 2, delivered 

in the form of EGF-secreting Lactococcus lactis culture supernatant, the generation of 

which has been previously described. 
31

 

 

Enteral Fat Absorption 

 

Fecal effluent was collected for 48 hours, beginning on study day 5, into drainable 

ostomy appliances (Two-Piece Pouch System; Hollister, Aurora, ON, Canada). Samples 

were freeze-dried and fat was extracted by petroleum ether distillation for 6 hours.
32 

Enteral fat absorption was calculated by subtracting the average fecal fat content per pig 

from the total amount of lipid infused and adjusted for the total duration of fecal 

collection (expressed as g/kg/day). 

Tissue Collection and Morphology 
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On study day 7, piglets were anesthetized and underwent terminal laparotomy, 

where final intestinal lengths were measured, followed by euthanasia. The entire small 

intestine from ligament of Treitz to ileocecal value or jejunocolic anastomosis was 

removed, emptied of fecal matter and weight measured. Mucosal scrapings from 20-cm 

segments of jejunum and ileum also were weighed. A 20-cm proximal jejunal segment 

was used to assess intestinal permeability and electrical activity using Üssing chamber 

analysis under physiological conditions. 
33  

Cross-sectional jejunal and ileal (in JI and 

 

sham piglets) segments were preserved in 10% buffered formaldehyde for histology and 

immunohistochemistry, while adjacent segments were preserved in RNAlater® 

Stabilization Solution (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) or flash-frozen in 

liquid nitrogen and stored at -80°C for gene expression analyses (Figure 6-2). 

Villus height and crypt depth were measured on H&E-stained jejunal and ileal 

cross-sections (Nikon Eclipse 80i; Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) by a certified veterinary 

pathologist blinded to treatment. Ten well-oriented villi and crypts were measured on 2-3 

different cross sections per piglet. Mucosal crypt cell proliferation was determined using 

Ki-67 immunohistochemistry staining, as previously described 
15

, on formalin-fixed, 

paraffin-embedded, and sectioned (~5 µm) distal intestinal segments taken 5 cm proximal 
 

to either the ileocecal valve (in sham and JI piglets) or jejunocolic anastomosis (in JC 

piglets) (Figure 6-2). Sections were incubated for 1 h at 60°C, deparaffinized, and 

rehydrated (xylenes, 100% ethanol, and 95% ethanol). Sections were treated with EDTA 

antigen retrieval for 25 min in a steamer. After incubation with 3% hydrogen peroxide in 

methanol for 10 min to block endogenous peroxidase, the sections were covered with 2% 

normal mouse-2% normal goat serum in PBS-Tween for 20 min at room temperature to 
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block nonspecific binding sites. After 30 min of incubation with the primary antibody 

(1:1,000 dilution; catalog no. VP-k451, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA), the 

sections were incubated with goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody for 30 min and Vector 

Elite ABC kit for 45 min. Detection was carried out using the chromagen 3-amino-9- 

ethylcarbazole. The sections were counterstained with hematoxylin and dehydrated, and 

coverslips were applied in an aqueous mounting medium. The proportion of proliferating 

crypt cells in 3-5 well-oriented crypts was quantified by a blinded observer counting the 

number of Ki-67-positive cells (Ki-67-stained nuclei). 

Intestinal alkaline phosphatase activity 

 

Frozen distal intestinal segments (weighing 1.3 g) taken either 5 cm proximal to 

the ileocecal valve (in sham and JI piglets) or jejunocolic anastomosis (in JC piglets) 

(Figure 6-2) were thawed in ice-cold homogenization buffer (50 mmol/L D-mannitol, 

0.20 mmol/L phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride, and protease inhibitors at pH 7.4) at a 

ratio of 20 mL homogenization buffer/g frozen tissue and homogenized using a polytron 

homogenizer. Tissue homogenate protein content was determined according to the 

Lowry procedure. Intestinal alkaline phosphatase (IAP) activity was carried out at 37°C 

for 10 minutes in a final volume of 1 mL suspension containing sample homogenate (1 

mg protein/mL), 5 mmol/L MgCl2, 50 mmol/L NaHCO3 and Na2CO3 and 20 mmol/L p- 

nitrophenol phosphate.
34   

Potassium fluoride (2.0 mmol/L) was used to inhibit acid 

phosphatase activity 
35 

The IAP activity is expressed as nmol p-nitrophenol liberated/mg 

protein/min. 

Intestinal Permeability and Electrical Activity 
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Intestinal paracellular transport of radiolabelled mannitol and polyethylene glycol 

(PEG) (molecular weights: 180 and 380-420, respectively) was determined in jejunal 

segments (taken 20 cm distal to the ligament of Treitz, Figure 6-2) using a modified 

Üssing chamber (Harvard Apparatus Inc., Holliston, MA, USA) procedure, as previously 

described 
33

, by a team blinded to surgical group and treatment.  The apparent 

permeability coefficients (Papp, cm/s) were calculated at steady state as follows: Papp = 
 

dQ/dt x (1/(A X C0)), where dQ/dt is the appearance rate of radiolabelled marker in the 

receiver chamber, A is the exposed surface area of intestine and C0 is the initial 

concentration in the donor chamber. The spontaneous transepithelial potential difference 

(PD) and the short-circuit current (Isc) required to reduce the PD across the tissue were 

used to calculate transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER), as described.
33

 

Real-Time RT-PCR 

 

Expression of genes related to tissue repair (TFF3), cell proliferation (Ki-67), 

differentiation (cdx2), apoptosis (caspase-3, or c3), digestion (IAP) and tight junction 

proteins (claudins-7 and -15) were assessed using total RNA isolated (UltraClean Tissue 

& Cells RNA Isolation kit; MoBio Laboratories Inc., Carlsbad, CA, USA) from distal 

intestinal segments, taken 5 cm proximal to the ileocecal valve in sham and JI piglets or 

jejunocolic anastomosis in JC piglets, and subjected to reverse-transcription (High 

Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit; Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA). 

Real-time semi-quantitative PCR was performed in triplicate on an Agilent Technologies 

Stratagene Mx3005P thermocycler with RT SYBR Green ROX qPCR Mastermix 

(QIAGEN Inc., Germantown, MD, USA) using primers (Integrated DNA Technologies, 

Inc., Coralville, IA, USA) listed in Table 6-1.  Relative mRNA expression was quantified 
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using the 2
-ΔCT 

method with beta-2-microgobulin (B2M) and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) as controls, as previously validated by Ryan et al. for selection 

of stable porcine intestinal tract reference genes.
36

 

Expression of intestinal growth factor and receptor genes was assessed using total 

RNA isolated from whole jejunum and ileum (RNeasy Plus mini kit with Qiashredder; 

QIAGEN Inc., Germantown, MD, USA) and subjected to reverse-transcription (5X All- 

in-One RT MasterMix; Applied Biological Materials Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada). 

Real-time semi-quantitative PCR was performed in duplicate on an Applied Biosystems 

thermocycler with TaqMan Gene Expression Assays (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA) as listed in Table 6-2. Relative messenger RNA (mRNA) expression was 

quantified using the 2
-ΔCT 

method using 18S ribosomal RNA as the internal control, as 

validated.
20

 

Statistical Analyses 

 

Sample size was determined based on the outcomes of intestinal and crypt 

lengthening, with 6-8 piglets per group generating 80% and 87% power (2-sample t-test; 

α=0.05), respectively.  Results are expressed as mean ± SEM per experimental group. 

Data were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post-hoc analysis. Some 

data were transformed to normalize variance. Significance was set at P < .05. Gross 

morphological data was further analyzed by multiple regression, with the adjusted R
2 

value representing the variance in the dependent variable attributable to both surgical 

model and treatment.  For histology and permeability data, with multiple repeated 

observations per piglet, a linear mixed-model analysis of the relationship between 

outcome measures and surgical anatomy and treatment was performed.  As fixed effects, 
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surgery type and treatment were entered (with the interaction term) into the model 

whereas intercepts for subjects were entered as random effects. Jejunal electrical activity 

was analyzed by Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA at the 0-minute time-point for each surgical 

model because data transformation could not satisfy parametric test assumptions. SPSS 

software, version 23 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) was used for statistical 

analyses. Ki-67 immunohistochemical staining, IAP activity assays, and gene expression 

studies on TFF3, Ki-67, c3, cdx2, IAP, and claudins-7 and -15 were analyzed separately 

using the CONTRAST statement in a one-way ANOVA with SAS software, version 9.2 

(SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), comparing treatment groups to the saline control within 

each of the JI and JC models, as these specific outcomes were not studied in the sham 

group. 

RESULTS 

 

Sixty-four piglets completed the study, while twelve were excluded for 

complications (Figure 6-1). Baseline characteristics are presented in Table 6-3. Piglets 

gained 1.1 – 1.5 kg in body weight during the study period, with no difference between 

groups (P = .38; Figure 6-3A). There was no difference between groups regarding the 

amount of PN (over 80% of expected, P = .6) and EN (over 84% of expected, P = .2) 

delivered. 

Gross Morphology 

 

There was no significant interaction between surgery and treatment on the change 

in remnant intestinal length between groups (F(6,50)=1.54, P = .2); therefore, both main 

effects were analyzed separately. Remnant anatomy influenced the change in intestinal 

length (F(2,50)=11.4, P < .001), with the JI anatomy demonstrating 17.4% (95%CI: 8.2 - 
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26.7) and 11.6% (95%CI: 1.5 - 21.8) greater change in length than the JC and sham 

groups, respectively (Figure 6-3B). Although no effects of GLP-2 or EGF alone were 

detected, combination therapy resulted in a 15.4% (95%CI: 2.4 - 28.4) and 13.2% 

(95%CI: 0.8 - 25.7) greater change in length over EGF alone and saline control, 

respectively, regardless of anatomy (F(3,50)=4.52, P < .01; Figure 6-3B). Surgical 

anatomy and treatment independently predicted 33.6% of the variance in the change in 

intestinal length (P < .001). In the JI group, the remnant ileum demonstrated greater 

lengthening compared to the remnant jejunum, with combination therapy increasing 

length over EGF alone in both segments (jejunum: P = .03; ileum: P = .01; Figure 6-3F). 

There was a significant interaction between remnant anatomy and treatment on 

bowel weight per length (F(6,50)=3.6, P < .01). While no treatment differences were 

observed in the sham piglets, EGF increased bowel weight per length by 29.5% 

compared to saline (P < .01) in JI piglets and GLP-2 increased mean bowel weight per 

length by 26.8% compared to EGF alone (P < .05) in JC piglets (Figure 6-3C). In 

addition, in piglets given EGF alone, bowel weight per length was 58.5% and 105.2% 

greater in the JI group compared to the JC group (P < .01) and sham groups (P < .01), 

respectively. In piglets given combination therapy, bowel weight per length was 30.0% 

greater in the JC group (P = .01) and 44.3% greater in the JI group (P < .01), as compared 

to sham. Surgical anatomy and treatment independently predicted 59.4% of the variance 

in intestinal weight per length (P < .001). 

There was a significant interaction between remnant anatomy and treatment on 

normalized intestinal weight (F(6,50)=2.78, P = .02. In the sham group, GLP-2 alone 

and combination therapy increased normalized intestinal weight over saline control (P < 
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.01) while in the JC group, GLP-2 alone and in combination with EGF increased 

normalized intestinal weight versus EGF alone and saline control (P < .01); no treatment 

differences were observed in the JI model (Figure 6-3D). Furthermore, for each 

treatment, all pairwise comparisons between the three surgical anatomies differed 

significantly (P < .01). Surgical anatomy and treatment independently predicted 93.6% 

of the variance in normalized intestinal weight (P < .001). 

There was no significant interaction between surgery and treatment on jejunal 

mucosal weight (P = .9); therefore, main effects were analyzed separately. Regarding 

surgical anatomy, both JI and JC anatomy demonstrated increased jejunal mucosal weight 

compared to the sham group (F(2,50)=31.7, P < .01; Figure 6-3E). Regarding treatment, 

GLP-2, alone or in combination with EGF, increased jejunal mucosal weight over both 

EGF alone and saline control (F(3,50)=14.9, P < .01), with no effect of EGF alone and no 

difference between GLP-2 alone and combination therapy. 

Histopathology 

 

There was a significant interaction between surgical anatomy and treatment on 

remnant jejunal villus height (F(6,50)=2.3, P < .05; Figure 6-4A). In the sham group, 

combination therapy demonstrated a 59.9%-greater increase in jejunal villus height 

versus saline control (P < .01), while EGF and GLP-2 alone had no effect.  In the JI 

group, GLP-2 and combination therapy increased jejunal villus height by 31.0% (P < .05) 

and 34.1% (P < .05), respectively, over saline control. In the JC group, GLP-2 alone 

increased jejunal villus height by 56.5%, 31.3% and 60.7%, respectively, over saline, 

combination therapy and EGF alone (P < .05). Regarding differences based on anatomy, 

JC-GLP-2 pigs demonstrated 30.8% (P < .05) greater jejunal villus height compared to 
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the sham-GLP-2 group, and JI-EGF pigs had 35.2% (P < .05) greater jejunal villus height 

than the JC-EGF group. 

Jejunal crypt depth differed as a function of surgical anatomy but not by treatment 

(P < .01). Thus, the JC and JI groups respectively demonstrated 19.0% (P < .01) and 

13.1% (P < .05) greater jejunal crypt depth than the sham group (Figure 6-4B). 

In sham and JI piglets, there was no interaction between surgical anatomy and 

treatment on remnant ileal villus height (P = .97); therefore, main effects were analyzed 

separately.  The JI anatomy demonstrated 58.1% (P < .001) greater ileal villus height 

than the sham group. GLP-2 alone and combination therapy increased ileal villus height 

in these animals by 29.6% (P < .05) and 26.5% (P < .05) over saline control, respectively 

(Figure 6-4C). Ileal crypt depth did not differ between groups as a function of either 

remnant anatomy or treatment (Figure 6-4D). 

Intestinal Permeability and Electrical Activity 

 

In the sham group, EGF alone increased jejunal mucosal-to-serosal (M-to-S) 

paracellular flux of mannitol compared to saline control by 5.52-fold (P < .05), while 

GLP-2 had no effect. In contrast, in both JI and JC models, combination therapy 

decreased M-to-S paracellular flux to mannitol by >70% (P < .05 and = .01, 

respectively), compared to saline, while monotherapy with either GLP-2 or EGF had no 

effect on permeability (Figure 6-5A). A similar pattern was observed with the jejunal 

serosal-to-mucosal (S-to-M) paracellular flux of mannitol. 

Results for the jejunal permeability of PEG were consistent with those found for 

mannitol. Hence, EGF increased M-to-S paracellular flux of PEG approximately 6-fold 

(P < .05) compared to saline in sham piglets, whereas combination therapy in the JI and 
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JC groups decreased M-to-S paracellular flux of PEG by approximately 60% (P < .05) 

and 80% (P = .01), respectively, versus saline (Figure 6-5B); GLP-2 and EGF alone had 

no effect. In piglets receiving combination therapy, the JI and JC groups also 

demonstrated decreased M-to-S paracellular flux of PEG compared to sham animals by 

>75% (P < .01) and 85% (P < .05), respectively. A similar pattern was observed for the 

jejunal S-to-M paracellular flux of PEG. 

All intestinal segments established and maintained a transepithelial potential 

difference (PD) greater than 2 mV, indicating that intestinal integrity was maintained 

throughout the Üssing experiment (Figure 6-6A). There was no treatment-related 

difference in PD at T=0 between the sham and JC groups. In the JI group, combination 

therapy increased the PD across the intestine 2.6-fold compared to EGF alone at T=0 (P 

< .01) and increased over time (Figure 6-6A). Isc is a summation of all ionic currents 

across the epithelium and a measure of active transport processes. 
37  

In the sham group, 

Isc at T=0 was increased 3.1- and 17.1-fold in response to EGF alone compared to GLP-2 

alone (P < .001) and saline (P < .001), respectively, and maintained over time (Figure 6- 

6B). There were no treatment-related differences in the JI model. In the JC model, 

combination therapy decreased Isc 2.8-fold at T=0 compared to GLP-2 alone (P < .01). 

TEER is a measure of tissue integrity and barrier function. 
37   

In the sham model, 
 

EGF alone and combination therapy decreased TEER 9-fold (P < .001) and 7.6-fold (P = 

 

.001), respectively, compared to saline, while GLP-2 alone had no effect.  In the JI 

model, there was no effect of treatment at T=0 but over time, there was a gradual increase 

in TEER with combination therapy, with no effect of either GLP-2 or EGF alone.  In the 
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JC model, combination therapy increased TEER at T=0 9.8-fold (P < .01) compared to 

GLP-2 and over time, which likely reflects the increased PD (Figure 6-6C). 

Fat Absorption 

 

Total fat absorption was affected by the SBS resection model, but not by 

treatment. Thus, the JC anatomy demonstrated 19.7% and 26.0% lower fat absorption 

compared to both the JI and sham groups, respectively (P < .01, Figure 6-7). 

Intestinal Gene Expression, IAP activity, and Proliferation 

 

For these outcomes, sham animals were not studied. Administration of GLP-2 

and EGF, alone or in combination, increased trefoil factor-3 (TFF3) expression by 150% 

over saline (P < .01) in the JI group (Figure 6-8A), with a similar trend in the JC group 

(Figure 6-8B). While treatment did not affect ki-67 expression in either JI or JC piglets, 

ki-67 staining of distal intestine in JI piglets demonstrated a trend towards increased ki- 

67-positive staining cells with combination therapy versus saline control (P = .08) 

(Figure 6-8C). Treatment did not affect relative cdx2, caspase-3 (c3) or IAP expression 

in JI or JC piglets (Figure 6-8A-B). However, there was a 50%-decrease in IAP activity 

in the JI group for all treatments as compared to saline control (P < .01) (Figure 6-8D). 

In the JI piglets, GLP-2 alone and EGF alone increased claudin-7 expression by 40% (P < 

 

.05) while GLP-2 alone and combination therapy increased claudin-15 expression by 

150% (P < .05) versus saline (Figure 6-8A). A similar trend in claudin-15 expression 

was seen with combination therapy versus saline in JC piglets (Figure 6-8B). 

Growth Factor and Receptor Gene Expression 

 

Jejunal Glp2r expression differed as a function of surgery (P < .01) but not 

treatment, such that the JI and JC anatomies demonstrated a 48% (P < .01) and 43% (P < 
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.05) decrease in jejunal Glp2r expression versus sham, respectively (Figure 6-9A). Ileal 

Glp2r expression also differed as a function of surgery (P < .01) but not treatment, with 

22% greater ileal Glp2r expression in the JI versus sham animals (Figure 6-9B). 

There was a significant interaction between surgery and treatment on jejunal Igf1 

expression (P < .05). There was no difference in Igf1 expression as compared to saline in 

all surgical models. However, in the JC anatomy, Igf1 expression was 76% greater with 

EGF as compared to GLP-2 treatment (Figure 6-9C).  Furthermore, differential jejunal 

Igf1 expression between anatomies was evident in the JI-GLP-2 group demonstrating 

76%-greater expression compared to the JC-GLP-2 group (P < .01). There was no 

difference in ileal Igf1 (Figure 6-9D) or jejunal Igf1r expression (Figure 6-9E). However, 

ileal Igf1r expression differed as a function of surgical anatomy (P < .02) but not 

treatment, with the JI group demonstrating 50% increased expression over sham animals 

(Figure 6-9F). There was no difference in jejunal or ileal relative expression of Gcg 

(Figures 6-9G and 6-9H) or jejunal expression of ErbB1, the main EGF receptor (Egfr) 

(Figure 6-9I).  EGF treatment decreased ileal Egfr expression compared to saline control 

in JI piglets (P < .01; Figure 6-9J). Finally, there was no difference in the jejunal or ileal 

expression of fibroblast growth factors-2, -7, -9, and -10 (Figures 6-9K-R) 

DISCUSSION 

There is mounting evidence that growth factors such as GLP-2 and EGF augment 

intestinal adaptation in SBS. GLP-2 studies in rodent models of SBS and human clinical 

trials have led to its approval for use in adult SBS.
5-10 

Clinical trials of GLP-2 therapy in 

pediatric SBS are ongoing but the limited preclinical studies using piglet SBS models 

suggest a benefit.  In our previous study, 14 days of GLP-2 therapy increased jejunal 
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villus height, and intestinal length to a degree, and JC-piglets given GLP-2 were able to 

wean off PN sooner than JC piglets given saline.
15   

In a neonatal piglet JI model with 

80% intestinal resection, Naberhuis et al. demonstrated that teduglutide treatment for 7 

days increased mucosal surface area and transiently improved absorption of glucose and 

glutamine.
17 

Finally, in a preterm piglet model with 50% distal intestinal resection and 

jejunostomy, Vegge et al. showed that GLP-2 treatment for 7 days resulted in intestinal 

hyperplasia, increases in sucrase and maltase activities and the relative absorption of 

fluid, energy and all macronutrients.
14   

Teduglutide treatment for 7 days in neonatal 

piglets with 50% distal intestinal resection and jejunostomy demonstrated increases in 

intestinal weight per length but not functional adaptation (digestive enzyme activity, 

enteral nutrient absorption or IHC).
16 

Regarding EGF, EGF administration has been 

shown to increase villus height and crypt depth at 50 μg/kg/day in a rat JI model of SBS 

with 50% resection.
23 

In a rodent JC SBS model leaving only a 20 cm jejunal remnant, 

Sham et al. also demonstrated that treatment with recombinant human EGF prevented 

weight loss, improved 3-0 methylglucose absorption and reduced permeability 

(lactulose/mannitol ratio) compared to placebo.
24 

In newly weaned 3-week-old piglets 

without resection, enteral EGF (in the form as administered in the present study) 

increased weight gain, jejunal villus height, expression of the anti-inflammatory cytokine, 

IL-13, and reversed the decrease in SGLT-1 and GLP-2R expression and protein levels 

induced by weaning.
25   

A 2005 pilot study of enteral EGF treatment (100 μg/kg/day) for 

6 weeks in five children with SBS (defined as having a bowel length less than 25% 

expected for age) demonstrated improved 3-0 methylglucose absorption and enteral 

tolerance but did not affect weight gain or intestinal permeability.
26
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In the present study, we investigated the novel administration of combination 

GLP-2 and EGF therapy compared to each treatment alone and saline in the setting of 

neonatal SBS.  We used two relevant translational animal models, the JI and JC 

anatomies, with the latter lacking ileum and representing most human infants with SBS. 

Preclinical mechanistic studies using the piglet as an established model of the neonatal 

intestine are timely, as clinical trials with GLP-2 analogues in pediatric SBS are currently 

in progress. Furthermore, emerging literature has identified common downstream 

pathways between GLP-2R and ErbB1 signaling, suggesting synergy between GLP-2 and 

EGF, a natural ErbB1 ligand, in stimulating intestinal growth. 

Combination treatment with GLP-2 and EGF was associated with tropic intestinal 

effects and structural adaptation in both the JI and JC models. In parameters such as 

normalized intestinal weight, mucosal weight and villus height, there was no difference 

between combination therapy and GLP-2 alone but both treatments were superior to 

saline control and/or EGF alone. This suggests that GLP-2 is the main factor stimulating 

increases in these parameters, consistent with prior studies demonstrating that GLP-2 

administration in rodents and piglets expands the intestinal mucosal epithelium. 
3,4,6,14-17

 

 

However, EGF alone appeared to be selectively beneficial in increasing bowel weight per 

length and jejunal villus height in the JI group only. This finding may relate to the fact 

that the JI anatomy retains GLP-2-producing L-cells that have been shown to increase 

their GLP-2 production post-resection to mediate intestinal adaptation. 
38,39 

We observed 

evidence of this intrinsic adaptation in our JI model, with intestinal (especially ileal) 

lengthening, and increased intestinal weight and ileal villus height. Thus, while 

additional exogenous GLP-2 administration did not augment structural adaptation in the 
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JI model, administration of EGF alone may have acted synergistically with endogenous 

circulating GLP-2. In contrast, the JC model, with markedly reduced numbers of L-cells 

and thus of endogenous GLP-2, did not exhibit intrinsic adaptation and demonstrated 

tropic effects only when given either GLP-2, either alone or in combination with EGF. 

Aside from mucosal expansion, combined GLP-2 and EGF therapy increased 

intestinal length in all three surgical models.  The length of remnant intestine is a 

predictor of clinical outcomes in SBS 
1
, but preclinical studies to date have been 

inconsistent in demonstrating a GLP-2 effect on intestinal lengthening.  However, Martin 

et al. have suggested that the EGFR plays a role in intestinal smooth muscle adaptation 

after resection, as the EGFR mutant waved-2 mice fail to demonstrate normal smooth 

muscle proliferation and intestinal lengthening as seen in control mice. 
40 

Interestingly, 

our findings show that only co-administration of EGF and GLP-2 increased intestinal 

length, suggesting the requirement for both factors.  Unexpectedly, ki-67 and caspase-3 

expression, which reflect cellular proliferation and apoptotic pathways, respectively, did 

not parallel the morphological or histological findings in the combination treatment. It 

may be that caspase gene expression may not reflect true rates of apoptosis and that 

protein expression may be a more representative outcome. Furthermore, cellular 

hypertrophy, as opposed to cellular hyperplasia, cannot be discounted as another possible 

underlying adaptive mechanism with administration of trophic peptides. 

In this study, we measured the jejunal permeability of mannitol (a small sugar 

alcohol molecule) and PEG (a larger molecular weight molecule representative of the size 

of bacterial toxin or peptide), which use paracellular pathways of transport. In contrast to 

Üssing chamber studies using rodent intestine, greater variability was observed when 
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using piglet jejunum, both between different segments of the same intestinal specimen 

and between animals of the same surgical and treatment group. This variability in Papp 

values may be inherent to performing Üssing chamber studies in intestine from a large 

animal model such as the piglet. Thus, we performed a linear mixed-model regression 

analysis of Papp values in order include this variability in our analyses. Studies in 

healthy rodents have previously demonstrated the GLP-2 decreases permeability through 

an IGF-1R-dependent mechanism.
41   

However, our data showed no difference in 

 

intestinal permeability following GLP-2 treatment alone, and this may be due to the 

degree of variability observed. In contrast, we observed that combination therapy with 

GLP-2 and EGF decreased jejunal permeability of both mannitol and PEG in JI and JC 

models compared to the sham and saline treatments, suggesting a benefit in both 

resection models. These findings may be associated with the tropic effects observed in 

jejunal mucosal weight and villus height, reflecting an increase in overall epithelial 

biomass and thickness of the intestinal wall, which may have resulted in a decrease in 

permeability. This proposed mechanism might also underlie differences in TEER, with 

combination therapy leading to the greatest intestinal transepithelial resistance in the JI 

and JC models but not the sham. Furthermore, modulation of tight junctional complexes 

may underlie the improvements in intestinal permeability.  Claudins-7 and -15 are 

expressed all along the mammalian intestine 
42 

but have contrasting roles, with claudin-7 

weakening the intestinal barrier 
43 

and claudin-15 maintaining barrier function. 
44 

We 

observed that both combination therapy and GLP-2 monotherapy increased claudin-15 

expression while GLP-2 or EGF monotherapy increased claudin-7 mRNA expression in 

the JI model while in the JC model, combination therapy increased claudin-15 
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expression, although not significant. These findings that suggest that modulation of 

claudin expression may underlie some of the effects observed with barrier function 

following growth factor treatment, which adds to previous knowledge gained from 

studies in mice 
41

, and that these effects may vary according to the SBS resection model. 

In addition, we observed an increase in mannitol and PEG permeability in 
 

response to EGF alone in the sham group but not the JI or JC resection groups. 

Consistent with this decreased permeability was a decrease in TEER. The sham group 

also had increased permeability with combination treatment, which was likely to be due 

to the EGF effect rather than the combination with GLP-2.  The mechanisms underlying 

these effects remain speculative but EGFR signaling has been implicated in the setting of 

oxidant-induced intestinal hyperpermeability relevant to IBD. 
45 

This may be translatable 

to human neonates with SBS that demonstrate impaired intestinal barrier function often 

associated with NEC and the need for intestinal resection 
46 

and PN-associated mucosal 

atrophy 
1,47

. The consequence of increased paracellular permeability or loss of epithelial- 

transmembrane barrier function is the potential for bacterial translocation and/or toxin 

exposure and increased risk of infection and sepsis. These are a significant concern in 

SBS infants that are at high-risk of developing small bowel bacterial overgrowth. 
1 

Thus, 

decreased intestinal permeability is clinically desirable. Interestingly, we did not detect a 

difference in permeability between surgical anatomies, suggesting that permeability was 

unaltered as a result of resection, although this lack of statistical significance may be due 

to the inherent variability of the model.  Furthermore, we performed surgery on 

previously healthy term piglets (with presumably normal baseline permeability) and not 
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piglets with NEC that might otherwise demonstrate perturbed intestinal permeability at 

baseline. 

While we observed expansion of the mucosal epithelium and intestinal 

lengthening with combination therapy, we did not observe parallel improvement in 

nutrient absorptive functional adaptation. We did observe an up-regulation in TFF3 

expression, involved in mucosal repair, with GLP-2 and EGF in the JI and JC models, 

which may also underlie the improvement in permeability with combination treatment. 

In contrast, we observed no difference in cdx2 expression, a critical factor in early 

intestinal differentiation, and decreased IAP activity with all treatments compared to 

saline in the JI model. There were also no treatment-related differences in fat absorption. 

The Isc, an indicator of active transport, was not affected by growth factor treatment in 

both JI and JC models. Furthermore, there were no treatment-related differences in 

weight gain, an important parameter used clinically in the monitoring of infants with 

SBS. Collectively, these results suggest that while combination therapy may augment the 

intestinal absorptive surface area, functional adaptation related to nutrient absorption and 

active transport processes may remain unaffected or immature due to proliferating 

epithelial mucosal cells that are not yet differentiated. The nutrient absorptive effects of 

GLP-2 administration in healthy animals and SBS animal models are inconsistent and 

appear to depend on gestational age 
48

, with some authors reporting increased nutrient 

transporter expression 
49,50

, digestive enzyme activity 
14,51

, and relative macronutrient 

absorption 
14 

while others suggest that such changes are acute and transient. 
17 

It is 

important to highlight that our research utilizes a neonatal swine SBS model, with three 

factors that differ significantly from normal mature rodents but may be relevant for 
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translation to human infants with SBS. In our model, it is conceivable that improved 

intestinal function resulting from growth factor treatment occurs mainly due to increased 

absorptive surface area, as we have previously shown that JC piglets, following 14 days 

of GLP-2 treatment, demonstrated increased villus height and a modest increase in 

intestinal length, tolerated more EN and were able to wean off PN sooner than JC piglets 

given saline. 
15

 

 

From a mechanistic perspective, GLP-2R downstream signaling is incompletely 

understood and complex because the receptor is not found on enterocytes or the intestinal 

epithelium, where growth and permeability effects are observed.
53 

Consequently, 

intestinal growth factors such as IGF-1 and EGF have been implicated as downstream 

mediators of GLP-2, although the relative importance of each remains unclear.
20,21 

In the 

present study, we observed decreased jejunal Glp2r expression with either JI or JC 

resection compared to sham but no effect of treatment, which is in contrast to our 

previous study demonstrating a12-fold increase in expression in JI-GLP-2 piglets 

compared to JI-saline piglets after 14 days of treatment.
15 

This discrepancy is likely 

related to differences in EN administration, as piglets in this study were pair-fed while 

EN delivery in our prior study was increased based on tolerance and piglets given GLP-2 

in that study tolerated more EN. In the JI piglets, we did observe increased ileal Glp2r 

and Igf1r expression compared to sham, potentially an adaptive response to resection. 

Expression of jejunal Igf1 differed according to surgical model: expression increased in 

JC piglets given EGF alone compared to GLP-2 while JI piglets given GLP-2 alone had 

significantly greater Igf1 expression compared to JC piglets given GLP-2 alone. This 

finding suggests that GLP-2 may differentially upregulate Igf1 expression to a greater 
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extent in the JI anatomy compared to the JC anatomy, although this expression was not 

different than saline. Interestingly, the rodent studies linking GLP-2 signaling and IGF-1 

were performed in unresected rodents that still had ileum.
54 

Finally, our finding of 

decreased ileal Egfr expression in JI piglets given EGF alone compared to saline may 

represent a ligand-activated negative feedback loop, a hypothesis which will require 

further study. Finally, although fibroblast growth factors are hypothesized to play a role 

in mediating the intestinal adaptive process, our transcriptomic analyses did not detect 

any difference in the expression of intestinal fibroblast growth factors. 

The notion of administering growth factor therapies in combination, in order to 

elicit a synergistic intestinotropic effect, was first explored in healthy rodents by Drucker 

et al., where they showed that human recombinant GLP-2, given with either growth 

hormone (GH) or IGF-1, stimulated histological intestinal growth better than GLP-2 

alone, and that villus and crypt lengths were most stimulated when all five growth factors 

(GLP-2, IGF-1, EGF, IGF-II, and GH) were administered together.  In 2005, Kitchen et 

al. demonstrated that GLP-2 and EGF, given in combination for 6 days to parenterally- 

fed rats, was superior to either agents given alone in terms of increasing intestinal weight, 

cell proliferation, and proximal intestinal villus and crypt area.
55   

We have now shown 
 

that combined administration of EGF and GLP-2, in two neonatal piglet models of SBS 

representing the spectrum of disease seen in human infants, has beneficial intestinal 

adaptive effects. While EGF alone and GLP-2 alone had differential effects on 

morphology and histology, combined therapy specifically increased intestinal length, as 

well as increasing intestinal weight and villus height compared to saline or EGF alone. 

Combination therapy also improved intestinal barrier function, which is significant given 
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the risk for altered permeability and intestinal bacterial overgrowth and translocation in 

neonates with SBS. Importantly, both growth and permeability effects were observed in 

the JC model, which may relate to an intrinsic absence of ileum and endogenous GLP-2 

and represents the anatomy most frequently encountered in human neonates. 

Our study does have limitations. It is possible that greater treatment-related 

differences in the functional outcomes of gene expression, fat absorption and/or weight 

gain might be realized with a longer study period. However, a major limitation of study 

extension is significantly increased mortality in SBS piglets beyond two weeks due to 

line infection and sepsis, as also often found in infants with SBS.  Furthermore, the lack 

of intestinal structural benefit with EGF alone may relate to the fact that the EGFR is 

restricted to the basolateral epithelial membrane and is thus normally exposed only in the 

setting of epithelial injury. 
56  

Effects of EGF may therefore be better appreciated in using 

a preclinical model that combines both epithelial injury, such as NEC, and resection but 

such animal models carry significant morbidity and mortality. Finally, our transcriptomic 

analyses ultimately require functional validation through characterization of changes in 

protein levels. 

 

In summary, our study demonstrates beneficial effects of combined GLP-2 and 

EGF administration on intestinal morphology, histology and barrier function in a 

preclinical model of neonatal SBS.  Given these findings, this novel treatment 

combination has the potential to improve clinical outcomes by decreasing infection risk 

and improving nutrient absorption and weaning of PN. Importantly, these growth and 

permeability effects were observed in the SBS model lacking ileum, representing the 

remnant anatomy most seen in human infants, thus illustrating the potential clinical utility 
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of combined GLP-2 and EGF treatment for human infants with SBS. 
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Figure 6-1: Study flow chart. 

The number of piglets per group and excluded from the study are illustrated. 
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Figure 6-2: Tissue Collection. 

Intestinal tissue segments were collected, as illustrated. Note: sham piglets do not have 

an intestinal anastomosis. 
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Table 6-1: Intestinal Growth and Function. 

List of target and housekeeping primers used to evaluate genes related to intestinal 

growth and function by RT SYBR Green qPCR. All primers were purchased from 

Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc., Coralville, IA, USA 

 
Target Gene Forward primer (5’-3’) Reverse primer (5’-3’) 

    

Trefoil factor-3 

(tff3) 

TFF3 GGGAGTATGTGGGCCTGTC AGGTGCATTCTGTTTCCTGC 

Antigen Ki-67 MKI67 TGGAGGGAAAGGCTTTTTTAAGT GCAGCCCTGCATCTGTGTAA 

Homoebox 

protein cdx-2 

CDX2 CTAAAACAGACACGAGCCTTTCG GCAACCAGTCGATGCATCCT 

Caspase-3 (c3) CASP3 TGCATATTCTACAGCACCTGGTTA 

CT 

CTGCACAAAGTGACTGGATGA 

AC 

Intestinal 

alkaline 

phosphatase 

(IAP) 

ALPI AGCCATATACCTCCATCCTTTATG GTACATGCGGTCGCTAATCT 

Claudin-7 CLDN7 GGGAGACGACAAAGTGAAGAA CATACCAGGAGCAAGCTATC 

AA 
Claudin-15 CLDN15 GCGCTGCACGAACATTG GTTGAAGGCATACCAGGAG 

ATAG 
    

Housekeeping    

beta-2- 

microgobulin 

B2M CGGAAAGCCAAATTACCTGAAC TCTCCCCGTTTTTCAGCAAAT 

glyceraldehyde 
-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase 

(GAPDH) 

GAPDH CAGCAATGCCTCCTGTACCA ACGATGCCGAAGTTGTCATG 
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Table 6-2: Intestinal Growth Factors and their Receptors. 

TaqMan® gene expression assays using porcine-specific primers purchased from 

LifeTechnologies for RT-qPCR analysis. 

 

Peptide Gene NCBI gene names 
NCBI mRNA 
accession No. 

Life Technologies 

TaqMan Assay ID 

GLP-2R Glp2r Glucagon-like peptide 2 receptor XM_003133457.3 * 

IGF-1 Igf1 Insulin-like growth factor 1 AF403247.1, 

DQ530510.1 

Ss03373437m1 

IGF-1R Igf1r Insulin-like growth factor 1 

receptor 

XM_003131575.4 * 

Proglucagon Gcg Glucagon NM_001005352.2 Ss03378689u1 

ErbB1 (main 

EGFR) 

Egfr Epidermal growth factor receptor NM_214426.1 Ss03384833u1 

FGF-2 Fgf2 Fibroblast growth factor-2 AJ577089.1 Ss03375809_u1 

FGF-9 Fgf7 Fibroblast growth factor-7   

FGF-9 Fgf9 Fibroblast growth factor-9   

FGF-10 Fgf10 Fibroblast growth factor-10 XM_003133924.2 * 

18S RN18S 18S ribosomal RNA NM_001243304.1 Ss03377319u1 
 

Assay ID’s denoted by ‘*’ were custom-made using the Custom TaqMan® Assay Design 

Tool from Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA) available at: 

https://www.thermofisher.com/ca/en/home/life-science/pcr/real-time-pcr/real-time-pcr- 

assays/taqman-gene-expression.html 

http://www.thermofisher.com/ca/en/home/life-science/pcr/real-time-pcr/real-time-pcr-
http://www.thermofisher.com/ca/en/home/life-science/pcr/real-time-pcr/real-time-pcr-
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Table 6-3: Baseline data. 

Baseline characteristics of piglets treated with GLP-2, EGF and combined treatment in 

sham, JI, and JC models of SBS.  Data are mean ± SEM, analyzed by two-way ANOVA. 

 

Groups Initial Age 

(days old) 

Initial weight 

(kg) 

Pre-surgery 

intestinal 

length (cm) 

Post-surgery 

intestinal 

length (cm) 
     

Sham-saline 3.8 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.06 626.6 ± 34.3 626.6 ± 34.3 

Sham-GLP-2 3.8 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.1 598.6 ± 39.6 598.6 ± 39.6 

Sham-EGF 3.7 ± 0.9 2.0 ± 0.2 663.9 ± 27.4 663.9 ± 27.4 

Sham-EGF+GLP-2 3.5 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.2 672.4 ± 60.7 672.4 ± 60.7 
     

JI-saline 4.6 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.07 604.3 ± 17.3 151.3 ± 4.3 

JI-GLP-2 3.8 ± 0.2 2.3 ± 0.09 606.3 ± 18.0 151.2 ± 4.8 

JI-EGF 4.0 ± 0.4 2.3 ± 0.07 593.6 ± 25.4 148.2 ± 6.3 

JI-EGF+GLP-2 3.5 ± 0.3 2.3 ± 0.04 592.6 ± 21.2 148.3 ± 5.4 
     

JC-saline 3.8 ± 0.6 2.3 ± 0.09 582.1 ± 28.5 145.4 ± 7.2 

JC-GLP-2 3.3 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.05 625.1 ± 22.4 156.3 ± 5.7 

JC-EGF 4.8 ± 0.6 2.5 ± 0.08 603.9 ± 20.0 151.0 ± 5.0 

JC-EGF+GLP-2 4.3 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.06 568.4 ± 8.9 142.0 ± 2.3 
     

 

P value 

 

0.4 
 

0.8 
 

0.4 
0.5 (between JI 

and JC) 
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Figure 6-3A-E: Weight Gain and Gross Morphology. 

 

Body weight gain (A), change in remnant intestinal length (B), bowel weight per length 

(C), normalized intestinal weight (D) and jejunal mucosal weight (E) following GLP-2, 

EGF and combined treatment in sham, JI and JC piglet SBS models. Mean +/- SEM; two- 

way ANOVA. Note: For normalized intestinal weight, all pairwise comparisons between 

the three surgical anatomies differed significantly (sham>JI>JC) for each treatment (not 

depicted). 

* P < .05 (as denoted or vs. saline), 
a 

P < .05 vs. EGF, 
b 

P < .01 vs. sham-EGF and JC- 

EGF, 
c 
P < .01 vs. sham-EGF+GLP-2, 

d 
P < .05 vs. JC-EGF, 

e 
P < .05 vs. JC-saline and 

JC-EGF 
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Figure 6-3F: Change in length of remnant jejunum and ileum in JI piglets. 

Unlike JC piglets, JI piglets have both remnant jejunum and ileum, and their respective 

changes in length are depicted. Mean +/- SEM; one-way ANOVA. 

* p<0.05 vs. EGF alone 
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* * b * ** a 

* 

* * 

* * 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 

 

Figure 6-4: Histopathology. 

Jejunal villus height (A) and crypt depth (B) and ileal villus height (C) and crypt depth 
(D) following GLP-2, EGF and combined treatment in sham, JI and JC piglet SBS 

models. Mean +/- SEM; linear mixed-model analysis.  N/A: Not applicable. 
* P < .05 vs. saline or sham, ** P < .05 vs. JC-saline, JC-GLP-2 and JC-EGF+GLP-2, 

a 
P 

< .05 vs. sham-GLP-2, 
b 

P < .05 vs. JC-EGF 
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Figure 6-5: Jejunal permeability. 

Jejunal mucosal-to-serosal (M-to-S) and serosal-to-mucosal (S-to-M) permeability of (A) 

mannitol and (B) PEG in sham, JI and JC models of SBS. Apparent Permeability (Papp). 

Mean +/- SEM; linear mixed-model analysis.  * P < .05 vs. saline 
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Electrical Parameters of Jejunum. 

(A) Potential difference (PD), (B) short-circuit current (Isc) and (C) transepithelial 

electrical resistance (TEER) in GLP-2, EGF and combination treatment groups in sham, 

JI and JC models of SBS.  Mean +/- SEM; Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA at T=0. * P < .05 
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Figure 6-7: Fat absorption. 

Total fat absorption in sham, JI and JC models of SBS. Mean +/- SEM; two-way 

ANOVA. 

* P < .05 
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Figure 6-8: Intestinal growth and function. 

Distal intestinal expression of genes involved in intestinal repair (trefoil factor-3, tff3), 

cell proliferation (ki-67), differentiation (cdx2), apoptosis (caspase-3, c3), function 

(intestinal alkaline phosphatase, IAP), and permeability (claudins-7 and -15) in (A) JI and 

(B) JC piglet SBS models, and (C) ki-67 immunohistochemistry and (D) IAP activity in 

neonatal piglet SBS models following GLP-2, EGF and combination treatment. Mean +/- 

SEM. * P < .05 vs saline (one-way ANOVA and post-hoc CONTRAST statement) 
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Figure 6-9: Intestinal gene expression of growth factors and their receptors. 
Gene expression of jejunal and ileal (A) Glp2r, (B) Igf1, (C) Igf1r, (D) Gcg, (E) Egfr 

(ErbB1), (F) Fgf2, (G) Fgf7, (H) Fgf9 and (I) Fgf10 following GLP-2, EGF and 

combined treatment in piglet SBS resection models. Mean +/- SEM; two-way ANOVA. 

N/A: Not applicable.  * P < .05 vs. sham or saline, ** P < .05 vs. JC-GLP-2 
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Short bowel syndrome (SBS) occurs when a significant amount of intestine is 

surgically resected for congenital or acquired intestinal abnormalities and is most 

frequently encountered in neonates. When a significant amount of intestine is removed, 

the child can no longer absorb adequate nutrition and fluid for normal health and 

development, a state referred to as ‘intestinal failure’. 
1   

The mainstay of therapy for 

neonates with SBS and intestinal failure is parenteral nutrition (PN), which supplies fluid 
 

and adequate nutrition via the intravenous route to maintain and support growth and 

development. In order to survive, children with SBS must adapt. Intestinal ‘adaptation’ 

refers to the intrinsic structural and physiological processes that occur in the remnant 

intestine that allows children with SBS to improve their nutrient and fluid absorption over 

time. Structural changes begin with crypt cell proliferation that results in villus 

lengthening and crypt deepening, thereby increasing the mucosal surface area available 

for nutrient absorption. Functional changes include the increased expression and activity 

of nutrient transporters and digestive enzymes and an increasing number of intestinal 

stem cells differentiating towards absorptive cell types. 
2  

However, intestinal adaptation 
 

is a slow process, occurring over months to years, during which time many infants with 

SBS must be supported with PN for survival. Children with SBS who successfully adapt 

are able to eventually wean off PN therapy as they attain enteral autonomy, the end-goal 

in the management of infants with SBS. Children with SBS who do not successfully 

adapt are at risk of developing prolonged or permanent PN dependency. 

The ability of a child with SBS to wean off of PN therapy is influenced by several 

patient factors, including the pathological disease process leading to intestinal resection, 

the age of the patient, the extent of intestinal resection, the anatomic location of the 
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intestinal segment that is removed, the presence of remnant ileum and/or ileocecal valve, 

and whether the colon remains in continuity with the remnant intestine. The diseases that 

commonly lead to intestinal resection and SBS in infants, including necrotizing 

enterocolitis (NEC) and congenital atresia, tend to affect the distal intestine, including 

ileum. 
3   

Consequently, the more commonly encountered remnant intestinal anatomy 

observed in neonatal SBS is distal intestinal resection, removing most or all of the ileum 

and often a portion of the proximal colon, with either creation of a jejunostomy (often 

during a first, initial surgery) or a jejunocolic anastomosis (typically the final anatomy, 

after jejunostomy reversal). However, this remnant anatomical configuration is 

associated with a relative decrease in propensity for intestinal adaptation, in comparison 

to mid-intestinal resection that retains remnant ileum and the entire colon in continuity. 
4 

The reason for this phenomenon is due to the fact that the distal intestine and proximal 

 

colon harbors the enteroendocrine L-cell, which releases intestinotrophic hormones such 

as glucagon-like peptide-2 (GLP-2). After a proximal- or mid-intestinal resection, 

circulating GLP-2 levels are increased and believed to mediate the post-resection 

adaptive response. 
5,6

 

Infants with SBS that are unable to successfully adapt subsequently require PN 
 

for an extended duration and become at risk of developing the well-characterized 

complications of long-term PN therapy, namely central venous line infection and sepsis 

and PN-associated liver disease. Historically, these two complications were responsible 

for the significant morbidity and mortality observed in infants with SBS, with neonatal 

SBS being the most common indication for intestinal transplantation.
7-9   

Advances in 

medical and surgical management, driven by a better understanding of the physiological 
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mechanisms underlying intestinal adaptation and PN-associated liver disease, and the rise 

of coordinated multidisciplinary intestinal rehabilitation programs have since improved 

mortality in infants with SBS. However, many SBS infants continue to remain PN- 

dependent as they fail to adequately adapt and remain at risk of developing PN-associated 

complications. Importantly, preterm infants are at significantly higher risk of developing 

NEC, the leading cause of neonatal SBS, and with the global rise in preterm births, the 

incidence of neonatal SBS is expected to rise in association. 
10,11  

SBS thus remains a 

 

significant clinical problem in human neonates and there is a need, more than ever, to 

develop therapies and strategies to augment the intestinal adaptive process, leading to 

earlier weaning of PN and improved patient outcomes. 

The study of SBS in neonates and evaluation of potential therapies for this 

population poses several challenges. 
3 

First, neonatal SBS is marked by disease 

heterogeneity due to variation in patient factors such as patient age, index disease 

diagnoses, remnant anatomical configuration, extent of resection, and function of the 

remaining intestine.  Second, the actual number of patients seen and cared for at each 

individual institutional center is limited, which subsequently restricts patient sample size. 

To overcome these challenges, translational animal models serve as an important means 

to obtain preclinical data.  Nevertheless, in the case of neonatal SBS, even preclinical 

data is scarce. Most preclinical SBS models employ mature rodents but the translational 

relevance from adult rodent models to neonatal human SBS is limited. Furthermore, the 

majority of rodent SBS models utilize a proximal or mid-intestinal resection that retains 

ileum, which is less commonly observed in human neonates. 
12   

In comparison to adult 
 

humans, neonates also have a significant gut growth potential as they progress through 
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development. Neonates also demonstrate developmental considerations regarding 

gastrointestinal physiology and the potential impact of intestinal resection. In order to 

develop a relevant neonatal SBS translational model, the neonatal piglet has emerged as a 

suitable animal model due to similarities in gastrointestinal ontogeny, physiology and 

adaptive mechanisms to the human neonate. 
12-17   

Neonatal piglets are also able to 

withstand and survive significant intestinal resection and be maintained on total PN, 
 

much akin to human neonates with SBS. 

 

As discussed in Chapter 3, our laboratory established two translational piglet SBS 

models to advance the study of neonatal SBS. 
14 

Utilizing 2 to 5-day-old neonatal piglets, 

a central venous catheter is first implanted into the external jugular vein for the provision 

of PN. A laparotomy is then performed and the intestinal length is measured. Following 

this, a 75% intestinal resection is performed.  In this first model (JI model), we remove 

the mid-intestine and perform a jejunoileal (JI) anastomosis, leaving behind equal lengths 

of jejunum and ileum. In the second model (JC model), we remove the distal intestine 

(including the entire ileum) and first 5 cm of colon and perform a jejunocolic (JC) 

anastomosis. Piglets then receive a Stamm gastrostomy tube that is inserted into their 

stomach and exteriorized in order to provide enteral nutrition (EN). The abdomen is then 

closed.  Piglets are subsequently maintained in metabolic cages with either or both PN 

and EN.  Using such a model, we are able to study neonatal SBS using a relevant 

preclinical model, as previously validated in 2011.
14   

In addition, these piglet SBS models 
 

have enabled our group to study how differential remnant SBS anatomies impact nutrient 

absorption, intestinal function and clinical outcomes. The JI model, representing a more 

pro-adaptive remnant anatomy, allows comparison with prior piglet and rodent SBS 
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models in the literature that have mostly utilized mid-intestinal resection models. The JC 

model, on the other hand, represents the remnant anatomy most commonly observed in 

human neonates and therefore has the greatest translational relevance to study potential 

therapies in neonatal SBS. Notably, this model also exhibits limited innate potential for 

adaptation.
5,14

 

There is significant interest in developing trophic peptide growth factors as 
 

therapies to augment the intestinal adaptive process in the setting of SBS.  As discussed 

in Chapter 4, GLP-2 is the leading candidate peptide amongst these growth factors. GLP- 

2 is synthesized and secreted by the intestinal L-cell in the distal ileum and proximal 

colon in response to luminal nutrition and mediates the endogenous intestinal adaptive 

response to feeding. In normal rodents and rodent models of SBS, exogenous GLP-2 

administration induces structural and functional aspects of adaptation including villus and 

crypt lengthening and glucose transporter expression.
18-25   

In non-resected piglets fed 

 

solely by PN, exogenous GLP-2 administration reverses the intestinal mucosal atrophy 

associated with total PN therapy. 
26 

In adult humans with SBS, 24 weeks of therapy with 

teduglutide, a synthetic GLP-2 analogue, increases remnant intestinal villus height on 

biopsy and reduces parenteral fluid requirements.
27,28 

Following these clinical trials in 

adult humans with SBS, teduglutide was approved in the United States and Europe for 

the treatment of adult SBS. 

Efforts are now appropriately focused on the potential of GLP-2 therapy for 

children with SBS, especially neonates, where SBS is most encountered.
30 

Since SBS in 

neonates tend to involve removal of the ileum and often the proximal colon, thereby 

removing the L-cell mass and endogenous source of GLP-2 production, GLP-2 may be a 
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limiting factor for intestinal adaptation in human neonates. Indeed, Sigalet et al. 

previously demonstrated that humans neonates with a jejunoileal anastomosis, whose 

remnant anatomy consists of jejunum, ileum and colon in continuity, had the highest 

circulating GLP-2 levels, followed by patients with an end-ileostomy (jejunum and ileum 

in continuity) and infants with an end-jejunostomy (total removal of ileum and colon 

from continuity) had the lowest circulating GLP-2 levels.
31   

Therefore, our first aim was 
 

to study the effect of exogenous GLP-2 therapy in neonatal SBS and to determine 

whether, if present, effects on structural and functional adaptation differed depending on 

remnant anatomy. We hypothesized that GLP-2 would be effective at stimulating 

intestinal adaptation in neonatal SBS where the ileum and proximal colon were surgically 

removed, thus removing the L-cell mass and endogenous GLP-2 source. In the context 

where ileum was retained, exogenous GLP-2 therapy could either have no benefit, due to 

the presence of endogenous post-resection GLP-2 secretion by the L-cell, or further 

augment structural and/or functional adaptation. 

In addition, there is evidence that the intestinotrophic effects of exogenous GLP-2 

administration in SBS may be augmented when given concomitantly with enteral 

nutrition (EN), as reported in rodent SBS models, normal healthy piglets and neonatal 

piglets subjected to a 75% mid-intestinal resection.
32-34 

Furthermore, Burrin et al. 

determined that the minimal EN amount required for healthy neonatal piglets to exhibit 

jejunal adaptation was 40% of total caloric intake.
33  

Thus, our second aim was to 

compare the effects of exogenous GLP-2 administration in neonatal SBS under the 

setting of total PN (0% EN) versus receiving EN at 40% of total caloric intake. 
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The actions of exogenous GLP-2 treatment on the gastrointestinal tract may 

further be augmented or synergistically enhanced when given in combination with 

epidermal growth factor (EGF), another candidate trophic peptide therapy. On its own 

merit, EGF also has intestinotrophic properties. In normal unresected piglets, EGF 

administration induces weight gain and increases intestinal villus height and decreases 

indices of inflammation.
35   

Furthermore, a pilot study in 5 children with SBS reported 

that enteral EGF treatment improves carbohydrate absorption.
36 

The co-administration of 

GLP-2 and EGF has been previously studied by Kitchen et al. in the setting of PN- 

associated intestinal atrophy, where combination therapy was most effectively in 

inducing structural adaptation.
37   

Thus, our third aim was to study and compare the 

effects of exogenous GLP-2 and EGF administration, given alone and in combination, in 

neonatal SBS and to also determine if effects of this novel combination treatment on 

 

adaptation differed according to remnant anatomy. We hypothesized that intestinal 

adaptation would be best augmented when GLP-2 and EGF were administered in 

combination. 

The intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2 are believed to be indirect because the 

 

GLP-2 receptor (GLP-2R) is not present on the enterocyte or intestinal epithelial cells but 

rather have been identified on subepithelial myofibroblasts, enteric neurons and 

enteroendocrine cells.
38 

Thus, it has been long regarded that secondary mediators must 

mediate at least some of the intestinal effects of GLP-2 in a paracrine manner.  Dubé et 

al. previously demonstrated that insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) plays a key role in 

mediating the growth effects of GLP-2, while Yusta et al. showed that activation of the 

ErbB signaling pathway was requisite for GLP-2 action on the intestine.
39,40   

This latter 
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observation further suggests a possible synergy between GLP-2 and EGF, an ErbB ligand 

that activates the main EGF receptor, c-ErbB1. Thus, our fourth aim was to better 

understand the mechanisms underlying the intestinotrophic effects of GLP-2 and EGF 

administration, given alone and in combination, in the setting on neonatal SBS. 

In chapter 5, we studied exogenous GLP-2 administration in our JI and JC piglet 

models, representing mid- and distal-intestinal resection respectively, under the 

conditions of both total PN and receiving EN at 40% of nutritional intake as the 

minimum intake requirement necessary to stimulate jejunal adaptation. Piglets were 

maintained on 100% PN immediately following surgery. On study day 2, piglets 

randomized to EN began receiving EN at 20% of total caloric intake for 12 hours, 

followed by an increase to 40% of total caloric intake for the remainder of the study. The 

PN rate was decreased to 80% (instead of 60%) of daily caloric intake, in order to offset 

the expected diarrheal losses and malabsorption with introducing EN to SBS piglets. 

GLP-2 was delivered as intravenous human GLP-2 (1-33) at a dose of 11 nmol/kg/day 

(~42 μg/kg/day), beginning immediately post-operatively. In the piglets on total PN (0% 

EN), there was no difference in weight gain or intestinal length between groups. The JI 

model demonstrated intrinsic adaptation, with increased intestinal weight and jejunal 

villus height, compared to the sham model, which was likely to be due to endogenous 

GLP-2 secretion by the retained ileal L cells.  These findings were absent in the JC 

model. In the JI model, GLP-2 treatment very modestly increased jejunal crypt depth by 

9% but increased remnant ileal villus height by 23%. In contrast, in the JC model, jejunal 

villus height and crypt depth were significantly increased with exogenous GLP-2 

treatment, with improved intestinal weight.  In piglets receiving 40% EN, there was a 
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difference in weight gain, with the JC group demonstrating the least weight gain 

compared to the sham group, which may relate to the significant diarrhea (suggestive of 

malabsorption) seen in the JC group. In the SBS resection piglet models, EN 

administration increased intestinal weight. However, the JI group further demonstrated 

significant intestinal lengthening not seen in the JC model. Addition of exogenous GLP- 

2 treatment to the piglets receiving 40% EN only increased ileal crypt depth and not 

villus height, with no effect in the jejunum, in the JI model. In contrast, the JC model 

receiving 40% EN demonstrated increased jejunal villus height with GLP-2 treatment. 

Altogether, these findings suggest that for piglets on total PN, exogenous GLP-2 

therapy may provide beneficial structural adaptation for both the JI and JC models. 

However, the addition of EN strongly favors structural adaptation in the JI model that is 

not further augmented with exogenous GLP-2 treatment (except for ileal crypt depth). 

Meanwhile, the JC model cannot tolerate EN, as evidenced by poor weight gain and 

increased diarrhea, but responds histologically to GLP-2 treatment. Interestingly, we also 

did not detect a synergistic effect between EN administration and GLP-2 treatment. 

Rather, our findings suggest a differential effect of EN administration and exogenous 

GLP-2 treatment on intestinal adaptation, dependent on remnant anatomy. We did not 

detect changes in functional intestinal adaptation, such as treatment-related differences in 

weight gain or in our transcriptomic analyses of nutrient transporter and tight junction 

protein expression, which may relate to the limitations to our study, as will be discussed. 

In chapter 6, we studied the effect of exogenous GLP-2 and EGF administration, 

given alone and in combination, in our two piglets models of neonatal SBS. Piglets were 

maintained on 100% PN immediately following surgery and on study day 2, all piglets 
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began receiving EN at 20% of total caloric intake. The PN rate was not subsequently 

decreased to 80% of total caloric intake, in order to account for the expected diarrheal 

losses and malabsorption with the introduction of EN. In this study, we decided to 

administer EN at 20% of total caloric intake because in the previous chapter, we observed 

that JC piglets did not tolerate receiving EN at 40% of total caloric intake, the minimal 

amount of EN delivery that Burrin et al. demonstrated was required to induce intestinal 

adaptation in unresected neonatal piglets. 
33   

Furthermore, Naberhuis et al. demonstrated 

 

a synergistic effect between exogenous teduglutide treatment and EN delivered at 20% of 

total caloric intake in a neonatal piglet SBS model with 80% proximal intestinal 

resection. 
32 

GLP-2 was again delivered as intravenous human GLP-2 (1-33) at a dose of 

11 nmol/kg/day (42 μg/kg/day), beginning immediately post-operatively. EGF (80 

μg/kg/day) was delivered enterally in the form of EGF-secreting Lactobacillus lactis 

supernatant, beginning on post-operative day 2, as administration of this specific 

supernatant was previously shown to increase weight gain and jejunal villus height and 

reduce inflammatory indices in weanling piglets. 
35 

Similar to the effects seen in chapter 

5, the JI model demonstrated intrinsic adaptation (which was likely due to endogenous 

GLP-2 secretion by L-cells in the retained ileum and proximal colon) that was absent in 

the JC model, such as intestinal lengthening and increased intestinal weight. Regardless 

of remnant intestinal anatomy, combination therapy increased intestinal length by 15% 

over EGF alone and 13% over saline control. In JI piglets, EGF alone augmented bowel 

weight per length over saline control, which may have occurred due to synergy with 

already-present circulating GLP-2, while in JC piglets, GLP-2 alone increased bowel 

weight per length compared to EGF alone, which may relate to an absence of GLP-2 in 
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the JC model. GLP-2 alone and combination therapy both increased intestinal weight 

over EGF alone and saline control in the JC model, and remnant intestinal mucosal 

weight in both JI and JC models. Regarding histology, GLP-2 alone and combination 

therapy both increased jejunal and ileal villus height in the JI model, while in the JC 

model, GLP-2 alone increased jejunal villus height over combination therapy, EGF alone 

and saline control. 

We further studied the effects of surgical anatomy and treatment on intestinal 

barrier function and electrical activity using the Üssing chamber apparatus. EGF 

treatment increased permeability consistently in the sham group, which may relate to 

proposed mechanisms of EGF receptor-mediated increases in intestinal permeability. 
41 

However, in both JI and JC groups, combination therapy consistently decreased the 

paracellular flux of mannitol (representing the molecular size of a nutrient) and 

polyethylene glycol (representing the molecular size of bacterial toxin or peptide) in 

remnant jejunum.  We supported our paracellular flux data by measuring jejunal 

electrical activity, as this additional outcome provided insight on the transcellular (versus 

paracellular) route. Combination therapy increased transepithelial electrical resistance in 

both the JI and JC groups over time, which supported paracellular flux findings and an 

overall decrease in intestinal permeability with combination treatment. In the JI group, 

GLP-2 alone and EGF alone both increased claudin-7 expression while GLP-2 alone and 

combination therapy increased claudin-15 expression over saline. There was also 

increased expression of trefoil factor-3, which is secreted by goblet cells and is involved 

in mucosal repair, with either GLP-2 or EGF administration. These transcriptomic 

findings suggest that our observed changes in intestinal permeability may be due to 
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alterations in the composition of the tight junctional complex or in ameliorated intestinal 

mucosal healing. Regarding other markers of functional adaptation, weight gain and fat 

absorption were unaffected. 

Together, these findings demonstrate beneficial effects of combined GLP-2 and 

EGF administration in neonatal SBS, in both resection models involving either the mid 

intestine or distal intestine. Combined therapy augmented structural aspects of 

adaptation, notably intestinal length (an important determinant of outcome in SBS) and 

intestinal weight, thus increasing the mucosal surface area available for nutrient 

absorption. Functionally, combination therapy strengthened intestinal permeability, a 

finding with significant translational relevance as SBS infants on PN often demonstrate 

perturbed intestinal permeability and increased risk of bacterial translocation and sepsis 

due to their initial disease process, PN-associated mucosal atrophy and small intestinal 

bacterial overgrowth from absence of the ileocecal valve. The fact that we did not 

observe any change in weight gain or fat absorption or transcriptomic indicators of 

functional adaptation in nutrient absorption may relate to the limitations of our study, as 

will be discussed. 

We performed a transcriptomic analysis for expression of intestinal growth factors 

and their receptors using remnant jejunum and ileum from our piglet models in this study 

to better understand the mechanisms underlying trophic factor-mediated intestinal 

adaptation. In the jejunum, we found that GLP-2R expression decreased with surgical 

resection in either JI or JC model, which is in direct contrast to our prior study, whereby 

GLP-2 treatment increased GLP-2R expression in JI piglets over 14 days. This 

discrepancy is likely due to differences in EN administration between studies, as piglets 
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in this thesis were pair-fed while EN delivery in our prior study was increased based on 

enteral tolerance and piglets given GLP-2 in that study tolerated more EN. 
42 

IGF-1 has 

been shown to be essential for the mediating the growth effects of GLP-2 and we found 

that, in the JC model, IGF-1 expression increased with EGF treatment compared to GLP- 

2 treatment and that the JI-GLP-2 group had increased jejunal IGF-1 expression 

compared to the JC-group. These findings suggest that the role of IGF-1 in intestinal 

adaptation may be model-specific and that it may play a relatively more important role in 

animals that are either not resected or undergo proximal- and mid-intestinal resections 

that maintain remnant ileum. In the JI model, the remnant ileum demonstrated increased 

GLP-2 and IGF-1 receptor expression, which may represent a post-resection adaptive 

response in this mid-intestinal resection model, a hypothesis which will require further 

study. We did not find any difference in the gene expression of fibroblast growth factors- 

2, -7, -9 and -10. Altogether, our transcriptomic findings suggest that the mechanisms 

underlying intestinal adaptation may also vary depending on remnant intestinal anatomy. 

There are several limitations to consider in the studies that were performed in this 

thesis. First, we have largely explored early or “acute” adaptation, in measuring the 

effects of EN and trophic factors on structural and functional aspects of adaptation soon 

after resection. We were limited in the study duration that we could maintain growing 

SBS piglets on PN therapy before encountering problems with malnutrition and line 

infection and sepsis, as seen in human infants with SBS. This is an important limitation, 

however, as functional aspects of adaptation involving nutrient absorption and fat 

absorption may be a delayed phenomenon. We also elected to perform studies lasting 7 

days as previous studies using piglet SBS models demonstrated improvements in 
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structural and functional adaptation with exogenous GLP-2 administration after 7 

days.
32,43,44 

Our group has previously performed a study of exogenous GLP-2 therapy in 

our two piglet SBS models for 14 days. In that study, GLP-2 treatment increased 

intestinal length by 39% and jejunal villus height 1.4-fold in the JI animals but did not 

result in increased weaning of PN therapy.  In the JC model, GLP-2 treatment for 14 days 

increased intestinal length by 24%, increased jejunal crypt depth 1.4-fold and permitted 

JC piglets to wean off PN sooner, further supporting a role for GLP-2 treatment in the JC 

model.
42 

However, in that prior study, piglets were not pair-fed and differences in EN 

tolerance and PN weaning may have been confounded by the amount of enteral nutrient 

delivery (itself a stimulus for intestinal adaptation). Thus, we performed the studies 

described herein using pair-fed piglets. 

Regarding functional adaptation, many indices and outcomes have been 

investigated in preclinical SBS studies, such as measuring the absorption of inert 

nutrients, digestive enzyme activity, etc. We elected to perform a transcriptomic analysis 

for nutrient transporters (Chapter 5), fat absorption analyses and transcriptomic analysis 

of intestinal digestive enzyme expression (Chapter 6), and use weight gain as a functional 

correlate. The relative lack of findings using these parameters of adaptation may relate to 

the temporal limitation of the model, and that functional adaptation may be a delayed 

phenomenon and would have been appreciated with a longer study period, or that these 

parameters are simply unaffected in the early post-resection adaptive period. 

Furthermore, our transcriptomic analyses of the expression profiles of nutrient 

transporters, tight junction proteins, and intestinal growth factors and their receptors in 

response to resection, EN and growth factor administration were not validated through 
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characterization of changes in protein levels. We also observed that the expression of 

some growth factors and receptors demonstrated a wide spread in fold-change gene 

expression values between piglets with the same surgical anatomy and treatment. 

Furthermore, we also observed variability in our permeability data, either between 

different sections of the same intestinal segment or between different animals of the same 

surgical anatomy and treatment. Such variation in gene expression and permeability 

suggest that the piglet (a large-animal model) may inherently demonstrate more 

variability, as compared to a small-animal model like the mouse or rat. 

We were also limited in being unable to measure circulating GLP-2 levels in our 

piglets, as commercially available GLP-2 ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) 

kits quantify not only active GLP-2 levels but also the levels of other proglucagon- 

derived peptides. We previously were able to measure circulating GLP-2 levels in our 

SBS piglets through a limited collaboration with the laboratory of Dr. Jens Holst, and 

determined that JI piglets exhibited significantly greater circulating GLP-2 levels post- 

resection in comparison to sham piglets, which may mediate the pro-adaptive properties 

of the mid-intestinal resection model. The JC model, in contrast, did not demonstrate 

increased circulating GLP-2 levels, which may relate to the removal of the GLP-2- 

producing L-cell mass in distal intestinal resections, and also did not demonstrate an 

intrinsic structural intestinal adaptive response.
5

 

 

Finally, the study itself cannot discount the real-world limitations of growth factor 

therapies. The cost of teduglutide currently exceeds 300, 000 U.S. dollars per year in 

adults with SBS. As orphan drugs, growth factors such as teduglutide are likely to be 

offered only after all other medical and surgical options have been exhausted.  In adults 
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with SBS, teduglutide is therefore offered long after the adaptive process has ceased and 

patients remain dependent on PN therapy. In neonates and young children with SBS, 

however, it would be more ideal to provide growth factor therapies early, in order to 

augment the early adaptive period and augment their intrinsic gut growth potential. In 

addition, growth factors possess mitogenic properties and risk of tumorigenesis is thus a 

necessary consideration. SBS patients will need to be selected carefully as candidates for 

growth factor therapy, with the need for regular cancer screening a further possibility 

while receiving treatment. 
45

 

 

In spite of our limitations, the findings presented herein provide supportive 

preclinical data using a clinically relevant model towards the application of trophic 

growth factor therapies for neonatal SBS. We have shown that the JI model responds 

more robustly to EN whereas the JC model responds more effectively to GLP-2 

treatment. This differential effect may have translational and clinical implications, such 

that GLP-2 treatment may be a more preferred treatment modality for infants with distal 

intestinal resection, which is the anatomy most commonly seen in human infants with 

SBS. This finding may also lead to a more cost-efficient and targeted therapeutic 

approach in identifying the subgroup of patients that might actually benefit from GLP-2 

therapy the most. There are also implications for clinical trial planning, as enrolling 

infants with SBS of varying anatomies may affect and distort outcomes and study results 

if therapies such as EN and GLP-2 have differential adaptive effects according to 

remnant anatomy. 

Furthermore, we have shown that the adaptive potential of GLP-2 can be 

augmented when given in combination with EGF therapy.  This specific combination 
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treatment increases intestinal length, increases mucosal absorptive surface area and 

reduces intestinal permeability in pair-fed SBS piglets, all beneficial effects that would be 

desired in human infants with SBS.  We did observe evidence for mucosal expansion 

with the exogenous administration of GLP-2 alone, which supports prior preclinical data. 

We observed only a modest improvement in bowel weight per length with EGF alone in 

the JI anatomy; otherwise, EGF monotherapy did not improve adaptation. The role of 

EGF in intestinal adaptation therefore requires further clarification from preclinical 

models. EGF may perhaps have a differential role, being more beneficial in the JI model 

but not the JC model. Furthermore, the lack of an intestinal structural benefit with EGF 

monotherapy may relate to the fact that the EGF receptor is restricted to the basolateral 

epithelial membrane and is thus normally exposed only in the setting of epithelial 

injury.
46   

Effects of EGF may therefore be better appreciated in using a preclinical model 

 

that combines both epithelial injury, such as NEC, and intestinal resection but such 

animal models carry significant morbidity and mortality. 

Future directions for this work encompass both clinical and preclinical 

considerations. Given our findings in chapter 5, future clinical trials using GLP-2 

analogues in infants and children should target children with remnant anatomy that lacks 

ileum. Not coincidentally, most infants with SBS do lack some or all of their ileum. The 

JC piglet model, which represents this group, demonstrated increased structural 

adaptation in response to exogenous GLP-2 administration, in contrast to the JI model 

that retains ileum. Given the current cost of GLP-2 treatment in adult SBS, a targeted 

approach may be more clinically effective and, at the same time, more cost-effective. 

Based on our findings in chapter 6, the novel combined administration of GLP-2 and 
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EGF in infants and children with SBS should be considered. Clinical trials are currently 

underway examining exogenous GLP-2 therapy in children with SBS. To date, only one 

pilot study has reported the effects of EGF treatment in a limited number of children with 

SBS, with benefits on weight gain and 3-0 methylglucose absorption. 
36 

Given our 

findings, targeting GLP-2 therapy to human neonates with SBS, especially those lacking 

distal intestine, and offering treatment in combination with EGF, may provide these 

infants with their best chances for intestinal adaptation, enteral autonomy and improved 

patient outcomes. In addition to studying aspects of nutritional absorption, clinical trials 

of GLP-2 and/or EGF treatment in children also would permit our further understanding 

of the microbiome in infants with intestinal failure, as our current knowledge of the 

microbiome and its alterations in neonatal intestinal failure is limited. 

Additional preclinical studies will further our understanding of growth factor 

therapy in neonatal SBS. For one, extending our study period from one week to two 

weeks may allow further functional adaptive outcomes on nutrient absorption, barrier 

function, and weight gain to be better appreciated. Given that our studies were limited to 

7 days, our study findings are limited to the early adaptive period. Nonetheless, it is 

important to remember than the intestinal length doubles over two years in human babies 

but only 10 days in piglets and thus, the endpoints of adaptation can be studied in piglets 

over mere days or weeks. Study extension may also permit us to study whether 

combination GLP-2 and EGF therapy can allow SBS piglets to wean off of PN sooner, 

which we previously investigated in SBS piglets given GLP-2 monotherapy over a 14- 

day period.
42
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Furthermore, the translational relevance and advantage of our piglet SBS models 

allows us to study other potential clinical strategies with diet and novel therapies or study 

other aspects of intestinal adaptation including barrier function and the microbiome. 

Additional preclinical studies using rodents and rodent models of SBS may further 

advance our understanding of trophic factor therapy, including effects on permeability 

and the mechanisms underlying intestinal adaptation. Rodent models may overcome the 

inherent variability in a large-animal model like the piglet that was observed in some of 

our permeability and gene expression analyses. With regards to the variability in our 

studies, block randomization by litter or sow may decrease the variability seen between 

groups in the future. Furthermore, there remain many unanswered questions regarding 

the effects of GLP-2 and EGF treatment on intestinal permeability and the modulation of 

expression of different claudins and tight junction proteins. In our studies, we studied 

zona occludens-1, occludin, and claudin-3, -7, and -15. In the future, it would be 

worthwhile to study other claudins expressed in the gastrointestinal tract, such as claudin 

2, given that different claudins have opposing effects on intestinal permeability. It is 

certainly conceivable that growth factors may alter intestinal permeability by modulating 

the activity of both permeability-enhancing claudins and claudins that increase intestinal 

permeability. 

Furthermore, there remain unanswered questions regarding the mechanisms and 

peptides involved in the common downstream signaling pathways of GLP-2 receptor and 

ErbB1 signaling, as well as the unclear roles of the fibroblast growth factor family in 

intestinal adaptation. Knockout mice and transgene studies in rodents may be useful in 

deciphering these gaps in knowledge.  Transcriptomic analyses of the expression profiles 
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of intestinal growth factors and their receptors in response to intestinal resection, EN and 

growth factor administration also require functional validation through characterization 

of changes in protein levels. Finally, in our studies, we administered the native human 

GLP-2 peptide, rather than the GLP-2 analogue, teduglutide, due to a pre-existing 

collaboration with the Sigalet laboratory at the University of Calgary. In addition, we 

administered GLP-2 continuously via the intravenous route while teduglutide is 

administered by subcutaneous bolus injection. Future preclinical studies on GLP-2 

should thus consider the use of teduglutide and subcutaneous bolus injection to further 

support the translational relevance of our studies to the treatment of human infants with 

SBS. 

In summary, the work presented herein has demonstrated findings that support the 

emerging role of growth factor therapy for neonates with SBS and intestinal failure. 

GLP-2 treatment is currently being studied in pediatric SBS clinical trials. Using our 

translational piglet SBS models, we have identified the subset of infants that may respond 

best to exogenous GLP-2 treatment, those who have completely lost their ileum. 

Furthermore, we have demonstrated the benefits of novel combined administration of 

GLP-2 and EGF treatment on structural adaptation and barrier function in both of our 

anatomical piglet models of SBS.  Thus, these therapies may have the potential to 

augment the intestinal adaptive process in all infants with SBS. With improved structural 

adaptation, infants with SBS may demonstrate improved nutrient and fluid absorption, 

which then potentially reduces the duration that the child requires PN and is at risk for 

developing PN-associated complications. Importantly, PN and its associated 

complications account for the significant costs of care in children with SBS. 
47 

Improved 
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barrier function may decrease the risk of bacterial translocation and sepsis in a population 

is already at high risk of developing intestinal bacterial overgrowth. Hence, the potential 

benefits of growth factor therapy encompass not only the immediate medical benefits to 

the infant with SBS but may also lend to economic benefits for the healthcare system. In 

conclusion, growth factor therapies such as GLP-2 and EGF may represent a beneficial 

and forthcoming treatment modality for infants with SBS, with the potential to improve 

both patient outcomes and morbidity and mortality. 
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